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21, 1961
Revised Tuition Refund Plan
8. Clean Lassen
K. Oleen
H. Anderson

Mills
The following is a revision of the Tuition Refund Plan

outlined in a memo dated 7/26/61 as discus at the last
Personnel Committee meeting

1. The Personnel will be the bedy with
reapect to the administration of
2. A general outiine of the

at least six months
becoming eligible for

Plan follows

is waiting period may be

A. An employee mst
of satisfactory empltuition refund priv.

the Perenmnel

the schoo! at which the
taken is subject to the
mittee.

B. The course o
course of instruction will

Cc. The wik refund to the exployee tuition fees
only up (This not yet
determined if /the employee has achieved at least

maxi

a B grade, aan age ox its equivalent. All paymentswill be approved by the Personnel Committee.

DBD. Tre employee will pay all cther cests related to the
course of instruction,
Rm Neither the course of instruction sor its related
studies will interfere with the exployee's job. special
arrangements may be made subject to approval. by the
Department Mead and the Personnel Committee.



The following is a run dom of Sylvania's Tuition Plas
may help in some of our om plan

1, Their plan is available to employees,
2. Reinhursement. includes recistration and tuition but notbooks and other material. IZ think we should include thereyistration fee in our plan,
3. Plan
have this,
4. Request is erh=itt-4 by employee before course ts taken

t head and the Personne)
and is subject to his

3. Grate Achievenant foe reimbursement

A. At least
B. ~ At least

6. There is no financial
limit of $250 per year,

@
7. 100% Tuition Refukd a Gixeetiy applicable

t. AY euggest a financialthis at a ater dateif we wish.)

te the job.
is elren for a degreeat to the employee's

8. 50%
applicable

course is not. Y don't think we
fund at this time. can entend

at date if we

9. Reimbursement is made regardless of 6. I. affiliation.
(X de nat go with this)
10. Sylvania alse has Sponsored Courses whereby
selected employees are sent to take a partion tay course
prescribed by the Company and the Company pays of the
expenses involved. (I think this should be made a part of
eur plan)



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 16, 1961

SUBJECT Conference with Colonial Engineering

TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth FitzGerald
cc; Ken Olsen

Harlan Anderson
Roger Melanson

At the start of the meeting Loren and | decided that Colonial Engineering will not be
concerned with L & M drawings: #1, 7, and 9. Drawing 9 will have to have some engineering
done here in our own drafting room so that we may mount the indicator light panel on the side of
the cabinet the same as Jack Brown;s magnetic tape panel .

Drawing #7 is the full dor treatment for cabinets and | think that we should seriously consid r

n any event we have got to decide whether ITT will use our cabinet doors or whether we will use
theirs.

examining these prints closely and possibily changing our full dor treatment to coincide with L & M s

In viewing the color slide on the projector we felt it would be desirable to have more color
slides of the model or possibily we could even make arrangements to borrow the model for a short
time and make some studys ourselves.

The following Is a list of items to be brought to Colonial Engineering and also other subjects
that must be decided upon.

1. Aset of chassis track slides.

2. Acomplete assortment of our standard fasteners.

3. Acopy of the letter that | sent to Leo Murphy dictating our standard procedures.

4. Acomplete set of operator control panel prints showing the hole layout and hardware on

the back of the panel .

5. Aprint of the paper tape reader front panel .

6. Asset of prints of the tape catchers and tape container.

7. Samples of typical brushed aluminum surfaces (anodized) .

8. E size drawing paper.

9. Obtain from L&Ma full size layout of the long logo that mounts at the bottom edge of

the hood. (ADX Data Processor)

10. Add to the paper tape reader panel the exact location of the chassis tract mounting .

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



WE HAVE RECEIVED OUR NEW TIME CLOCKS AND WILL SHORTLY INSTALL AN ADDITIONAL
CLOCK ON THE THIRD FLOOR, TEMPORARILY OUTSIDE MY OFFICE. THIS NEW CLOCK WILL BE USED
BY PEOPLE WORKING ON THE THIRD FLOOR OF BUFLOING i2, ANO THOSE PEOPLE IN BUELDINGS
3 AND 4,

| WANT TO AGAIN STATE THE POLICIES AND ETHICS OF TIME CLOCKS AND CARDS, YON
ALL KNOW THAT YOUR TiME CARD 1S YOURS, TO BE PUNCHED BY YOU AND YOU ONLY. THE COMPANY
AT Ait TIMES WILL INSIST ON THIS RULE FOR THE PROTECTION OF SOTH YOU AND THE COMPANY,

THE COMPANY UNOFFICIALLY RECOGNIZES A FIVE MINUTE WASH-UP PERIOD BEFORE 12:00
NOON AND 5:00 P.M. 1 AM ASRING THAT WE MOT ALL BE AT THE TIME CLOCKS AT $#: 85 AND
4:55; THESE ARE THE TIMES AT WHICH WE FENISH WORKING, NOT THE TIMES AY WHICK WE LINE
UP TO PUNCH OUT.

AGAIN, THE 31DE DOOR OF BUILDING I2 i$ NEITHER THE ENTRANCE NOR THE EXIT FOR
THE PLANT, OMLY WHEN POSTED MAY THIS DOOR BE USED,

MAYNARD SANDLER
PRODUCTION MANAGER
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August 1, 1961
Personnel Requisition Procedure
RK. Olsen Bob Lassen8. Olsen
x. Sandler
@. Anderson
D. Milis

In order to insure a more systematic tighteycontrol over the
procurement ef personnel, X propose the fol
Requisition procedure

ing Personnel

will be initiatedi. A Pereonne) Requisition (see at
to theby the requesting Department He and

appropriate people (as sugge
xt is practical to use on)

low) ®nal approvalisition form
in the event that more th

sonnel
ividual is requested

provided that the job clas
valid unless approval
ion is the sane

approved form will thenbelow
be forwarded to t and will serve as

personnel,
t of the necessaryfinal autherity fo

list of people whe would have2. The followihd is
approval rity with specific job

all salaried personnel and allAe
Salaried or not.

3. Stan Olean appivve all requisitions.
Cc. Dick Mills - approve all requisitions.
BD. Mavnard Sandler - approve requisitions for all ypro-

duction workers, production-administrative people,
technician trainees, sheet metal workers, and all other
personnel that might require training in the Production
Department regardless of their eventual assignment.



Chairman
Frank E. Heart,
Lincoln Lab.

Program Committee
Jean H. Felker, Bell Labs.
Publication Committee
Harlan F. Anderson,
Digital! Equipment Corp.

@:
ocalArrangements

Committee
Harrison W. Fuller, LFE
Philip R. Bagley,
Lincoln Lab.

Finance
David L. Bailey, MITRE
Henry E. Frachtman,
MITRE
Hotel
S. Paul Blumenthal, LFE
Alfred E. Ventola, Jr. LFE
Publicity and Printing
Douglas T. Ross, MIT
George D. Wood, Jr., MIT
Robert Kramer, MIT

Registration
Henry L. Schmitz, Jr., IBM
John F. Pierce, Jr., IBM
Trips
Rollin P. Mayer,
Lincoln Lab.
Alexander Vanderburgh,
Lincoln Lab.

Hospitality
Arthur D. Hughes,
National Co.
Frederic W. Spearin,
National Co.
Exhibits
Howard I. Cohen, Sylvania
Exhibits Management
John Leslie
Whitlock Associates

adjacent to the main hall.

In Reply Address
American Telephone &
Telegraph Company
195 Broadway
New York 7, New York
Room 1122

1959
Eastern Joint
Computer Conferenceac

December 1,2,3, 1959
Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston

September 2h, 1959

Mr. W. W. Bledsoe
Sandia Corporation
Sandia Base
Albuquerque, New Mexico

:

Dear Mr. Bledsoe

It 4e a pleasure to inform you that your Paper
"Pattern Recognition and Reading by Machine" has been accepted
for presentation at the 1959 EJCC, You will be interested to
know that four out of every five Papers submitted for the
Conference had to be rejected because of limited program time.
The fact that your summary was accepted testifies to the
expectations that we have for your Paper, I hope you recognize
your renponsibility for making an interesting, intelligible and
well rehearsed presentation at the Conference.

Since you will have only twenty mimtes to present
your talk, I suggest that you choose a few high points to
cover in the oral presentation, Please bear in mind that the
specialists in your subject, interested in detail, will have
ample opportunity to study your full Paper in the proceedings
of the Conference. I urge that you give special attention to
telling the audience what you have accomplished so they oan
evaluate the significance of your work. Three other Papers
related to Character Recognition will be presented, It is
planned to have all four Papers read in advance by several
oritics who will have an opportunity, along with the authors,
to corment on the Papers in a panel discussion, We hope that
this will be a high point in the conference because of the
wide spread interest in the state of the art in character
recognition.

accommodate the audience expected, it may be
necessary to show a duplicate set of your slides in a room

Please bring two sete of slides
with you to the Conference, Experienced speakers find that
the requirements for a good slide are quite different from
those for a manuscript illustration. May I request that you
give special attention to preparing simple slides and to
Limiting their number so that the audience will have adequate
time to study each one,
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Conference, is conditional upon four copies of the completed Paper being
received by H. Anderson on or before November 15, 1959. No exceptions will
be made to this rule. Instructions for the preparation of your manuscr p
are enciosed, Yt is important that these instructions be followed. When

you send your mamiscript, please include 4nformation on the size of the slides
you will use and on any other visual aids you may wish to employ. At the
game time, please enclose a one-hundred word biography of the author who

will present the Paper.

f your Paper, and the right to present it at the

Registration fees will be waived for the speakers and each speaker
will receive a complimentary ticket to the award dinner, which will be held
on the evening of December 3. It is important that all speakers attend
because at this dinner the award of $300 will be made for the best presentation
at the Conference of a Paper describing significant work in the computer field.
The award was set up in recognition of the fact that careless and obtuse
presentations of technical papers are frequently a disgrace to the speaker
and an anesthetic to the audience, I urge you to@range for at least one

rehearsal of your presentation before your associates, and I recommend the
use of a tape recorder at the rehearsal as an aid to a fruitful post mortem

Sincerely ,

Je He Felker

Attachment
Manuscript Instructions
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Frank E. Heart,
Lincoln Lab.

Program Committee
Jean H. Felker, Beil Labs.

Publication Committee
Harlan F. Anderson,
Digital Equipment Corp:
Local Arrangements

Harrison W. Fuller, LFE
Philip R. Bagley,
Lincoln Lab.

Finance
David L. Bailey, MITRE
Henry E. Frachtman,
MITRE
Hotel
S. Paul Blumenthal, LFE
Alfred E. Ventola, Jr., LFE
Publicity and Printing
Douglas T. Ross, MIT
George D. Wood, Jr., MIT
Robert Kramer, MIT

Registration
Henry L. Schmitz, Jr. IBM
John F. Pierce, Jr., [BM
Trips
Rollin P. Mayer,
Lincoln Lab.
Alexander Vanderburgh,
Lincoln Lab.

Hospitality
Arthur D. Hughes,
National Co.
Frederic W. Spearin,
National Co.

Exhibits
Howard | . Cohen, Sylvania
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In Reply Address
American Telephone &
Telegraph Company
195 Broadway
New York 7, New York
Room 1122

1959
Eastern Joint
Computer Conference

December 1,2,3, 1969
Statler. Hilton Hotel, BostonCommittee

September 2h, 1959

My. J. S. Bomba
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey

Dear Mr. Bombas

It is a pleasure to inform you that your Paper
"Alpha-Numerio Character Recognition Using Local Operations
has been accepted for presentation at the 1959 EJCC. You
will be interested to know that four out of every five Papers
submitted for the Conferenoe had to be rejected because of
limited program time, The fact that your summary was accepted
testifies to the expectations that we have for your Paper, I
hope you recognise your responsibility for making an interesting,
intelligible and well rehearsed presentation at the Conference.

Since you will have only twenty minutes to present
your talk, I suggest that you choose a few high pointe to
cover in the oral presentation, Please bear in mind that the
specialists in your subject, interested in detail, will have
ample opportunity to study your full Paper in the proceedings
of the Conference. I urge that you give special attention
to telling the audience what you have accomplished so they
Gan evaluate the significance of your work. Three other Papers
related to Character Recognition will be presented. It is
planned to have all four Papers read in advance by several
oritics who will have an opportunity, along with the authors,
to comment on the Papers in a panel discussion. We hope that
this will be a high point in the conference because of the
wide spread interest in the state of the art in character
recognition.

To acc te the audience it may
necessary to show a duplicate set of your slides in a rom
adjacent to the main hall. Please bring two sets of slides
with you to the Conference. Experienced speakers find that
the requirements for a good slide are quite different from
those for a mamscript illustration. May I request that you
give special attention to preparing simple slides and to
limiting their number so that the audience will have adequate
time to study each one,
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Acceptance of your Paper, and the right to present it at the
Conference, is conditional upon four copies of the completed Paper being
received by H. Anderson on or before November 15, 1959. No exceptions will
be made to this rule. Ynstructions for the preparation of your manuscript
are enclosed. It s important that these instructions be followed. When

you send your manuscript, please include information on the size of the slides
you will use and on any other visual aids you may wish to employ. At the same

time, please enclose a one-hundred word biography of yourself,

Registration fees will be waived for the speakers and each speaker
will receive a complimentary ticket to the award dinner, which will be held
on the evening of December 3, It is important that all speakers attend because
at this dinner the award of $300 will be made for the best presentation at
the Conference of a Paper describing significant work in the computer field.

presentations of technical papers are frequently a disgrace to the speaker
The award was set up in recognition of the fact that and obtuse

amd an anesthetic to the audience. I urge you to arrange for at least one
rehearsal of your presentation before your associates, and I recormend the
use of a tape recorder at the rehearsal as an aid to a fruitful post mortem,

Sincerely,

Je He Felker

Attachment
Mamuiscript Instructions
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Finance
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MITRE
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American Telephone &
Telegraph Company
195 Broadway
New York 7, New York
Room 1122

1959,
Eastern Joint
Computer Conferenceat

December 1,2,3, 1969
Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston

September 24, 1959

Mr, Le Rellerman
International Business Machines Corporation
Product Development Laboratory
Box 390
Poughkeepsie, New York

Dear Mr, Hellermans

It is a pleasure to inform you that your Paper WA

Digital Computer A1gorithm for the Analytic Solution of
Differential Equations has been accepted as a supernumerary
by the Program Committee. If agreeable to you, the Paper will
be published in the Proceedings of the Conference but no assur-
anoe can be given at this time that the Paper will be scheduled
for oral presentation, We will, however, let you know by
Novenber 20 whether or not it has been possible to achedule an
oral presentation. I will need to know by retum mail whether
or not this procedure is acceptable to you and whether or not
you plan to have your Paper in November 15 discussed below,
You will be interested to know that four out of every five Papers

for the Conference had to be rejected because of
limited program tine,

Publication of your Paper 4a conditional upon four
copies of the completed Paper being received by He Anderson on
or before November 15, 1959. No exceptions will be made to this
rule, Instructions for the preparat on of your manuscript are
@nclosed, It is important that these instructions be followed,
When you send your manuscript, please include information on
the size of the slides you will use and on any other visual aids
you may wish to employ, At the sane tine, please enclose a one-
hundred word biography of yourself,

In the event that it is possible to schedule your
Paper for oral presentation, you will, Like other speakers,
have twenty minutes to present your material and this will
require that you make a very careful preparation, Since there
may not be many experts in your subject at the meeting, a
rehearsal before a representative but non-expert group of your
associates may be of considerable assistance fn finding the
right level of presentation.
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The following will also be of interest in the event your Paper
ean be scheduled for oral presentation. To accomodate the audience expected,it may be necessary to show a duplicate set of your slides in a room adjacent
to the main hall. Please bring two sete of slides with you to the Conference.
Experienced speakers find that therequirements for a good slide are quite
different from those for a manuscript illustration. May I request that you
give special attention to preparing simple slides and to limiting their nunber
go that the audience will have adequate time to study each one,

Registration fees will be waived for tho speakera and each speaker
will receive a complimentary ticket to the award dinner, which will be held
on the evening of December 3. It is important that all speakers attend because
at this dinner the award of $300 will be made for the best presentation at the
Conference of a Paper describing significant work in the computer field. The
award was set up in recognition of the fact that careless and obtuse presenta~
tions of technical papers are frequently a disgrace to the speaker and an
anesthetic to the audience,

Sincerely,

e He Felker

Attachment
Manuscript Instructions

Coes Pe J. Nelson



September 2h, 1959

Re Le Gray
Ce Raxrigon, Ure
National Laboratory

Tamont, Tllinois
Gentlemens

It 4s @ pleasure to inform you that your Paper
"Normalised Floating Point Arithmetio with an Index af
Significance" has been accepted as a supernumerary by the
Program Comittee. If agreeable to you, the Paper will be

'published in the Proceedings of the Conference but no assur
ance can be given at this tine that the Paper will be scheduled
for oral presentation. We will, however, let you know by
November 20 whother or not it has been possible to schedule an
oral presentation, I will need tc know by return mail whether
or riot this procedure is acceptable to you and whether or not

You will be interested to lmow that four out of every five Papers
eubmitted for the Conference had to be rejected hanaine of
you plan to have your Paper in on Noverber 15 discussed below,

limited program tine,
Publigation of your Paper ia conditional upon four

copies of the complated Paper being received by H. Anderson on

or before Rovember 15, 1959. No exceptions will be made to this
ruls. Instructions for the preparation of your manuscript are
Gnclosed. It is important that these instructions be followed,
When you send your manuscript, please include information on
the sise of the slideg you will use and on any other vigual aids
you may wish to employ, At the same time, please enclose a one-
hundred word biography of each author.

In the event that it is possible to schedule your
Paper for oral presentation, you will, like other speakers,
have twenty minutes to present your material and this will
require that you make a very careful preparation. Since there
may not be many exporte in your subject at the meeting, a
rehearsal before a representative but non-expert group of your
associates may be of considerable anstatence in finding the
right evel of prosentation,



The following will also be of interest in the event your Paper
can be scheduled for oral presentation. To accommodate the audience expected,
4t may be necessary to show a duplicate set of your slides in a room adjacent
to tho main hall, Please bring two sete of slices with you to the Conference.

speakers find that therequirements for a good elide are quite
different from those for a manuscript illustration, May I request that you
give special attention to preparing simple slides and to limiting their number

that the audience will have adequate tine to study each one.

Registration fees will be waived for the speakers and each speaker
will receive a complimentary ticket to the award dinner, which will be held
on the evening of Ueoenber 3. It is important that all spenkers attend because
at thie dinner the award of $300 will be made for the best presentation at the
Conference of a Paver desaribing significant work in the computer field. The
award was set up in recognition of the fact that careless and obtuse presenta-
tdions of technical papers are frequently a disgrace to the speaker and an

:

anesthetic to the aixiience.

Sinoerely,

Je He Felker

Attachaant
Manuscript Instructions

GeGe8 We F. Miller
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SE
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A. lavine
Re B. Modhee

Hughes Mroraft Company
Systena Development Laborato:ries
Culwr City, Californias

Gentlemens.

It is @ pleasure to that your Paper

Tolerances" has been accepted as a supernumerary by the Program
Committee. If agrevable to you, the Paper will be published in
the Proceedings of the Conference but no assurance can be given
at this time thet the Paper will be scheduled for orel presenta-
tion. will, however, lst you know by Movenber 2 whether or
not it has been possible to schedule an oral presentation. IT

will need to know by return mail whether or not this procedure
is acceptable to you and whether or not you p.

Paper in on Novenber 15 as discussed below, You will be interested
to know that four out of every five Papers submitted for the

you
"Analog Simulation as a Tool for the Determination of Op*tene

have

rene had to be rejected because of 11=mted tine.

Publication of your Paper 4s conditional upon four
copies of the completed Paper being received by H. Anderson on
or before Novenber 15, 1959. No exceptions will be made to this
yule, Instructions for the preparat on of your manuscript are
enclosed, It is important that these instructions be followed.

you may wish to employ. At the sare tine, please engions & one=
4aWhen you send your manuscript, please nclude information on

the size of the slides you

hundred word biography of each author.

In the event that 4% is possible to schedule your
Paper for oral presentation, you will, like other speakers,
have twenty minutes to present your material and this will

may not be many experte in your subject at the meting,.rehearsal before a representative but non-expert group
associates may be of considerable assistance in finding the

that make a very careful preparation, Since there

right level of presentation.
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The following will also be of intercst in the event your Paper
ean be scheduled for oral presentation. To accomodate the audience expected,it may be necessary to show a duplicate set of your slides in a rvom adjacent

Experienced speakers find that the requirements for a good slide are quitedifferent from those for a manuscript illustration. May I request that you
give special attention to preparing simple slides and to liniting their nusher
so that the muilence will have adequate time to study each one,

Registration fees will be waived for the speakers and each speaker.will receive a complimentary tioket to the award dinner, which will be held
on the evening of December 3, It is important that all speakers attend because
at this dinner the award of $300 will be made for the best presentation at the
Conference of a Paper describing significant work in the computer field. The
award was set up in recognition of the fact that careless and obtuse presenta-
tions of technical papers are frequently a disgrace to the speaker and an
anesthetics to the audience,

Sincerely,

J. He. Felker

Attachuent
Manuscript Instructions

to the main hall. Please bring TWO ts of slides with you to the
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December 1,2,3, 1959
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OCT & 1980hilip R. Bagley

MESSRS. V. L. NEWHOUSE:J. W. BREMER:
H. H. EDWARDS:

Applied Physics Section
General Electric CompanyP.O. Box 1088
Schenectady, New York

Gentlemen:

In confirmation of my recent phone
conversation with Mr. Newhouse, it is a pleasure to
inform you that your Paper has been accepted as a
supernumerary by the Program Committee. As I said
during our phone conversation, the Paper will be
published in the Proceedings of the Conference, but
no assurance can be given at this time that the Paperwill be scheduled for oral presentation. We will,
however, let you know by November 20 whether or notit has been possible to schedule an oral presentation.
I would appreciate it if you will send me written
confirmation that this rocedure is acceptable to you
and that you will be ab e to have this Paper in on
November 15th as discussed below. As you already know,
four out of every five Papers submitted for the
Conference had to be rejected because of limited
program time.

Publication of your Paper is conditional
upon four copies of the completed Paper being received
by H. Anderson on or before November 15 1959. No
exceptions will be made to this rule. instructions
for the preparation of your manuscript are enclosed.
It is important that these instructions be follwed.
When you send your manuscript, please include information
on the size of the slides you will use and on any other
visual aids you may wish to employ. At the same time,
please enclose a one-hundred word biography of each
author 4
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Tos Chairmen: Program and Publication Camittees
Chairmen: local Arrangements Comittee ani Sub-Committees

Enclosed a rough sumary of minutes cove the 1959 Eastern

Join'; Computer Conference Steering Committee Meeting on 2 November 1959.

Frank E. Heart
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Summary of Minutes
Steering Committee Meeting - 2 November 1959

1959 Eastern Joint Computer Conference

I PRESENT:

Frank E. Heart Robert A. Kudlich
Harrison W. Fuller Philip R. BagleyJean H. Felker Harlan E. Anderson

IT. GENERAL DISCUSSION (1)
Heart advised that an invitation had been extended to Dr. J. H. Foote, Presidentoi ATEE, to address the conference banquet. Dr. Foote was unable to attend the bane

qvet ard suggested addressing the conference at the luncheon on Tuesday. Since a
luncheon is nos scheduled for Tuesday, and it was felt that it was too late to
at, any manipulation with the program, Heart will decline Dr. Foote's offer but
extend him free registration.

The prize question was discussed. The arrangement is to have the Program
Ceammittee attend each technical session. The Program Committee would meet each day
arti again before the dinner for a final decision. Bailey would have a blank check
ready tefore the dinner. Heart asked if there were any other proposals for feed-
beck, yerhaps long the lines Willis Vere suggested. Felker and Kudlich advised
they hadn't seen anything practical that could be done. Heart suggested an honor-
able mention for several papers and Felker advised that if it rame out very close,
he thought he vould mention the runner-up but preferred to defer a decision until he
sew how the voting came out. Since this will appear in the Proceedings, Anderson
asked if certificates were being awarded. Felker advised there would be a pen set
presented with a small image of a speaker and a few words with the man's name. Bagley
sugested a photograph in the Proceedings and Heart recommended that when the prize
mc..@y was presented, the winner be given a note requesting that a picture be sent
inwediately to Anderson ~ he could bill Anderson for it if he wished. It was decided
that the prize item be given delicate treatment in the Proceedings.

Bagley stated he had received the suggestion that an explanation of the pattern
or the program cover be included in the final program. He also advised there had
becn a misprint in the price of the banquet in the preliminary program ($7.00
iretead of $7.50) but that it would have cost more to correct the error than let
it. atand.

Felker aged the cost of printing the preliminary program and Heart advised
$b $ 360 for a mailing of 30,000. He further stated that he had asked Fuller for a
reading as soo1 as possible on the details of the final program. Felker thought
the finel program was very important and that the $1500 budget figure should not be
set arbitrarily; he stated that he was not interested in prettiness but sonething
trat is convenient to use. It was suggested the program be designed to fit into «
CGE pocket ani that it should include page mumbers and a table of Heext
praised to stay in close touch with Fuller on the final program.

Heart fel he would like to be free to wander around following his wolecming:
aderess and asked to be relieved of the duty of Session Chairman for the ?irst two

speakers. Felser agreed and said he would perform this duty himself.
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III. STATUS REPORT - LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS COMMITTEE

Fuller presented the status of the following committees:

a. Exhibits

Exhibit space totalling $26,000 has been sold, inclwling nine rooms on the
fourth floor. Someone from the LAC will be at the hotel on Sunday night to arrange
whatever might be necessary. They are prepared to start setting up exhibits at
midnight Sunday if any of the exhibitors require it. Since normal registrationwill not start until 6 PM Monday night, it was decided that exhibitors would register
at the normal registration desk, rather than at a separate desk. Hxhibit hours will
be 10 AM to 5:30 PM on Tuesday, 9:30 AM to 9:00 PM on Wednesday, ani 9:30 AM to
5:30 PM on Thursday.

b. Hotel

The Hotel Committee is atill receiving requests for rooms. They now have
rooms for the four Wednesday round-table discussions on the 4th floor - numbers 401,
402, 403, and a triple room. Fuller will check on these numbers since they did not
appear to agree with room numbers previously listed as available. There will be
tvo press rooms, meeting rooms, and a speakers' lounge on the kth floor. It was
decided that the speakers' lounge, Room 435, was actually the room Felker had re-
quested for purposes of selecting papers ani getting speakers ani session chairmen
together. This will be changed fram "speakers' lounge" to "Program Committee Roan.
At this point, Anderson also requested a room in the same vicinity where he could
get together with speakers to go over galley proofs, transcripts, etc. It was
decided this should be separate frar Felker's room ani should be called the
blication Comittee Room. Signs were requested for both these committee rooms.

Filler suggested Anderson cal Blumenthal for the number of the roon assigned to
-the Publication Committee. Anderson advised he was planning to write to the
authors requesting their papers because he hadn't yet received any and the deadline
is November 15. Heart suggested he advise the authors in this letter about the
set-up of the Publication Committee Room.

Fuller edvised we still have about twenty rooms on the ith floor and suggested
we would not want to keep more than four or five indefinitely without any assign-
mot. Heart felt there would be more pushes for committee rooms and suggested
maintaining as many as possible until the last minute. It was agreed not to save
rooms for speakers nor for any other large groups. Fuller advised the Statler is
giving the corference two free roans, and probably Blumenthal would have one of
these. Heart asked for a room for Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. Kudlich ordered
& room for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, ani Thursday; Felker also ordered a room for
his personal use. Mudlich ani Felker will pay for their rooms. Heart suggested

first day of the conference. This was agreed on. Fuller agreed to advise Kudlich
and Feiker their room numbers, and Heart recommended that as the time got closer,
4% would be nice to distribute lists of room number assignments to all ccumittee

before the corference, ani hold a few right up to the last minute after thecutt ing down to ten roms two weeks before the conference, and to five roams one week
but not

people.
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Heart inquired about the dinner menu end Puller advised he did not yet know.It was suggested there be a la carte liquor service at the banquet. Concerning
and estimate three drinks per person. Parallel distribution was suggested, plus
@ good supply. Fuller said tickets would be sold which will cover as many drinksas they wished. Heart stated that in order to insure a gocd party, the conference

stated that Fuller had some leeway with it. Heart also reconmenied a larger supplyof cheeper food rather than a small supply of more expensive food. He further
advised we make sure the cocktail party is planned for only two hours.

the cocktail party, Fuller advised they plan some reagonably god hors d' oeuvres

maz t subsidize the cocktail party in the amount of around $500. Fuller asked if
the 200 was au emergency fund in case they guessed badly, ani Heart agreed but

c. Trips
Concerning the trips to Tinenin laboratory computer facilities, Heart advised

that although only one trip was mentioned in the program for Wednesday afternoon,
he felt a reasonable estimate of people interested would be around 300, ani it had
been arranged to conduct a morning and an afternoon tour of 150 each. Felker ex-
pressed some concern that the tour would compete with the technical sessions. Heart
aévised that he has had considerable grief concerning these tours, ani it was
decided to let the matter stand as is. It was felt that the small number attending
each tour would not materially detract from the session attendance.

ad. Hospitality
Fuller advised that the Hospitality Committee will have a booth for message

service and a recruiting board which they will oversee. Recruiting cards will be
restricted to 4" x 6" and will be stamped and posted by the Hospitality Committee.
Fuller (7) thought there should be something in the final program concerning
recruiting rules. The Hospitality Committee is also arranging to have coffee for
the women each morning on the veranda of the Terrace Room.

e. Finance

As of Ocsober 15, Finance Committee issued a new budget with a $6,000 profit
and contingency fund.

f. Publicity and Printing
The wind-up of preliminary mailing was about two days late, with the exception

of foreign mailing which was a day or two beyond that. The postage figure was nos
in the budget yet. The $1500 estimate for the final program is still a questionable
figure.

ley advised that the final program must be pretty well set up by now be-

of it soon and asked for an opportunity to see the final program while there was

some chance to say something avout it. Anderson agreed to furnish the names

of his Publication Committee for inclusion in the final program. Bagley recommended

these names be phoned to Doug Ross as soon a8 possible; he alan offered to help
Fuller construct some recruiting rules if he required help.

cause the proofs were expected by November 7. Heart asked to be advised the status
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Felker expressed the opinion that we are striving too hard on the publicity
angle ~ that the general public really has no part in the conference. Since the
Datamatic article is still forthcoming, it was agreed there shoul be a
emphasis on publicity. It was not the intent to maximize registration.

& Registration
Concerning the Registration Comittee, Fuller advised that some of them have

faded avay and new people may have to be recruited. CEIR is on board and will be
responsible for key punching and preparing lists. Arrangements have been made with
IBM for typewriters anf other paraphernalia. After some discussion it was decided
to have one booth for straight registration anid another for the sale of tickets and for
odds ani ends business. Extra copies of the Proceedings would be handled from the
tickets booth. Anderson agreed to furnish Fuller with 1000 forms to be filled out
for extra copies of the Proceedings; they would then be returned to Anderson.
Heart recommended they be prepared for a real problem at the tickets booth on
Tuesday morning. Fuller advised they started over a month ago to solicit help for
the Registration desks and have not had overwhelming response from the conmercial
organizations; we can provide about ten girls a day but may have to hire some others
for at least the first day. Fuller's assistant at LYE is in charge of the people-
acquisition problem.

There was general discussion concerning the operation of the Registration
area. Fuller advised there were five positions in registration. Arrangements
should be made about a booth for the three professional societies. It was suggested
that guards police the exhibit area, possibly under the direction of an IAC menber,
to make sure there aren't stacks of literature around and signs All over the booths.
Fuller thought the guards would probably report to end Fuller
WiLL have access to the cash registers and will make collections from the Registra-
tions people and see that it is banked. There will be an area labeled
near the Hospitality booth.

IV. STATUS REPORT - PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Felker sdvised the program is in good shape now; they have had contact with
the authors who have promised to get their papers in by November 15. 'The authors
of the four supernumerary papers have been advised that their papers will be
printed, regardless, but they will be on the program only if there is space. It
was Felker's telief that any author who doesn't have his paper in by the deadline
would probably have submitted a sloppy paper anyhow. He felt it was unfortunate to
have publicized the fact that only 27 out of several hundred papers were selected.
Felker did not see the publicity release before it went out; Kudlich had seen it too
late to do anything about it. Since this announcement might hurt future conferences,
Puller agreed to have it removed from future releases. Heart advised he has asked
for prior looks at any future publicity. About six gripes had been received from

various organizations by the Program Committee concerning the selection of papers,
ineluding RCA and Potter Instrument.
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Vv. STATUS REPORT - PUBLICATION COMMITTER

Anderson advised it was his impression that the Local Arrangements Cemmittee
would provide stenotypists. He would like to have a stenotypist available at
each of the sessions for a transcript of the discussion. Felker agreed to furnish
Arderson copies of the written questions, although he felt they were generally not
very useful. Anderson advised that stenotypists would take down the discussions
tut not the papers, ani transcription can take place in the Publication Committee
Room on the 4th floor. He would like to have the results quickly possible
after the session - the same day if possible.

Much general discussion was had on the question of publishing the discussion
material in the Proceedings. Felker felt strongly that the discussions should not
be printed unless the speaker had a chance to edit the transcript. Fuller (7)
suggested two stenotypists instead of one for the discussions only, and this vas
agreed on. The question of publishing the Wednesday night panel sessions was dis-
cussed and decided against. Heart felt it would be important to include the
Thuraday afternoon discussions. Heart was in favor of allowing Anderson to use
his own judgment on publishing discussion material, and preferred not to make a
rigid rule about editing the transcripts in view of the one-month projected publi-
cetion date for the Proceedings. After considerable haggling, Felker's position
carried, and discussions will not be printed unless the author his had an opportunity
to examine it. Anderson advised that he wuld provide several tape recorders from

his office es a possible aide in transcription, and someone to take care of them.

He would, however, require help frem the LAC on amplifying system connections. He

agreed to print only what has been checked with the authors, ani if it is going to
delay anything, he will omit it. He stated that he would do his best to get all of
the discussions and print as mich as he can.

Felker advieed that Willis Ware is not going to supply a manuscript.

Vi. GENERAL DISscussIoNn (2)
Fuller advised we would have standard cards for questions and someone will

have to distribute them and collect them again right after the paper ani give then

to the Session Chairman. Felker suggested about six people for this job, to be

furnished by the IAC.

Teart advised we hed decided to have a commercial organization print the

Proceedings. Anderson will write to Gamett about this decision, although Heart

hos already discussed it with Gannett. Anderson was advised to contact Doug Rosa

for the conference symbol, non-profit mailing permits, ani a return address for
the Proceedings. 'Total requirements will not be known until after the NJCC meeting

at the conference. Students will not receive free copies. It was decided that
Anderson will get the names of the exhibitors from Whitlock (about 50) and furnish

Whitlock with one copy of the Proceedings for each exhibiting organization. It
was suggested that 011 exhibitor personnel be issued special badges, be permitted

admission to technical sessions, and be able to buy tickets to the functions.

Conference help will not receive copies of the Proceedings unless they register
in the normal fashion.
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people with badges are admitted. A Local Arrangements Committee m=n should be et

ropes. Heart suggested we have specific volunteers really learn the ropes and
te the LAC representatives at the technical sessions; the guaris shold be under
their direction. Felker asked that he be given the nemes of the IAC representa~
tives so that sameone from the Program Committee can get together with them

A sign on the door indieating which technical paper was in progress was suggested.

one-half? hour before the session.

There wil be a guard at the technical sessions doors to that only

each session to rrange slides, etc., and this should be someone who. knows the

fonday morning to go over the details. Fuller agreed to furnish these names.

Tt was agreed to have a to warn spekers that their time up.
Anyone having anything to do with the operation of 4 session to be on hand

Heart suggested the following list of people to receive free registration
and Proceedings: persons on the conference letterhead, members of the Program
and, Publication Committees, Goode, Endres, Hamming, Rubinoff, Tom, ail speakers,
all session chaimman, and panelists. Kudlich suggested changing "speakers" to
"suthors" and include the supermumereries. Heart agreed to get a letter out to
all of these people, and requested that the people at the registration desk be told
that when the people pick up their material they should be sure to fill out the
registration card and leave it at the desk. Anderson agreed to supply Frank with
the names of the authors plus his Publication Camittee members. Heart will supply
Filler with a List of all the people to whom he sent letters in omer that the
Registration yeople will have their material ready for them.

It was decided to have a speakers' table for the 27 speakers, ani a head
table which vculd include those present at this meeting, the session chairmen,
the NICC members who were on the Russian trip, the LAC member who is running the
banquet, and several key iniividuals fran the professional societies. A list was
made up to include 22 people at the head tahle.

All thoee at the speakers' table ani the bead tahle were to receive complimen-
tary registration, including a copy of the Proceedings, plus a free banquet tickot.
Heart agreed to advise each individual accordingly. In the case of co-euthors, 4%

was felt that only the infividual actually delivering the paper ahold receive
complimentary banquet tickets and a place at the spenkers' table. The euthors of
the supernumerary papers are to receive free registration ani Proceedings only.

The question of arrangements for the wives was discussed. It was decided.
not to present them with free banquet tickets, but to provide a table near the
speakers' table where they could sit together if they wished. This would be 4
reserved table for the wives of anyone sitting at the speakers' or head tables - no

special invitation would be issued to the wives.

Avderson asked the purpose of the press rooms and Puller advised they were

for the use of reporters who may come to cover the seanions to ask questions of the
speakers. Fublicity people will be on hand to aid them. Fuller had not had a

chance to check Publicity plans.

Pelker recommended adequate screening ani projection facilities for the 35 MM

color slides which Willis Ware wilh be showing at the dinner; seating arrangements

gnould be checked.
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It was agreed that no one would be allowed free admission to the cocktailparty except the individual running it.
"Give -Aways"

Concerning give-aways, Fuller stated the following proposals had been re-eeived by hin:

(1) Coffee service on the 4th floor for an hour in the morning ent afternconto registrants at large. 'The location of the room for this service would beat the end of a long hallway, passing by all of the 4th floor exhibits; thiswould be a gesture to help out the lth floor exhibitors,
Felker stated there was 4 721 point in this but felt it was not a functionof EJCC to supply coffee since there was no return on it. Other Objectionsstated were that it would take too long; it would conflict with other
activities; announcing it would be distracting; a sign about 4th floor
exhibits in the main exhibit area would accomplish just as much. The issue
was voted on - Fuller ani Bagley abstained; a11 others voted against the
proposal.

(2) Cocktail party late Monday evening around 8 or 8:30 for exhibitors ani
staff. This would basically be for the benefit of the exhibitor personnel
who would be about finished setting up then, and would cost about $500.

Heart stated he had planned a Steering Meeting that night but that it wasn't
erucial. Kudlich felt it was important to provide these people with goodexhibit space, power, lights, etc., but that was not the same as entertaining
them at a cocktail party - they will be coming to the Tuesday night cocktail
party. Anderson felt, from an exhibitor's point of view, they look on this
as a trelitional thing ani that in some measure they are sponsoring the
conference. He thought good relationships with exhibitors from year to year
wee a good idea. Bagley stated that if nothing was provided for them they would
collect at the hotel bar anyhow. Felker stated this was not a money-making
corference and he would rather see the $500 spent elsewhere; however, he sug-
gested Whitlock might want to arrange something but it should be made clear
thet he is sponsoring it. The alternative of subsidizing a coffee cart ali
dey Monday for the exhibitors was suggested as a token of cooperation. This
vos agreed on and a figure of $300 was established for this purpose.

SHAMBARRplus free dinners 1f they worked

It was yointed out that registration will be in operation until 9 FM on
Monday night, but that there shouldn't be anyone around Tuesday night. Heart
suggested we try to keep a tight reign on this and not, for example, consider
expensive dinners. He suggested this would be in Fuller's province to handle
within oa reasonable limit. Agreed.

(4) A few dollars should be spent on the press. Fuller stated he hed a
bedget fran Publicity & Printing for $575 including such items as mailing

typewrit2re in the press rooms, refreshments for press roons ($50), press
of news stories ($150), photographs ($125), telephones in press ros,
teble for banqet, seme entertainment of newspapermen ($50), press conference
luncheons for editors andi writers. Fuller wes not too certain whet was meant
by these figures, but presumed the $575 was the same as the $600 igure.
Bailey in the budget.

a
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Felker thought we should keep the conference as professional as possible
and not try to do things that were eppropriate for a big business organization
since this ig largely a volunteer operation. Fuller stated the present plan
is for five more publicity mailings to various media, and that was the $150
figure. After general discussion, it was agreed there should be no money
for food and drink for the press, and that publicity shold be generally
cut down, with perhaps one more mafling instead of five, It was felt that
publicity was being over-emphasized. Kudlich suggested that future con-
ferences avoid the word "publicity" in their committees, ani substitute
"information and printing. It vas further decided that newemen should not
be furnished banquet tickets, or cocktail tickets unless there was a very
special case, but that if they wanted to attend, they could buy a ticket.

:

Fuller stated he would probably have to look at each thing as it came along
ani try to hold it down; he stated that he was prepared to pass on the feeling of
the comaittee as well as he could on these "give-aways", and that he could be

trusted to limit the budget.

:

:

Heart passed around all of the correspondence on the John Wiley complaint
regarding exhibit space, and his proposed reply.

Those present were reminded of another Steering Committee meeting the night
before the conference around 830 PM in the Hotel Statler, as per Heart's letter
of September 16.
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Chairman'
Prank E. Heart.
Lincoln Lab.

Program Committee
Jean H. Felker, Bell Labs.

Publication Committee
Harlan F. Anderson,
Digital Equipment Corp.
LocalArrangements
Committee
Harrison W. Fuller, LFE
Philip R. Bagley,
Lincoln Lab.

Finance
David L. Bailey, MITRE.
Henry E. Frachtman,
MITRE
Hotel
S. Paul Blumenthal, LFE
Alfred E. Ventola, Jr., LFE

Publicity and Printing
Douglas T. Ross, MIT
George D. Wood, Jr., MIT
Robert Kramer, MIT

Registration
Henry L. Schmitz, Jr IBM
John F. Pierce, Jr., IBM
Trips
Rollin P. Mayer,
Lincoln Lab.
Alexander Vanderburgh,
Lincoln Lab.

Hospitality
Arthur D. Hughes,
National Co.
Frederic W. Spearin,
National Co.
Exhibits
Howard t. Cohen, Sylvania
Exhibits Management
John Leslie,
Whitlock Associates

In Reply Address
P.O. Box 5,

1959.

Eastern Joint
Computer Conference

December 1, 2, 3, 1959

. Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston

Beptender 1959

Messrs. J. Felker, H, Fuller, R. Kudlich, 2. Bagley, Anderson

I would like to confirm errengenents fer two Steering
Gommittee meetings:

Monday, October 19, 9:30 AM, M.I.%. Faculty Club

An agenia is attached for this meeting. I would anticipate.
that a primary discussion subject would be the actual operation
of the technical sessions. Jt would be quite appropriate for
Mr. Fuller to invite one er two additional members of the Local
Arrangements Comittee to attend this meeting if such attendance
would be helpful. I would anticipate that the meeting will last
at least through hunch.

Monday, November 30, 8:30 FM, Mezzanine, Statler Hotel, Boston

minute checking; however, I would alee appreciate it if the Toeal
Arrangements Committee would provide detailed budget and expense
estimates at this time in order to equip me for discussions with
NICO at the conference. At this meeting it would be appropriate
for Mr. Fuller to invite any other members of the Local Arrange-
ments Comittee whose presence would be helpful.

Frank
PEH:bie

Brat Agendas

Needham 94, Massachusetts

:

This meeting is itended primarily or last-
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AGENDA

Stering Casm4

Monday, 9, 9:3 AM.19,
M.I.%, Faculty Club

bat
merely to provide a sarting point)
(this list is not intende to exclute

General status report by Local Arrangements Committee
a diecussion of each major function, and epncifinally
@ Yvignt/expanse report.

. Status report by the Program Comittee.

_ be Status report by the Publications Comittee ani discussion of
Publications Committee requirements. Discussion of Publications'
hend ling of "question periods.

he Discussion ef seasion operation.

Discussion ef registration area operation.

6 Discussion ef publicity plans.

To Discussion ef fourth floor space and hotel sleeping space.

8. Discussion ef food functions.

of prize avard.9.

Open ai10.

an a



Chairman
Frank E. Heart,
Lincoln Lab.

Program Committee
Jean H. Felker, Bell Labs.
Publication Committee
Harlan F. Anderson,
Digital Equipment Corp.
LocalArrangements
Committee
Harrison W. Fuller. LFE
Philip R. Bagley,
Lincoln Lab.

Finance
David L. Bailey, MITRE
Henry E. Frachtman,
MITRE
Hotel
S. Paul Blumenthal, LFE
Alfred E. Ventola, Jr., LFE
Publicity and Printing
Douglas T. Ross, MIT
George D. Wood, Jr., MIT
Robert Kramer, MIT

Registration
Henry L. Schmitz, Jr.. IBM
John F. Pierce, Jr., IBM
Trips
Rollin P. Mayer,
Lincoln Lab.
Alexander Vanderburgh,
Lincoln Lab.

Hospitality
Arthur D. Hughes,
National Co.
Frederic W. Spearin.
National Co.
Exhibits
Howard | . Cohen, Sylvania
Exhibits Management
John Leslie,
Whitlock Associates

In Reply Address
P.O. Box 5,

1959
Eastern Joint
Computer Conference ,,, Reply Use

Address Below
December 1,2,3, 1959
Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston

November 3, 1959

I would like to remind you of the approaching dead-
line for the manuscript of your paper for the 1959 Eastern
Joint Computer Conference,

Four complete copies of your manuscript including all
drawings and charts should be in my hands by November 15,.
The EJCC steering committee voted that papers not meeting
this deadline would neither be printed in the Proceedings
of the conference nor would the speakers be permitted to
deliver their paper at the conference. .

As you probably know, a concentrated effort is being
made to print the proceedings promptly. The Publication
Committee is planning to check with you during the con-
ference on any editorial changes in your manuscript and/
or question and answer transcripts. Would you or a rep-
resentative of your paper please report to the Publica~
tion Committee Room in the Hotel Statler to arrange for
a time to take care of this?
papers, the day after your paper would be an appropriate
time, Authors of all other papers try to check in on the
first day of the conference concerning editorial changes
to manuscripts and make plans for reviewing questions and
answerse -

I hope that you will find your participation in the
1959 EJCC a rewarding experiences.

Sincerely,

Harlan E, Anderson, Chairman
1959 EJCC Publication Committee
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Needham 94, Massachusetts

In the case of Ist and 2nd day
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Harlan F. Anderson,
Digital Equipment Corp.
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Committee
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from the National Joint Computer Committee.
document is attached and I would appreciate your reading it.

In Reply Address
P.O. Box 5,
Needham 94, Massachusetts

1959
Eastern Joint

R e

Computer Conferenceac

December 1, 2, 3, 1959

29 October 1959Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston

: Messrs. J. H. Felker, H. W. Fuller, 2. 3. Anderson
:

I recently received in the mail an interesting docunent
A copy of this

:

I would like to emphasise that this piece of payer
in no way binding on the 1959 Eastern Joint Cosputer Conference

since it han not yet even been accepted by NICC, erd has in no
case been given to me as an official directive. However, we can
gertainly take note of it where we so desire.

have marked in the margin those NJCC suggestions
which might, even at this late date, be pertinent and vorth
@ur consideration.

:

youre,

Frank
FEH:bic

Rael; Nace ltr 10-23-59, w/Joc
Policy Mama!
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MANUSCRIPT INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

You will have two means of cummunicating your 1959
Eastern Joint Computer Conference paper to the computer
field, orally and written.

Past conferences have shown that the Proceedings of
the E.J.C.C. are an important and lasting: record of the
meeting. To maximize the usefulness of this material
two important points must be kept in mind.

1, the written record must be distributed
goon after the conference.

and 2. the material must be prepared in a clear
manner.

DEADLINES

Four copies of your final manuscript and all draw-
ings and photographs must be in the hands of the Publi-
cations Committee by November 15, 1959. Send them to:

Harlan E. Anderson
EJCC Publication Committee
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

B,J,C.C. Steering Committee voted not to print papers
that to meet this deadline.ar e

During the conference itself (December 1-3) you will
be contacted by a member of the Publications Committee
for a final check on any editorial changes that may have
been made on your paper, It is hoped that galley proofs
from the printers will be available at that time.

Review of the text of questions and answers as re~
cordéd by stenotypists will also be carried out during
the conference if at all 'possible.



MATERIAL PREPARATION

Title
The title should be short if possible but not so

short that the subject will not be indicated clearly.
The author should remember that a paper is indexed by
significant words in the title and that many readers of
the PROCEEDINGS select the papers they read from the
teble of contents. The title, therefore, should be care-~
fully chosen. Six to eizht words is the usual maxinum
length.
Abstract

The abstract should be really informative and should
outline the essentials of the paper within the compass of
about 200 words or less. It should be meaty enough to
serve as a complete abstractr such services as Science
Abstracts or the Abstracts and References section of the
PROCEEDINGS. The author should ask himself if he is
willing to accept his abstract, without the rest of the
paper, as a fair statement of what he has accomplished.
The problem should be clearly stated, the method of
attack outlined, and numerical results, where possible,
included. In general neither references nor equations
should appear in the summary. The essence of a good
abstract is a concise statement in plain English of just
what has been done and why.

Figures and Tables
It is very helpful to readers of all classes if

tables, figures, curves, etc. can be arranged so that
they are self-explanatory and can be used with a minimum
of reference to the text. The quantities and units used
in plotted curves should be given clearly, and the
captions worded to convey as much information as possible
to the engineer who is merely leafing through his copy of
the PROCEEDINGS. If his attention is caught by curves
that mean something to him, he is much more likely to
read the paper. A caption such as "Plot of. /y versus
s for various values of the parameter n," wil not enlist
the interest of many readers. It is better to say, Axial
sound-pressure curves of electrostatic loudspeaker for
various diaphragm thicknesses."

Manuscript
Manuscripts should be typed on one side of the sheet

only and double spaced. All illustrations should be
referred to in the text by figure number. All footnotes
should be numbered.
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Footnote refcrences must be complete. Authors'
initials, title of article, volume and page numbers, and
month of publication should be included. The complete
reference should be as follows:

:

For a periodical: R.N. Hall "Power rectifiers and
transistors." PROC. I.R.E., vol. -40, pp. 1512-1518;
November, 1952.

For a book: W. A. Edson, "Vacuum Tube Oscillators,"
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y., pp. 170-171;
1948.

Tllustrations
Drawings for printing must be in black ink on white

paper or on tracing cloth. Photographs must be glossy
prints. The size should not exceedt.8} by 11 inches...

It should be borne in mind that most illustrations
will be reduced in size to a 3% column width when printed.
It is particularly important, therefore, that all letters,
numbers, and lines be drawn large enough and heavy enough
to remain legible after reduction.

Drawings with typewriting on them are not acceptable.
All information to be reproduced must be hand lettered in
ink.

Graphs should be drawn with only the major coordinate
lines showing. A chart containing a large number of
closely spaced line will not reproduce legibly..

Captions, if they are included on the drawing itself,
shoulda not appear within the area to be reproduced. They
should be placed under the illustrations.

Please feel free to contact me, if you have questions
concerning any of the material above.

arian E. Anderson
Chairman, Publications Committee
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Marry 5. Goole
Professor of Electrical Ingineering
2517 East
University of Michigan.
Am Arbor, Wichigan

Bear Marry!

X would Like inform you concerning the status ef the 1959
Eastern, voint Campiter Conference,

1. Pregren
A progrem hae been chosen anf a list of titles is attached for

your information. Out of 132 submitted papers, only 27 were Picked.
A considerable effort went into the progren selection this time, and

One.
Felker and Bob Weltah put in a ant a wel) directedreally hoping that it vill turn out quite well. Both Jean

+m Tanai 4A

The detatis of the Lora arrengements' job are simply over
powering ami the schedule for eompletion of the preliminary program

October 26 and if our luck holds out may actually happen. We
is quite tight; however, ve are still planning for a mailing on

There will be tvo inspection trips lincoln Laboratory ani Arthur Bswill heave cocktail party and final dinner andi no laineheong,

Little), end a of other open-house arrangements.
There will be formal Ladies' Activities Program, but there
be a strong "hospitality" effort.

The exhibit space wes completely sol4 out very quickly, and
companies have still been beating at the door

Financ iadly, the conference is still in the blen® and will
tine that way we male @ serious niscaleration. I will try
o have accurate budget manbers for BICC at the time of the conference.



+

fo: larry Geode 23 1959

We have decided to use local Beeten area printing facilities
an arrangement with Graphic House Associates. 'This firm has estimated «
pertod of fran four to five weeks for the completion of the printing job.
Several prior contacts with this comercial organisation have permitted us
to treat this estinate with considereble confidence. Insofar as price is
eoncerned, estimates by Graphic House Associates vere surprisingly close to
the estimates of several other local organizations, as well as the estimate

dees not have any deep-seated objections te our decisim.
by the Institirte of Radio Engineers; we are stil) aeming 9 $3.%-per-copy
widget figure. Fer your suggestion, I spoke with Larry Cumeings and the 1.2.3,

order to furnish final copy to the printer as pose
sible, we are insisting upon receipt of a complete paper by November 15 as
prerequisite for appearance on the program of the conference. We then

plan tn hee galley the for final cheaking
erthors.with

We going make real attespt to have the Prossedings is the mail
within 1.5 or 2 months after the conference.

Regaria,

Frenk 3. Heart

YEE:bic

Brel: Preliminary Progren fahetule,
1959

ec: F.
ds Lh
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10:00 - 12:00 A.M.

9:00 12:00 AM.

Conference Welcone

Computers of the Future

Negative Resistance Elements as
Digital Computer Components

2 200 - 2300 P.M.

Deposited Magnetic Pilns as Logis
Elements

Solid State Microwave Nigh Speed
Computers

The Engineering Design of the
Stretch Computer

Design of the lare Syeten

Wednesday, December 2, 1959

A Small Memory as a Control Device in
a Miltiprogrammed Computer and an
Keonomic Means of Performing High
Speed Arithmetic

The Virtual Memory in the Stretch
Computer

A Combined Analog + Digital
Differential Analyzer
The System Organization ef
Mobidic B

A Universal Computer Capable of
Executing an Arbitrary Nunber of
SubePrograms Simltarequaly

Heart, » 1959 BCC
Lincoln Laboratery

R. Rice
TEx

M. H. Lewin
RCA Laboratories

A. Pranck
G. Marette
B. Parsegyan
Remington Rand Univaec

J. A. Fe joven
RCA laboratories

Rieck
TEM

H. lukoff and others
Rend Univae

Norman Lourie
Henry Schriapf
Roy Reach
William
Patanatic Division of Minneapolis-

Honeywell

John Cocke and H. G. Kolsky
TEM

Rowan K.
National Bureau of

Stanley K. Chao
Sylvania Electric Products

John Holland
University of Michigan



2:00 ~ 5:00 P.M.

The Multi-Bequence Computer as a
Commanication Tool

Synthesis of Two Terminals
Based on the Theory of .R. Kirchhoff,
and 0. Veblen

Application of Roolean Matrices to
the Analysis of Flow Diagrams

SIMON « The Simulator Compiler

Techniques ani Methods
in a Digital Computer Progran te
Solve General Transient Heat
frangsfer Problems

dv AnkleyI.T.Mf. Labs

Satio 0kata
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute

Reese T. Prosser
Tincaln Laboratery

Thomas Sanborn
Space Technology Laboratories

B. J. Campbell
General Electric

Recognized. leaders in their fielis will leaf small group discussions. Mesbers
of the aA dance will be able to exchange opinions with one another and the
@iseussion leriers. The topics will be:

System Aspects of the Kile-megacycle Components

Use of Your Computer

Large fignal Ryeivalents in the Analysis ef Circuit Tolerances

The Role of Camputers in the Design Computers

Tmrsiay, December 3, 1959

9:00 - 10235 AM.

The Automatic Transcription ef
Machine Shorthand

A Managemert, Science Computer
Application

The Automatic Digital as
an Aid te Medical Piagnoeta

Harvard University and
Sylvania Electric

Morgan R. Walker
Jemes B. Kelley, Jr.
Mauchly Assoniates

Cc. B Crumb, Jr.
Dr. C FE. Rupe, M.D.

Systeme Division



10:55 + 12:30 P.M.

An Advanced Magnetic Tape Systenfor Data Processing

A High Speed, fina] 1 Size Magnetic
Drum Memory Unit for Ultra Anal],
Digital Computers

Temperature Compensation fer a
Core Memory

2:H - 5:00 P.M.

Use of a Computer to Design
Character Recognition Tagic
A Self Organizing Logical System

Alpha-Numeric Character Recognition
Using Lecal Operations
Pattern Recognition and Reading by
Machine

Discussion of Problems in Pattera
Recognition

6:30 P.M. - Dinner

Award Presentation

Dr. Richard 3B. Lavrance
Division of

Honeywell}

M. May
G@ Miller
G. Shifrin
Ramo Wooldridge

A. Ashley
RB. Cohler
W. 8. Runphrey
Sylvania Electric Products

R. J. Brey
IBM

Richard L. Mattson
Lockheed Missiles and Space Div.

J. 8. Bomba
Bell Telephone Laboratories

W. Riedsoce
I. Browning
Sandia Corporation

Authors anf invited critics

In recognition of the fect that technical programs are sometimes marred by
careless or obtuse presentation of papers, the EJCC has decided to enphasise
the importance of a good oral presentation. An award of $300 will be made
for the best presentation at the Conference of a yeper describing significant
work in the field. 'The winner of the award will be selected by the
Program Coumittee and the presentation will be made at the Conference dinner
on the last day of the meeting,

Status of Computer Developments in the Soviet Union :

In the frees of 1959 a delegation sponsored by the National, Joint Computer
Committee visited, in the Soviet Union, e number of research institutes,
universities ani factories producing digital canputers. This delegation
received the most detailed picture of Soviet developments yet given to a group
from the West. Dr. Willis W. Ware, a member of the delegation ani the editor
of the delegation's report will speak at the Conference Dinner on the Status
ef Computer Developments in the Seviet Unica.



Speakers for the
4232_Bastesa Joint.SComuteswfConfexenda

Dy. Rex Rice
Mathine Theory Group
IBM Research
7.90 Box 390
Poughkeepsie, Maw YoxrR

Me. KLE. Lewin
Radio Corporation of America
David Sarnoff Research Center
Princeton, Kew Jersey
My. A. Pranck, Manager
Mathematics ané Logic Re
Remington Rand Univae
Daivac Park
St. Paul 16, Minnesota

Mr. J. Aw Rajchman
Radio Corporation ef America
avid Sarnoff Resear
Princeton,

Re. Brich
International Busines) Cerp.
Data Processing Bivi
Product Devel
Bex 390
Poughkeepsie, Mew York

Mr. H. Llukoff, Chief Engineer
Rand Univac

i9th Street & West Allegheny Avenue
Philadelphia 29, Pennsylvania

Ne. M. Lourie, Assistant Project Nanager
Minneapl i Division
15] Needham Street
Newton Highlands 61, Massachusetts

:
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Me. HM. XK. Skramstad, Assistant Chief
Data cessing Systems Division
U.S. Department of Commerce
Mational Bureau of Standards
Washington 25, D.C,

Mr. 8, K. Chao
Sylvania Rlectric Products, Ine.
Data Process laboratory
189 "B" Street
Needham 94, Massachusetts

Mr, John Holland
The University of Michigan
Logie of Computers Group
Room 4001 Angell Hali
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Messre. E.G. KolakyJ. Cocka
Internationa} Business Ma
Product Development Labora
P.O. Box 390
Poughkeepsie, Mew York

Mr. J. B. Ackley
New Jersey

Myr. Satio
435 Vanderbilt

38. Rew York

Mr, Pro
Massachubetts

Laboratory
P.O. Box 73

73, Massachusetts

itr. fT. @ Sanborn
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.
Data Provessiuy and Operations Departwert
P.O. Box 98001
Los Angeles 45, California



Me, BD, J, Campbell
General Electric Company
Evendale Computations Operation
Building 305
Bvendale, Ohio

Mr. Gerard Salton
Computation Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge 38, Massachusettes

Messrs, J,B, Kelley
MLR, Walker

Mauchly Associates, Inc,
50 E. Butler Avenue
Aubler, Pennsylvania
xr. B, Crumb, JF,
Bendix Aviation Corporation
Systems Division
P.O, Box 416
Renton, Washington

My, R.B, Lawrance

Datarmatic Division
251 Meedham Street
Mewton Highlands 61

Mesers, M.

Digital Con
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Ine,
P,0, Box 90534 Aiport' Station
los Angeles 45, fornia

6,
G, patehifrin

Mesers, A. Ashley
RB. Cohler
W, 8, Humphrey

Sylvania Electronic Systems
Data Systems Operations
189 B Street
Meedham 94, Massachusetts

Mr. RB. J.
International Business Machines Corp.
Product Development Taheratory
Box 390
Poughkeepsie, Mew York



ur. R. Le Mattson
Lockheed Missile and Space Division
Logical Design Department $9-12
Palo Alto, California
Mr. W. Bledsoe
Sandia Corporation
Sandia Base
Albuquerque, Mew Mexico

Mr. J. 8. Bomba
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey
Mr. L. Bellexrman
International Business Machines Corporat
Product Development Laboratory
Box 390
Poughkeepsie, New York

Messrs. H, Gray
. Harrison, JY.

-Argonne ational. Laborat
Box 299
Lemont, Illinois

:

Neasrs. A. Levine
R. B.

Hughes Aircra
Systens Deve
Culver City, alifo
Mesers. V. ke

J. W.
q.

Applied Physics Section
General Electric Company
?.0. Box 1088
Schenectady, New York
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1959 In Reply Address

Eastern Joint
Computer Conference

Yineoin Laboratory

:

laxingtom 73, Mess.
December 1,2,3, 1959
Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston 23 1959

for Chairmen and Vice Chairmen: Publication Comittee, Progran
Committee, local Arrangements Cumittee & Sub-Committees

Subject RICO Expenses for "Give Aways"

I have recently noticed an increasing of suggestions that the
furnish ites such as free lunches, free coffees, free liquor, free

banquet tickets, etc., to various elaeesa of people. For ermyple, there
have been suggestions te furnish such items to newamen, te vives of
attendees, to speakera, to session chaimen, to exhibitors, ete. Tt ie
quite clear that both political ané financial considerations are invelved
in auch dectsions. I will have to answer to the National Joint Computer
Comittee concerning the use of finds and, more particularly, concerning
the use of funds ip a haphasert way.

It is quite clear thet many mich give-aways are reasonable and
appropriates; however, I am going to have to inai upon an orderly pro~
eedure in detercining which ave reasonable ani which are not reasonable.
That oxderly procedure ia to prepare a list of such projected give-awmys
wita an estinate of their cost, and permit the conference Steering
Counittee (Hessrs. Heart, Puller, Bagley, Anderson) te
make a decision on eacd ona.

Therefore, by this letter I specifically forbid any ccmmitaantof
BICC furds for such give-evey purposes prior to an approval by the
conference PnComittee. ('the only exceptions to this are free
banquet tickets for epeakers anf free coffee for wives of atteniees;
these items have already been diecussed ani a at
large part of the Steering Comittes.) Any individuals who vish to
oomait funds for give-away purposes should prepere a list of mich pro-
posals and entsit this list, either directly to me or through the chaire
man of the appropriate camittee, for nonsiferation at the Kovenber 2
meeting of the Steering Comittee.

I recognise that even give-aways take some planning, but this
is sufficiently crucial in a pelitical and financial vay that it

ia just going to have wait for onlerly consideration of each issue.

Simertly yours,

TER:bic
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Smith House, Cambridge

PLUS POST-MEETING NOTES
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LAC COMMITTEE MEETING (LAC-5)

This meeting was held October 15, 1959, 6:15 P. M. at the Smith House in Cambridge.
In attendance were:

Philip R. Bagley, LAC Vice Chairman
David L. Bailey, Finance Chaizman
S. Paul Blumenthal, Hotel Chaixman
Henry E. Frachtman, Finance Vice ChairmanArthur D. Hughes, Hospitality Chairman
Robert Kraner, Printing and Publicity Vice-ChairmanRollin P. Mayer, Trips Cheixman
Douglas T. Ross, Printing and Publicity Chairman

Finance

Bailey reported that the total-expected income was about $26,000 and that thetotal expected expenses were about $20,000.
No claim forms for requesting reimbursement will be made available at theconference. Such requests will be handled on an individual basis by whoever isfloor manager at the conference.

Petty cash will be available at the conference upon request to Bailey orFrachtman or someone designated by then.

Frachtman generously agreed to supervise a ticket sales booth which would
handle the tickets for cocktail party, dinner, and trips.

Hotel

Blumenthal has assigned fourth floor rooms for
roundtable discussions
press room (small)
speakers lounge
NJCC dinner

Since the roundtable discussions take place only on Wednesday evening, at other
times one of the discussion rooms will be used for press gatherings, and one fora
general lounge. More than 20 rooms remain d. Blurenthal is anxious to
Imow the room needs as soon as p a ne can release unneeded space back
to the hotel.

Regarding the block of sleeping rooms reserved for the committee, Heart saysthat he will know after the next Steering Committee meeting (early in November)
how many sleeping rooms we can relinquish.



The veranda of the Terrace Room will be available for the vomen's coffee
hour conducted by the Hospitality Committee, but it must be vacated by Ll A. Me

Blumenthal requests that coffee be served in the general lounge on the
fourth fleor. This would be an attraction to draw people through the fourth floorexhibit area. He suggests serving from 9:30 to 11:00 A. M. Tuesday, Wednesday,and Thursday, at a cost of $200 per day. This has been referred to Frank Heartfor approval.

Registration for exhibitors and all others on committee business will be
done on Monday until 6 P. M. at a table at the head of the mezzanine stairs. At
6 P. M., the regular registration desk will take over this function.

Preliminary plans have been made for liability insurance and for guards.Final arrangements will, be made during November.

The details of the cocktail party and dinner will be worked out with the
hotel in the next few weeks.

Definite needs for bulletin boards have been established for list of re-
gistrants, recruiting notices, and trip announcements, and a blackboard for mes-
sages. Blumenthal plans to have extra bulletin boards available to meet unfore-
seen needs.

The sponsoring societies will be invited to supply literature and man one
or more sponsoring societies booths. (Heart asks that the societies be actively
solicited--that is to say, goaded=--to provide material.} If no society wishes to
man a booth, we will provide and man one booth for the three societies.

Blumenthal volunteered to investigate getting a cash register for the ticket
booth which will stamp a validation on each ticket sold.

Blumenthal asked to have by November 15 a list of those people who are to
receive free dinner or cocktail party tickets. Subsequent to the meeting, Frank
Heart agreed to supply this list.

Immediately after the meeting Blumenthal planned to work out the mezzanine
floor plan and give it to Kramer (Printing and Publicity) for inclusion in the
Pinal progran.

Blumenthal. expressed a strong belief that the conference attendance will
exceed 3000. He has given some thought to providing closed-circuit television to
carry the meeting to some available space in or near the Statler. He suggested
that the committee members make tentative plans regarding possible excess at~
tendance.

Blumenthal will arrange for furnishing for committee headquarters (Hancock
Room).



Printing and Publicity
Unless something can be done, the delivery of the sdvance program from

the printer will be late. As a consequence, the meiling would be about 5,090letters a day for 5 days beginning Monday, October 26, and ending Friday, Octo-
ber 30. Effort will be expended to try to improve matters. Frank Heart
presses a strong desire to see a copy of the advance program before it goes in
the mail.

The preparation of the final program appears to be under control. Proofs
are expected to be available November 7. However, the original budget figure
of $200 for the final program will be exceeded manyfold. It has been rebudgeted
at $1500. 3500 copies are planned. If the incremental cost is trivial for 500
more, the number of copies will be 4000.

Requests for signs to be provided by the Printing and Publicity Committee
are t by November. For Last -minute work, the Committee will arrange to
have a s gn p ovel on Monday evening and Tuesday morning the week
of the conference.

A conference badge will be designed and printed in several colors to dis-
tinguish the types of registrants (i.e., speakers, local arrangements committee
and staff NJCC, exhibitors, regular attendees}.

A misprint occurred on the registration card, giving the dinner price as
$7.00 instead of $7.50. It was agreed to correct this error only if it could be
done for $100 or less.

The needs of DATAMATION for publicity material are apparently satisfied.
A publicity announcezent to newspapers, trade journals, radio stations,a

and television stations will be sent out next week.

Post-meeting note: The publicity people are reminded that plans for
publicity other than routine distribution of announcements must be checked with
Frank Heart before commitments are made.

Registration
Representation of the Registration Committee was regrettably absent.

Registration Committee Chairman Henry Schmitz is out of towa until November h,

Registration Committee plans to provide 6 typewriters and 2 tape-producing
cash registers for the registration desk.
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Corporation for Economic and Industrial Research (contact: Tom Lyons) hasvolunteered to keypunch and list the registration information. The card is pre=Sumably to be in a format suitable for use by Willis Ware (RAND) for maintaining@ mailing list.
The list of people receiving complimentary registration including proceed-ings will be supplied by Frank Heart. Local Arrangements Committee chairmen andvice-chairmen will receive complimentary registration with proceedings. Exhibitorsand other Local Arrangements Comittee members will receive complimentary registra-tion without proceedings.
The definite numbers of people for manning the registration desk have notbeen decided upon.

Post-meeting notes: {1) Some notation must be put on registration cardsto show which registrants are automatically to receive a copy of the proceedings(that is, without further payment). This indication must be carried over to the

their names appear on the registration list and eventually in Willis Ware's maileing list? (3} Remind CEIR that registration lists are not to be given to anyonewithout Frank Heart's 0. K.

punched cards which will be used to print the registration list and later wibe used by lis Ware to print the mailing labels for t BMG pss (2) Will
ca 8, and, if 60 will

Trips
In response to an earlier suggestion by Frank Heart » an additional trip toLincoln Lab has been arranged, for Wednesday morning, bringing the capacity ofthe Lincoln trips to 200 people. Capacity of the A. D. Little trip could not beincreased.

A letter has been sent inviting local to provide open house orunofficial tours. Analex is the only company to respond so far. Several companiescontacted directly have also shown interest.
Blumenthal will investigate getting liability insurance coverage for tripattendees. Vanderburg will inquire what insurance the bus company carries.

Hospitality
Art Hughes summarized the hospitality literature. It was agreed that the

literature (such as places to shop) of interest only to the ladies would be
printed and distributed separately from the final program.
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Exhibits

Exhibitors are being turned way for lack of suitable space.
A floor layout of exhibits on the mezzanine and fourth floor was sent in

by mail.

Post-conference note: A semi-final exhibitors list exists in the form ofletters from Whitlock to Bailey tabulating the exhibit receipts. Bailey is
making a few copies of the list for interested parties.

Publication of Proceedings
It is planned to have the conference proceedings printed locally and to

. have them mailed within 2 months after the conference.

Post-meeting note: Willis Ware of RAND Corp. will supply the mailing labels
from the punched-card registration list. Orders for copies of proceedings not
covered by the registration fee will be turned over directly to Harlan Anderson,
who will have mailing labels typed from them.

General

The need for detailed manpower requirements for manning desks, etc., to be
submitted to Harry Fuller was stressed.

Post-meeting note: (1) Bear in mind that things which cost money not in
the budget must be cleared with Frank Heart. (2) It appears that the responsi-bility for maintaining the recruiting bulletin board has not been assumed by any
committee.

Heart asked to have the committee members reminded that;
each committee should try very very hard to imagine themselves in the
shoes of an average or perhaps slightly stupider-than-average con-
ference attendee, and try to visualize all the kinds of questions,
problems, etc., which such a person might have in the areas affected
by @ particular sub-committee. The smoothness of the operation is
completely dependent upon people going through this mental exercise
and then making prior arrangements to cope with as many potential
problems as possible.
The committee members were reminded by the chairman that their hard work was

really appreciated.

The meeting adjourned at 9:20 P. M.

= Submitted by P. R. Bagley

PRB/als
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Mr. H. F. Anderson
Publication Committee
1959 Eastern Joint Computer Conference
Digital Equipment Corporation
Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Andy:

I would like to indicate concurrence
with your choice of Graphic House Associates as the printing
contractor for the Proceedings of the 1959 Eastern Joint
Computer Conference. I discussed this matter with Mr.
Cummings, as suggested by Harry Goode, and the I.R.E.
apparently has no deep-seated negative reactions.

The Proceedings' budget figure will
remain at $3.00. It is my impression that enough money is
available as back-up in the event of a small. miscalculation,
and I sincerely hope we do not have a large miscalculation.

I will be out of town until roughly the
middle of October but will plan to talk to you at the
Steering meeting on October 19.

Regards,

Frank E. Heart

FEH:bic
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LAC COMMITTTE MEETING (LAC-5)

This meeting was held Septanber 8, 1959, 6:CO p.m. at the MIT Faculty Club.

In attendance were:

Yhilip R. Bagley, LAC Vice Chairman
David Bailey, Finance Chairman
S. Paul Blumenthal , Hotel Chairman
Howard Cohen, Exhibits Chairman
Henry E, Fracntman, Minance Vice Chairman
Harrison W. Fuller, LAC Chairman
Frank E, Heart, Conference Chairman
Arthur D. Hughes, Hospitality Chairman
Robert Kramer, Printing and Publicity Vice Chairman
Albert Linsky, Exhibits Vice Chairman
Hideo Mori, Representing National Similation Council
Frederic W. Snearin, Hospitality Vice Chairman
Alexander Vanderburgn, Jr., Trips Vice Chairman
George Wood, Publicity and Printing Vice Chairman

Exhibits Committee

The hth floor was investigated and it was decided to exhibit there. The
exhibit space on the lth floor will cost the same per square foot

as thet on the end. This additional space will give a total of 89 booths.

Finance Committce

A $5,000 balance was reported with another payment from Mr. Whitlock.

Hospitality Committee

It was recommended that EJCC sponsor a cocktail party Monday night for the
exnibitors. Further consideration of this must wait for a more final budget.

howing a movie of Boston at the moming coffee hour was sugrested but

bility of using the Bay State Room for this purnose, if it is available. It
will be discussed further. There is no question that a satisfactory room can be
found. A. D. Hughes will formalize this roomzequest ina letter to S. P. Blumenthal.

S. P. Blumentnal said the rooms he had in mind are too small There is a possi

Three types of maps will be available, Freedom Trail, Visitors Map of Boston,
and an Esso map, along w th other literature.

Hotel Committee

By September 15, Mr. Felker should specify the exact number of rooms he

requires, He will have a Program Committee Dinner meeting with 26 or 27 people.

It was suggested that reserved sleeping rooms be held until the last possible
date that the Statler will hold them.
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September 2, 1959

Mr. H. E, Anderson, Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Harland:

We have reviewed your "Manuscript Instructions to
Authors." My chief comment is that we would like to have
hO copies instead of 30. It will be very important that
we get a copy of the final manuscript at the same time that
you do so that our Session Chairman can read the paper and
be in a position to introduce it properly. Ben Gurley has
volunteered to work closely with you on this and send our
copies out to the Session Chairman as soon as they arrive
in Boston, Will you therefore request an extra copy of
the manuscript and drawings for our exclusive use? Some
minor comments on the write-up have been penciled in to
the margin of the enclosed copy.

You may be interested to know that we plan to
tell authors that no one will be allowed to appear on the
program who does not get their paper to you by November 15,
This makes it doubly important that Ben Gurley be in touch
with you as the papers are received,

Sincerely,

vealZH. Felker

c.c.: B. M. Gurley
Re Ae Kudlich
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Registration
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Lincoln Lab.

Hospitality DEADLINES
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National Co. copies of your final manuscript and all drawingsFrederic W. Spearin, and pnotographs must be in the hands of the PublicationsNational Co. Send them to:
Exhibits

Committee by November 15, 1959.
Howard | . Cohen, Sylvania Ne roastHarlan E. Anderson

M : i
4

Exhibits Management BICC Publication Comnittee ean
John Leslie, :

yeWhitlock Associates Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

E.J.C.C. Steering Committee voted not to print papers
that failed to meet this deadline.

During the conference itself (December 1-3) you will
be contacted by a member of the Publicetions Committee for
a final check on any editorial changes that may have been p
made on your paper. It is hoped that galley proofs from :

the printers will be available at that time.
Review of the text of questions and answers as recorded

con= x

by stenotypists will also be carried out during the
ference if at all possible.

Foun



\. MATERIAL PREPARA TION

Title
:

The title should be short if possible but not so short
that the subject will not be indicated clearly. 'the author
"should remember that a paper is indexed by significant

s title, therefore, should be carefully chosen. Six to eight
words is the usual maximum length.

the papers they read from the table of contents.
words in the title and that many readers of the PROCEEDINGS

the:

:

Cy/ avstract
y The abstract should be really informative and should

outline the essentials of the paper within the compass of
about 200 words or less. It should be meaty enough to
serve as a complete abstract for such services as Science
Abstracts or the Abstracts and References section of the
PROCEEDINGS. The author should esk himself if he is willing
to accept his abstract, without the rest of the paper, as a
fair statement of what he has accomplished. The problem
should be clearly stated, the method of attack outlined,
and numerical results, where possible, included. In general
neither references nor equations should sppear in the
summary. The essence of a good abstract is a concise state-
ment in plain English of just what has been done and why.

Figures and Tables
It is very helpful to readers of all classes if tables,

ficures, curves, etc. can be arranged so that they are self-
explanatory end can be used with a minimum of reference to
the text. The quantities and units used in plotted curves
should be given clearly, and the captions worded to convey
as much information as possible to the engineer who is merely
leafing through his copy of the PROCEEDINGS. If his
attention is caught by curves that mean something to him, he.
is much more likely to read the paper. A caption such as
"Plot of Xo/y versus s for various values of the parameter

better to say, "Axial sound-pressure curves of electrostatic
loudspeaker for various diaphragm thicknesses."
n," will not enlist the interest of many readers. It is

Manuscript
Manuscripts should be typed on one side of the sheet

only and double spaced. All illustrations should be referred
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to in the text by figure number. All footnotes snould
be numbered.

Footnote references must be complete. Authors!
initials, title of article, volume and page numbers, and
month of publication should be included. 'the complete
reference should be as follows:

For a periodical: R. N. Hall, "Power rectifiers and

ember, 1952.
PROC, LT vol. ho, ppe 1512-1518; Nov-transistors.

For a book: W. A. Edson, "Vacuum Tube Oscillators,"
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., ppe 170-171;
145-6

Tllus trations
Drawings for printing must be in black ink on white

paper or on tracing cloth. must be glossy
prints. The size should not + by 11 inches.

It should be borne in mind that most illustrations will
be reduced in size to a 34 column width when printed. It
is particularly important, therefore, that all letters,
numbers, and lines be drawn lerge enough and heavy enough
to remain legible after reduction.

Drawings with typewriting on them are not acceptable.
All information to be reproduced must be hand lettered in
ink.

Graphs should be drawn with only the major coordinate
lines showing. A chart containing a large number of closely
spaced lines will not reproduce legibly.

Captions, if they are included on the drawing itself,
should not appear within the area to be reproduced. They
should be placed under the illustrations.

Please feel free to contact me, if you have questions
concerning any of the material above.

Harlan BE. Anderson
Chairman, Publications Cornmittee
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Computer Conference

December 1,2,3, 1959
Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston

MANUSCRIPT INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

You will have two means of cummunicating your 1959
Eastern Joint Computer Conference paper to the computerfield, orally and written.

Past conferences have shown that the Proceedings of
the E.J.C.C.. an important and lasting record of the

Henry L. Schmitz, Jr., IBM meeting. To maximize the usefulness of this material
two important points must be kept in mind.

1, the written record must be distributed
soon after the conference.

and 2. the material must be prepared in a clear
manner,

DEADLINES

Four copies of your final manuscript and all draw-
ings and photographs must be in the hands of the Publi-
cations Committee by November 15, 1959. Send them to:

Harlan E. Anderson
EJCC Publication Committee
Digital Eyuipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

E.J,C.C. Steering Committee voted not to print papers
that failed to meet this deadline.

During the conference itself (December 1-3) you will
be contacted by a member of the Publications Committee
for a final check on any editorial changes that may have
been made on your paper, It is hoped that galley proofs
from the printers will be available at that time.

Review of the text of questions and answers as re-
cordéd by stenotypists will also be carried out during
the conference if at all possible,
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MATERTAL PREPARATION

Title
The title should be short if possible but not so

short that the subject will not be indicated clearly.
The author should remember that a paper is indexed by
Significant words in the title and that many readers of
the PROCEEDINGS select the papers they read from the
teble of contents. The title, therefore, should be care-
fully chosen. Six to eizht words is the usual maximum
length,
Abstract

The abstract should be really informative and should
outline the essentials of the paper within the compass of
about 200 words or less. It should be meaty enough to
serve as a complete abstractr such services as Science
Abstracts or the Abstracts and References section of the
PROCEEDINGS. The author should ask himself if he is
willing to accept his abstract, without the rest of the
paper, as a fair statement of what he has accomplished.
The problem should be clearly stated, the method of
attack outlined, and numerical results, where possible,
included. In general neither references nor equations
should appear in the summary. The essence of a good
abstract is a concise statement in plain English of just
what has been done and why.

Figures and Tables
It is very helpful to readers of all classes if

tables, figures, curves, etc. can be arranged so that
they are self-explanatory and can be used with a minimum
of reference to the text. The quantities and units used
in plotted curves should be given clearly, and the
captions worded to convey as much information as possible
to the engineer who is merely leafing through his copy of
the PROCEEDINGS. If his attention is caught by curves
that mean something to him, he is much more likely to

the interest of many readers. It is better to say, Axial
sound-pressure curves of electrostatic loudspeaker for
s for various values of the parameter n,'

versusread the paper. caption such as ttPlot of enlistwil not

various diaphragm thicknesses."

Manuscript
Manuscripts should be typed on one side of the sheet

only and double spaced. All illustrations should be
referred to in the text by figure number. All footnotes
should be numbered.
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Footnote refcrences must be complete. Authors'
initials, title of article, volume and page numbers, and
month of publication should be included. The complete
reference should be as follows:

For a periodical: R.N. Hall "Power rectifiers and
transistors." PROC. I.R.E., vol. 40, pp. 1512-1518;
November, 1952.

For a book: W. A. Edson, "Vacuum Tube Oscillators,"
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y., pp. 170-171;
1948 .

Tllustrations
Drawings for printing must be in black ink on white

paper or on tracing cloth. Photographs must be glossy
prints. The size should not exceedi.8% by 11 inches.

It should be borne in mind that most illustrations
will be reduced in size to a 3% column width when printed.
It is particularly important, therefore, that all letters,
numbers, and lines be drawn large enough and heavy enough
to remain legible after reduction.

Drawings with typewriting on them are not acceptable.
All information to be reproduced must be hand lettered in
ink.

Graphs should be drawn with only the major coordinate
lines showing. A chart containing a large number of
closely spaced line will not reproduce legibly.

Captions, if they are included on the drawing itself,
should not appear within the area to be reproduced. They
should be placed under the illustrations.

Please feel free to contact me, if you have questions
concerning any of the material above.

Sh
Haritan E. Anderson
Chairman, Publications Committee
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TAC COMMITTEE MEETING (LACH); )

This meeting was held August hy 1959, 6:00 p.m. at the MITFacuity Club. In attendance were:

Philip R. Bagley, LAC Vice Chairman

David Bailey, Finance Chairman

5. Paul Blumenthal, Hotel Chairman

Howard Cohen, Exhibits Chairman

Harrison W. Fuller, LAC Chairman

Robert Kramer, Printing and Publicity Vice Chairman

Albert Linsky, Exhibits Vice Chairman

Holland Mayer, Trips Chairman

Hideo Mori, Representing National Simulation Council

Frederic W. Spearin, Hospitality Vice Chairman

Albert Ventola, Hotel Vice Chaixman

Exhibits Comittee

All booths have been sold. In addition, many companies have expressed
a strong interest. Approximately 1) more booths could be sold using the
mezzanine and Hancock Room.

4 group, consisting of Fuller, Cohen, Blumenthal, Schmitz, and
Bagley, will review the mezzaine space and the Hancock Room on Friday,
Ausust To

Mr. Whitlock will inform exhibitors that insuring their exhibits
is up to then.

Finance Committee

A bank balance of $),000 was reported. A check in the amount of
$3,780 was received from Mr. Whitlock.

Copies of purchase orders made ty committee members should be sent
to Mro David Bailey.



Hospitality Committee

An informal coffee hour will be held each morning for wives and
guests. It was suggested that a hostess be present to plan trips and
inform of interesting happenings in Boston. There will be a tour of
Boston.

Mr. Sherry will supply literature on Boston and a calendar of
events.

Hotel Committee

Fifteen rooms have been reserved on the ith floor. 5. P. Blumenthal
said that some of these rooms have a 50-person capacity, others are
considerably smaller.

The hotel would like the Imperial Ballroom for the night of Nov. 30.
We have not given them a decision. S. P. Blumenthal feels we should
give back the Ballroom, but that guards be posted.

Publicity Committee

An advanced program will be mailed with Statler pre-registration
cards and instructions to return cards immediately.

Registration Committee

It was agreed that a fee of $1 be charged to students with $3 per
copy of Proceedings optional. Members will be charged $L-53 non-members
%6-7. Copy of proceedings is included in this price.

Trips Comittee

Two trips were tentatively suggested 3 Lincoln Laboratory Wednesday
during the day and Arthur D. Little during the evening.

Registration for trips will be on Tuesday and will be limited on
a first-come, first-served basis. There will be a $1.50 transpor tation
charge.

In addition to these trips, several organizations in this area will
welcome guests. They will be announced in the Convention Program.

General Comments

The new Prudential Center was sugzested as a possibility for the
'61 convention. It was suggested that reservations be placed now
anticipating a Boston EJCC in 1963.

Next Meeting September 5, 1959, MIT Faculty Club, 6:00 p.m.

HWF sks
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Mr. Jean H. Felker
American Telephone & Telegraph
195 Broadway
New York 7, Mew York

Dear Jeant

Thank you very much for your letter of 31 August. It is cere
tainly clear that a considerable apg of work has been involved.If you are still planning to have another Program Committee Meeting
on or about September 11, I would like to attend and I would eppre-
ciate information concerning the time and place.

fhe general we schedule seems quite reasonable. I vill send
copy to Harry Fuller to check local reactions.

With the panels, my response is mixed. I have a
slight inclination toward a fewer number of panels in order to
euphasize single-session aspects of the conferences if you are une
decided I would recommend a smaller number than six. I have sane
additional coments on the panel discussion titles:

a. I don't understand the subject of the Poppelhum panel.

% The Grens' pene] has a rather general title de you
realy plan to leave it this way?

ee I still have some slightly negative feelings about the
"you' re not getting through to your editor.
The three other panel sities fine.

Please understand that within the time-space Limitations you are free
to do you wish in conection with these panels; the above
reactions are merely for your benefit.

I rather like the idea of having three stand-by papers for

y)
MEG

As you may{itsible substitution; hovever, the idea of printing such papers



fo: J. H. Felker 3 September 1959

recall, I
of the sponsoring sccieties' Publication people. Is it possible that the
three stand-by authors vould be sufficiently anxious to present a paper at
EJCC that they would be prepare' to act as stand-by without any promise of
publication? Specifically, I would prefer that we could avoid publishing
@uch extra papers; if you strongly feel that such a promise of publication

in to o bys, I to reluctantly go
ailing.

worried about a possible strong adverse reaction on the part

With regard to the dinner on Thursday, I 40 not have strong personal

personal mil4 preference was for an earlier, quicker meal to permit people
to get away earlier. Sinne the Local Arrangements 0==t*tee vas alvays
slightly opposed to the dinner concept on Timresday, they probably don't
cere whether it is early, late, or mijdling. As the Program Comittee
appears to have a definite view I will recommend to Harry Fuller that the
dinner plans come out as close to your suggestions as possible. The organi-
sation of avard presentation followed by a talk sounds quite reasonable.

Myfeelings concerning the timing or the "sit down" versus "buffet.

Tranks agein for all the effort.

Sincerely yours,

Frank BE. Heart
FR:bic

8.F.Anderson, .ec} ltr



AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

195 BROADWAY. New YorK 7. N.Y.

AREA Cove 212
EX 3-9800

J FELKER
TRANSMISSION ENGINEER

August 31, 1959

Mr. F. E. Heart
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lincoln Laboratory
lexington 73, Massachusette

Dear Frank:
:

We had a busy Program Committee Meeting on Friday, August 28.

The program is shaping up as follows, We will select 27 papers from the

more than 130 submitted (tentative schedule attached). We propose about

six panel sessions (tentative list attached) in the Bay State Room and

running in parallel with the technical papers.

We have three papers in hand on self-organising and biological
type systems. We are considering having these papers presented in the main

atream of papers and of also having a free-for-all discussion of the subject
on Wednesday evening with the speakers and three additional "experts" in

charge of discussion. All this is dependent on the quality of the three

papers. They require further study before we are certain we want to accept
them.

By September 15 we hope to have the program lined up. Incidently,
since we intend to be hard-boiled about rejecting papers that are not received

in final form by November 15, we believe it will be prudent to have three

standby papers held in reserve. We will tell the authors of these papers
that their papers, if received by November 15, will be printed in the conference

proceeding and a decision as to whether or not the paper can be presented orally
will be made by November 20. We realize that these papers can not be listed
in the program, If they are used they will be used as direct substitutes with

no changes in the schedule. I would like your concurrence in offering publica-
tion of these supernumerary papers in the conference proceedings.

As to the conference dimer, we propose a sit-dow dinner at 6:3
on Thursday evening. Ben Gurley has complete confidence in the Statler's
ability to serve a large group rapidly. We plan a short presentation of the

award followed by a talk of 2 to 30 minutes duration. We have specific
suggestions for the speaker, We hope to settle this matter soon.

A
Proposed Schedule
fentative List of Panel Discussion

Copies to Program Commttee



- Propsed Schedule for Technica1
Sessions and Events

Tuesday, December 1

9:00 - Registration
10:00 - Welcoming address by Conference Chairman and announcements

10:30 - 12:00 Two 30-minute papers, or one 0 plus one 20-mimte paper,
plus 20-minute discussion plus shuffling

12:00 - 2:00 Break
2:00 - 5:00 Standard technical Session with 5 papers (See attached sheet)

6:00 = 8:00 Cocktail party

Wednesday, December 2

9:00 - 12:00 (1) Standard technical Session*
(2) In parallel, panel discussion A (upto 1-1/2 hours in

Bay State Room)

12:00 2:00 Break
2:00 = 5:00

In parallel, panel discussion B (up to 1-1/2 hours inStandard technical Session(1

Bay State Room)

Evening Inspection tours

Evening Large Panel Discussion

Thursday, Decenber 3

12:00 (1) Standard technical Sessions
(2) In parallel, panel discussionsC and D (up to 3 hours

in Bay State Room)

12:00 = 2:00 Break

9:00

(2) In parallel, panel discussions E and F (up te 3 hours
in Bay State Room)

Note: Because of dinner, this session may have to end at 430

6:30 - 8:30(?) Dinner, presentation of award

2:00 - 5:00 (1) Standard technical Sessions

Above schedule provides for a maximm of 27 papers plus panel discussions.

* See last sheet for definition of stand session



Timeteble for Standard 3-Hour Session

Minutes

0-5 Introduction by Chairman
5-25 Paper

45-65
25-45 Paper $2

Paper #3
65-90 Discussion of first three papers
90-100 Allowance for lost motion
100-115 Break :

115-135 Paper
135-155 Paper #5
155-170 Discussion of last two papere
170-180 for leet motion

Note 1: By reducing discussion period, a 30-minute apercould be fit into second part of session.
Note 2: If Chairman is giving tutorial paper and coments,

perhaps two, could be 30-minute papers.
only 4 papers would be given, of which one, and

:



TENTATIVE LIST OF PANEL DISCUS! :

Subject onsor

System Aspects of Very High Speed
Computers R. A. Kudlich

Machine Aids to Preparation of
Manufacturing Information R. A. Kudlich

Circuit and Device Models for
Tolerance Analysis W. J. Poppelbaum

Applications Miss M. Grems

t

"You're Not Getting Thru to Your
Edi tor" Trade Press

Self-Organizing and Biological Type
Systens The vomittee+

% Editor of : sroposed this
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Harlan F. Anderson,
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Philip R. Bagley,
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David L. Bailey, MITRE
Henry E. Frachtman,
MITRE
Hotel
S. Paul Blumenthal, LFE
Alfred E. Ventola, Jr., LFE
Publicity and Printing
Douglas T. Ross, MIT
George D. Wood, Jr., MIT
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Registration
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1 959 In Reply Address

Eastern Joint
Computer Conference M. I.7.

Timoin Laboratory
Room 3-283

December 1, 2,3, 1959 Taxingter 73, Mase.

Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston 28 August 1959

mn

Heart
Lab

ate

at

:

Mr. R. 8 Gardner
Aast. Secretary, Technical Activities
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
33 West Thirty-Ninth Street
New York 18, Nev York

Dear Mr. Gardner:

This letter is in reply to your note of 18 August addressed to
Mr. Harry Goode. I would particularly like to
concerning the status of publication plans for the 1959 Eastern Jointup to date

Computer Conference Proceedings.

We have reached decision that the conference Proceedings will
not be distributed at the conference, It is felt that the arguments
for inclusion of discussion and the desires te give authors the maxi-
mum preparation time override the desire for ateconference distri-
tution. Although several recent conferences have successfully
distributed papers at the door, such a procedure involves canproises
which we have decided to avoid.

a

and planning aspects cf the conference Proceedings. As you may have
noted fron the conference letterhead or the (=11 for Papers, Mr.
finrlan Anderson of the Digital Equipment Corporation is Chaimnen of
the Comittee.

We have chosen to use a volunteer comeittee for the editorial

reached a final decision. The normal ani obvious ie the IRE
dinaemch as Eastern Joint Computer Conferences have, by precedent,
alternated printing between the AIBE and IRE in successive years. It
is quite lilly that ve will use the facilities of the IRE; however,
the long delays which heave occasionally occurred in connection with
the printing of EJCC Proceedings have induced us to also examing the
possible advantages of imependant commernial printers, ard this
examination is not yet quite complete. I was rather concerned about
your statement that "We offered the 1959 Eastern Joint Conputer
Conference our facilities and personnel to print the proceedings

Insofar as the actual printing is concerned, have

vooklet. careful examination of my {indieates no such
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offer, uniase you are referring te the correspomience in connection with an
offer of commercial assistance on the part of Mr. lewis Winner and your
racemmendations concerning his competence. I certainly did not interpret
that correspondence as an official offer on the part of ATRR. In any case,
we have not seriously considers' the services of the ATER fer this 59
printing job in light of the strong alternating precedent.

Tn connection with details regarding the program, it our current plan
to release a preliminary program to the members of the three societies on
roughly the first of November. In any case, the Program Committee under Mr.
Jean Felker is at this very moment involved
papers in arrive at a program. You may have guessed at this schedule
in light of the much publicized August 15 closing date for sutmission of
technical papers. All personnel concerned with the 59 EJCC
hard to meet the 1 November distribution date, and I am optimistic concerning
this deniline. Prior to that time there will be very little material available
concerning the actual progran, field tripe, etc. A sizable portion of the
exhibit space has been sold ani the names of the exhibitors are available;
hovever, I do not have an upeto-date list and if you are particularly interested
in listed exhibitors these might be obtained from Mr. Fuller, the

trying very

Local Arrangements (Conmittee.

I wonlé be hapry to furnish you information as you may require,
tut I am sure you recognize the inevitahle difficulty of keeping everyone
properly informed, By the way, I would like to express strong agreement with

period in which to work.

the other part of your letter: the a General Chairman is chosen for
the 1960 EJCC, the better. I woul have veen very glad to have a longer tins

Very truly yours,

aaa
YEHbic
oe: 64. BH.Goole

B..Anéerson, w/cy ltr 8-18-59
from R.S.Gardner



AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS COPY3 West
New Youx 18. N.Y.

AUG 2 0 1959

August 18, 1959

B, GoedeJoint Computer Comm ttes
Ann Arbor,

Dear
Time ie moving along and are getting to the point where itwould advisable to a General Chairman for the 1960 EasternJoint Computer Conference, Considerable detail, as you know, is necessary

disadvantage if he does not know in advance that he has to take on suchan assignment. Other chairmen have to be assigned for local arrangementsand sometines it is hard to get men in New York as they feel that theWinter General Meeting and other big meetings, that are put on here, justabout takes al] available personnel, However, I am confident th=t there are
many capable men in this Seotion who could work on this conference but vewill need time to locate them and get them in-the-groove, so to speak, If
anything has been done along these lines which I have not been advised ofwill you kindly let me know so that we might expedite the activitiy.

in planning a ounferenue and it pute a prospective General at a

We offered the 1959 Eastern Joint Computer Conference our facilitiesand personnel to print the proceedings booklet and have it available at thetime of the oonference, but have not had any definite word frum thea. Furtherinformation is requested in this regard, and if it is not to be used, whetis being done about this partiouler booklet and where is it propused to be
printed? More details regarding the program and other events would also behelpful, se thet we can give it publicity.

We have contact with the 1960 Western Joint Computermore
Conference then on eitber Kastern Ooaferences and are naturaly as interestedin the success of the Eastern Guuferscues. I would appreciate word fron you
and/or Mr, Heart both the 1959 amd 60 EJs.

Very truly yours,

an
R.S. Gardner, Ass't, Secretary

TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES

RSG: be

eo: F.E. Heart
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THe INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
INCORPORATED

1 EAST 79 STREET
NEW YORK 21, N.Y.

LEHIGH 8-8100
June 11, 1959

Mr. Harlan Anderson
Digital Equipment Corp.
Maynard, Mass.

Dear Mr. Anderson:

I estimate that the Proceedings of the 1959 Eastern Joint Computer
Conference will cost approximately $200 for 2,000 copies and about
$0.00 for each additional 100 copies. This estimate is based on
a program of twenty papers and an issue of 128 pages.

I am enclosing Information for Proceedings Authors on which I have
marked in red those instructions which should be transmitted to
the authors.

The IRE Editorial Department will need only one copy of each paper.
However, you might consider asking the authors for two copies. The
extra copy could be held by the Proceedings committee as a protec-
tion against the loss of the original.
Please feel free to call on me if you have any further questions.

Sincerely yours,

E.K. Gannett
Managing Editor

EKG/php
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Reprinted from the PROCEEDINGS OF THE LR.E.

VOL. 42, NO. 11, NOVEMBER, 1954

PRINTED IN THE U.S.A,

Information for Proceedings Authors

Reprints of these instructions are available on request
from the Editorial Department, Institute of Radio Engi-
neers, 1 East 79 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

SUGGESTIONS ON CONTENT AND PRESENTATION

is intelligible to engineers working in other fields. This is
so that the PROCEEDINGS can serve not only to provide
reference material for specialists but also to keep radio
engineers generally informed on progress in the various
branches of radio engineering and electronics. It is be-
lieved that these objectives are not conflicting and that
clarity of presentation is welcomed as much by the ex-
pert as by the casual reader. A clearly written paper,
moreover, will secure for the author the largest possible
audience. The following suggestions as to form and or-
ganization are to assist the author in presenting his
material to the best advantage.
The paper will ordinarily consist of a Title, Summary

or Abstract, Introduction, Main Section and Discus-
sion, in that order. The summary at the beginning,
rather than a list of conclusions at the end, has been
adopted as the IRE standard form. The roles of these
parts of the paper in increasing the clarity of presenta-
tion will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Title
The title should be short if possible but not so short

that the subject will not be indicated clearly. The au-
thor should remember that a paper is indexed by sig-
nificant words in the title and that many readers of the
PROCEEDINGS select the papers they read from the table
of contents. The title, therefore, should be carefully
chosen. Six to eight words is the usual maximum length.

be informed.briefly..ef -the
subject, method, and restrits before. the background.of
the n to fellew. The
summary should be really informative and should out-
line the essentials of the paper within the compass of
about 200 words or less. It should be meaty enough to
serve as a complete abstract for such services as Science
Abstracts or the \bstracts and References section of the
Prockepines. The author should ask himself if he is

willing to accept his abstract, without the rest of the pa-
per, asa fair statement of what he has accomplished.
The problem should te clearly stated, the method of at-

tack outlined, and numerical results, where possible, in-
cluded. In general neither references nor equations
should appear in the summary. The essence of a good
abstract is a concise statementin plain English of just

of the paper, "Some New Developments in High
Fidelity Loudspeakers," by H. F. Olson and John
Preston, which appeared in the 1954 Convention Rec-
ord, part 6, page 8.

I N ACCORDANCE with volicy determined by the
Editorial Board, PROCEEDINGS papers must de-

what has been done and
An example of a goowhyct is the following one

Three direct-radiator-dynamic-loudspeaker mecha-
nisms have been developed for high-fidelity sound
reproduction. These units are of three sizes, namely,
8-, 12-, and 15-inch mechanisms. The improvements
include smoother response frequency characteristics,
broader directivity patterns, improved transient re-
sponse, and lower nonlinear distortion. These charac-
teristics have been obtained by employing the proper
configuration for the cone, a special pulp for the
material of the cone and a damping ring in the outside
suspension of the cone. In the case of the 15-inch duo
cone loudspeaker an additional feature, namely, a se-
ries of conical domes are cemented to thelow-frequency
cone. The high-frequency response is improved by
these domes because of the smaller solid angle into
which the high-frequency cone operates. The direc-
tivity pattern is broadened due to the diffraction
effects produced by the domes.

Contrast the above with the following, which is typi-
cal of many so-called summaries.

"The design of high-fidelity loudspeakers is dis-
cussed and a new line of loudspeakers is described."
The reader of such an abstract, if it appears by itself,
has no idea whether it will be worth his while to look up
the original paper or not. If it appears at the beginning
of the paper, it gives the reader no information as to the

aspects of the problem considered, the method of attack
or the results. The general reader is unlikely to dig into
the body of a paper without clearer indication that he
will find something of interest.

paper

The Introduction
The purpose of the introduction is to orient the reader

with respect to the problem. He should be told how the
new work ties in with the old and in what respect the
results are new. There is no need for the introduction to
be a long scholarly study. The important relationships
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can be pointed out in a few words if the author really
understands the background of his work. And it helps
greatly to make a paper readable if the author will state
the purpose of the work again in plain English, before he
plunges into the technical details.
The writer of a paper should be scrupulously careful

in his introduction to give references to all work on
which his paper depends directly or significantly.
The Body of the Report
Here, the writer should avoid following a stereotyped

form and should bear in mind constantly that his object
is to communicate information effectively to the reader.
Even other workers in the same field appreciate clear
indications of the line of thought that is being followed,
and frequent guideposts are essential to non-specialists
who want to understand the general nature of the work
and its significance but do not want to go into the
mathematical details.

In work that is essentially mathematical, it is most
helpful to the reader to carry along with the mathe-
matics a physical picture of the successive stages initials, title of article, volume and page numbers, and
through which the work is being carried. It is frequently
advantageous to put long, purely mathematical deriva-
tions in appendices to avoid interrupting the main train
of thought.
The Discussion
After the work has been described and the results

have been given, the significance of the work should be
carefully considered, usually in a separate section. In
this part of the report many of the conclusions given in
the summary will be developed. The Discussion is of
greatest importance, since any work that is worth re-
porting deserves careful appraisal. Failure to state the
conclusions clearly is perhaps the commonest fault in
writing a scientific paper.
Figures and Tables

Information for Proceedings Authors

c..,
1605

rules, the author can avoid delays, reduce the likelihood
of errors, and improve the appearance of his paper.
Material Required
The following material should be submitted to the

Managing Editor, Institute of Radio Engineers, 1 East
79 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

1. Three copies of the paper for review purposes, each
copy to include illustrations, a separate list of cap-
tions, and an abstract not exceeding 200 words.

2. The master set of original illustrations (not copies)
for printing must be submitted with the paper.

3. A photograph and biography (125 words) of each
author must be submitted with the paper.

Manuscript{
Manpscripts should be typed on one side of the sheet

only and double-spaced. All illustrations should be re-
ferred to in the text by figure number. All footnotes

.should be numbered.
Footnote references must be complete. Authors'

month of publication should be included. The complete
reference should be as follows:
For a periodical: R. N. Hall, "Power rectifiers and

.

transistors," Proc. I.R.E., vol. 40, pp. 1512-1518;
November, 1952.
For a book: W. A. Edson, "Vacuum Tube Oscilla-

tors," John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y.,
pp. 170-171; 1948.

It is very helpful to readers of all classes if tables,
figures, curves, etc. can be arrangedso that they are
self-explanatory and can be used with a minimum of

; printed. It is particularly important, therefore, that all
plotted curves should be given clearly, and the cap-tions worded to convey as much information as possi-ble to the engineer who is merely leafing through his.
copy of the PRocEEDINGs. If his attention is caught bycurves that mean something to him, he is much more
likely to read the paper. A caption such-as, "Plot of
x0/y versus s for various values of the parameter 1,"will not enlist the interest of many readers. It is betterto say, "Axial sound-pressure curves of electrostatic
loudspeaker for various diaphragm thicknesses."

INSTRUCTIONS ON SUBMITTING PAPERS
The review and publication of papers will be seriously

delayed if manuscripts and illustrations are not submit-ted in complete form. By complying with the following

Abbreviations should be made in accordance with
"Standards on Abbreviations of Radio-Electronic
Terms, 1951," Proc, I.R.E., vol. 39, no. 4, p. 397; April,
1951,

F
Drawings for printing must be in black ink on white

a paper or on tracing cloth. Photographs must be glossy
prints. The size should not exceed 83 by 11 inches.
It should be borne in mind that most illustrations will #5

be reduced in size to a 33-inch column width when
reference to the text. The quantities and units used in! letters, numbers, and lines be drawn large enough and

heavy enough to remain legible after reduction.
Drawings with typewriting on them are not accept-able. All information to be reproduced must be hand

lettered in ink.
Graphs should be drawn with only the major coordi-nate lines showing. A chart containing a large number of

closely spaced lines will not reproduce legibly.
Captions, if they are included on the drawing itself,should not appear within the area to be reproduced.

_They should be placed under the illustration.
Graphical symbols should be drawn in accordancewith "IRE Standards on Graphical Symbols for Electri-cal Diagrams, 1954," Proc. I.R.E., vol. 42, no. 6, p. 965;June, 1954,

-The Lditorial Board
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1959 In Reply Address
P.O. Box 5.

Eastern Joint Needham 94, Massachusetts

Computer Conference

December 1, 2, 3, 1959

Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston

July 1, 1969

EASTERN JOINT COMPUTTR CONFERENCE

LOCAL ARRANG INTS COMFITTEE MEETING NOTICE

A dinner meeting of the 1959 Local Arrangements

Comittee (LAC-3) will be held at 600 p.m. on Tuesday,

July 7, 1969 at the MIT Faculty Club, 50 Memorial Drive,
Cambridge. It is expected that the meeting can be quite
short. The agenda is the following:

1) Renorts of Subcommittees

Finance (Review of the new budget)
Hotel
Publicity and Printing
Registration
Trips
Hospitality

2) Discussion of what will be ineluded in prelin
inary program mailing, and what materiel each
subcanmittee is expected to furnish Printing
and Publicity for preliminary program mailing.
{Deadline for submission - August 1)

3) Review of Critical Schedule Dates

Next LAC Meeting Date

S) Miscellaneous

Rarrison W. 2



MASSACHUSETTS INSTTTUTS OF TECHNOLOGY

Lincoln Laboratory
lexington 73, Massachusetts

Volunteer 2-3370
20 May 1959

To: Distribution List

Fron: Frank Be Heart

Attached is an approximately chronological summary of the 1959
Eastern Joint Computer Conference Steering Coumittee Meeting on
14 May 1959. It seemed appropriate to construct a summary theinre
raw minutes consumed twelve pages.

Encl.

Distrivution List:
Members, Steering Coumitte
Members, Local Arrangements Camittee
H. H. Goode, Chaizman, HCC



of Minutes
Steering Committee Meeting - 14 May 1959
1959 Eastern Joint Computer Conference

I. PRESENT:

Frenk E. Heart Douglas T. Ross
Harrison W. Fuller Robert Kudlieh
Jean H. Felker Philip R. Bagley
Harlan E. Anderson

TI. STATUS ~ LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS COMMITTEE

A. Committee Members

Harrison W. Fuller, Laboratory for Electronics - (hatrman

Philip Ro Pegley, Lincoln Laboratory - Vice Chairman

Finance Committee: David L. Bailey, The Mitre Corp. - Chairman
Henry E. Frachtman, The Mitre Corp.

Registration Com: Henry L. Schnitz, Jr., I.BM. - Chairman
John F. Pierce, dro, I.Behe = V. Chairman

Trips Committee: Rolin P. Mayer, Tineoln Lab Co-
Al. Vanderburgh, dro, Tab) Chairmen

Rxhibits Committee: Howard I. Cohen, Sylvania - Chairman

Exhibits John Teslie Whitlock Associates
Management : Arlington, Virginia
Printing & Publi- Douglas T. Ross, M. I.T. Chatman

Robert Kramer, M.I.T.) Ve Chatznenelty Comittee: George Wood, M.I.T.

Hospitality Comm: Arthur D. Hughes, National Co. - Chairman
Frederic W. Spearin, Nationel Co. ~ V. Chairman

Alfred 8. Ventola, Jr., lab for Elec. - V. Cheirman
Hotel Comittee: s. Paul Blumenthal, Iab for Elec. - Chairman

B Exhibits

It is possible to have booths on the mezzanine but this eree will not be offered
until we see if we run out of space.

A new price for exhibit space does influence the budget. Original estimated
income fron exhibits was $9,000; now estimate $10,000 (without considering the
mezzanine). Whitlock Associates will guarantee $8,000 to the conference.

The Comittee will have a veto power over. contributing exhibitors.
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Whitlock's first will probably be out within a week after we
get the information to him; thie announcement vill not mention the National
Similation Comet),

C. Printing & Publicity
Concerning the Printing & Publicity Committee, Ross advised they have a whole

crew set up with someone assigned to each of the major things that need to be done.

A copy OF the Call for Papers announcement to be sent out to the journals is
attached

A Servo lab account number hes been set up and clerical-type charges will be
recorded. When accounting time comes, Servo lab will not run the conference into
the red, but they would like reimbursement, if possible, for mailing, clerical
items, etc. Frank stated that mailing costs wes a completely legitimate expense,
but requested that before any lerge clerical efforts were 'comitted,' Harry Fuller
and Dave Bailey must be consulted.

Willis Ware had been contacted for a mailing list of the NICC but this is being
updated in August and will not be available until the end of September. Farlier
mailings cannot be done from the NJCC list.

Concerning the Call for Papers to members, the ACM, IRE ani ATEE were con-
tacted asking if they can supply the postage and do the mailing eni charge to the
ECC. Student members ghall be included, where appropriate.

D. Other Comittees

The Hotel, Registration, Trips, eni Hospitality Committees are 11 starting
to work; no significant details yet.

E. Miseellaneous

Bailey requests budget estimates from Publications (Anderson) and Printing-
Publicity (Ross) as soon as it is feasible.

TIT. PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

Anderson reported on discussions with Gannett (IRE); details will be forth-
coming on publication lead times and costs. YF. Heart asked Anderson to at least
coasider other possibilities for printing in addition to IRE ani ATEE.

TV. STATUS - PROGRAM COMMITTEES

A. Coumittee Members (To Date)

Jean H. Felker, Bell Telephone Isboratories - Gheirman

Robert Kind ich, Bell. Telephone laboratories
Mandalay Grems, I.B.M.
John Hastra, I.B.M.
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B Progran Possibilities
There was general discussion of program possibilities. The

Program Comittee hopes to get about twenty good papers. They heve entertained
@ number of suggestions that we run discussion groups in parallel with papers.
Another suggestion was to have the speakers available for cross-examination (which
might be arranged in the evenings).

Flans are, at least at some sessions, to ask the chairmen to provide a tutorial
paper which sets the background for the papers in that section ami describes theovereall with the goal of taking care of the who is in-
terested in the Pield, but is not a specialist.

F. Heart felt we should not shut off the possibility of work coming in, ani
would like to give a very clear opportunity for members of the societies to seni
in contributed material for consideration; this should not be a wholly 'invited
papers' conference.

Ve SCHEDULE DISCUSSION

August 15 was confirmed as the desdline for suunission of technical papers to
Comnittee,the

F, Heart asked for a date at which the Program Cemmittee mst furnish names,
titles, session organizations, etc., to go into the preliminary program (this still
allows a 10-15% change in the final program). This dete was set at September 15;
however, the abstracts would not be required by that date.

F. Heart felt the preliminary program must be in the of the average guy
by November 1 at the absolute latest because people went to get this before they
make a decision on whether or not to come to the conference, ani a month ahead is
none too early to allow for airline tickets, hotel reservations, and other sched-
ules. Ross said if he had the material by September 15 he might be able to get it
out a week or ten days earlier than November 17, but could not yet guarantee a Nov-
ember 1 date. Anderson advised that keeping control in one place saves time; it is
important te deal with e printer who has complete facilities to eliminate ratling
things back and forth. Ross advised it would be necessary to have things in the
mail by October 27 in order to be in the hanis of the reader That
would allow only six to seven weeks for the entire process of laying out, proofing,
printing, stuffing, and mailing; he might be able to do it. F. Heart suggested
October 26 as the firm date at which the preliminary program must be in the Post Office,
even if this meant some degradation of the material. Felker asked if this would be

just one sheet of paper and was advised that this wasn't decided. Hotel card,
registration card, same ticket information, the progrem emi whatever art work goes
with it, may be included. Doug Ross agreed on October 26 as the Post Office date
for the preliminary program.

Fuller and Ross will work out dates of major publicity releases to journals
am newspeperso

The next date considered was the date at which mterial for final program mst
be in Ross' hanis, including abstracts of technical pepers and any changes in the
technical Programs Ross suggested October 12 which means a mailing date by Felker
of October 9. Ross will plen to keep Felker informed as to how the schedules are
going and give him any advantege he can. October 12 was settled.



The next consideration was the date at which papers must be in the hands of
the Publication Comittee. Felker said that we could set a date and enforce it.
Although this might not give us the best program, it would simplify the problems
of the Publications people. Felker thought they should be told they won't be
allowed to talk unless their papers are submitted previously. F. Heart recommended
announcing that papers will be required at some date before the conference, but
defer the decision about being 'hard-hearted' until we get some feedback. Felker

our hands by November 15, and this was agreed on.
suggested settling on the policy that we would not print any paper that is not n

The target date for distribution of conference Proceedings was not set since
we do not yet have sufficient deta. It was stated thet all registrants get a copy
of the Proceedings, plus some number which is sutmitted by NICC. It was hoped that
a month be sufficient for distribition of the Proceedings, but this was not set -
it seemed unrealistic.

October 5 vas tentatively set for the next get-together of the Steering
o Heart agreed to a trip to Frill labs sometime in Agust.Comittee.

VI. PRIZE DISCUSSION

There was considerable discussion on the prize question. In perticular, Ross
advanced several suggestions concerning the possibility of a meal in addition to,
or as a replacement for, a cash award. After general discussion, it appeared that
the sense of the meeting was that the idea of a medal wes precedent-setting ani
clearly a project for the NICC. The matter was dropped, except that both Mr. Felker
and Mr, Heart indicated that the matter would be brought to the attention of the
wee. It was requested that Mr. Ross drop the matter insofar as he is a member
of the current EJCC effort; however, if Mr. Ross prepares a written proposal it
will be forwarded through proper channels for NJCC consideration for future con-
Zerences.

Additional discussion concerning the prize centered on the amount and on the
question of whether emphasis should be on 'technical excellence' or ' presentation
teclmique. '

After general discussion, the following paragraph was agreed upon to be in-
serted in the Call for Pepers announcement: "An award of $300 will be made for
the best presentation at the conference of a paper deseribing significant work in the
computer field. 'The decision concerning plarement and treatment of thin announce-
ment in the release will be decided between Ross ani Fuller. Ross advised it would
probably go out within 10 days to two weeks; the delay being due to the lack
signet which Fuller felt it should have.

VIT. GALL FOR PAPERS TO GENERAL MRMPRRSHIP

Felker felt it was important to get the (all for Papers out by June 1, no

Call for Papers announcementn the mail.matter what it had in it. June 1 wes agred on as the target date for having the

VIII. MISCELLANEOUS

Concerning intercommittee requirements, Anderson did not feel it was appropriate
today to discuss his requirements upon the Program Committee. Felker thought the
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Publications Comittee would want soreone to follow esch session ani act as go-
between and insure that stenotypist notes are gone over before the printer gets
hold of them. Anderson advised that he would try to have someore "technically"take notes. He further advised that hy August 15 he will have either copies of
that Anderson (sometime before August 15) send a letter to Felker ani Fuller,with a copy to Heart, specifying what he needs, ani this wes agreed.

the IRE handbook for authors or will make one up himself. F. Heart requested

Felker felt that October 15 would be time enough to estebhish the requirementsof speakers for such facilities as projection equipment, sound equipment, etc.

agreed to ask for two sets of slides,
Fuller an earlier date would be helpfu . The necessity for two sets of
slides was because of a wal obstructing view at Statler; Kudlich

Fuller asked for a date to determine the matter of ani
yossible evening meetings, which should be known by the time of the preliminary
program preparation. Felker agred to for this information, andber 15
stated that any scheduled meeting wil by the time thesc
Pirmed.

Heart advised conference headquarters space would be downstairs, and requested
that at least five roams on the fourth floor be reserved, unroniitionally, for
requests from NJCC for committee rooms. Fuller was requested to tell the Atatler
that we are making tentative plans to use the Bay State Room.

Heart stated that at the October 15 meeting we should make a decision as to
how many of the 500-block of bedrooms, which the Statler is now holding, will be
required for our own disposition; i.e., living space for speakers, etc.

Fuller advised it was
the times which sessions are to run ami Felker agreed to specify this information.
Fuller agreed to send Felker a list of any restrictions he could think of.

important for the Local Arrangements Gomnittee to know

the subject of the National Atmiation Council, Fuller suggested they meet

they wished to have a meeting the dey before or the dey following our conference,
that would be okay. Fuller suggested it seemed reasonable to offer them a word in

restrictions. Heart requested that Fuller follow this up and when he receives a
clear feeling as to what the NSC vents, submit a proposal to Heart and we willL settle

on Monday and Friday, and that if we do anything for them at all it will have to be
external to our program. Anderson favored advising them ofprogram. ifour

the preliminary program if they got material to us in time and if it mects our

4% then; Fuller agreed to this.

Attaehnent: (eli for Papers Announcement
to Journals, 11 May 1959
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Jj. FRANCIS REINTJES, Mirerror
GEORGE C. NEWTON, jr., Associace Dareceor

JOHN WARD, Executive Othcer

"May 0, 1959
Dear Editor:

Would you please assist us in ensuring that the 1959 Eastern Joint Computer
Conference {8 a success by publishing at your earliest convenience the following
announcement and eall for Papers?

CALL FOR PAPERS
1959 EASTERN JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCE

The 1959 EJCC, sponsored by AIBE, ACM, and IRE, will be held at
the Statler Hiltoh Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts, on December 1, 2, and
3, 1959. Papers will be accepted on any phase of computing. Persons
wishing to present papers should submit by August 15, 1959,four
copies of a 100 word abstract and a 1,000 word summary. Present plangcall for a single session conference, and papers will be limited toa
presentation time of 20 minutes followed by a brief discussion period.
At the discretion of the program committee, papers of exceptional .

interest may be allowed a longer period of time for presentation,
provided written request by the author ite made at the time the abstract
and summary are submitted. Abstracts should be suitable for inclusion
in the program of the conference. It ia requested that summaries be
submitted which accurately describe the author's work in order to assist
the program committee in selecting papers of greatest merit.
The chairman of the conference will be Mr. F.E. Heart, Lincoln
Laboratory, Lexington, Mass., and Mr. H.W. Fuller, Laboratory for
Electronics Inc., Boston, Mase., wil! direct the local arrangements.
Exhibit management will be handled by John Leslie Whitlock Associates,

15, 1959, to
J.H. Felker, Chairman
EJCC Program Committee
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Mountain Avenue

Arlington, Virginia. Abstracts and summaries should be sent by August

Murray Hill, New Jersey

We will keep you informed as more information becomes available, including
a rush preprint of the program in late September. Please write for any especial

editorial or news assistance you may require : :

Very truly yours,
Thank you for your support.

Douglas T. Ross
Chairman
Printing and Publicity Committee
1959 Bastern Joint Computer Conference
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Computer Conferenceat

December 1,2,3. 1959
Statier Hilton Hotel, Boston

14 August 1959

Mr. Harlan E. Anderson
Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts

Dear Andy:

The "Manuscript Instructions to Authors" is eminently satisfactory
as far as I'm concerned, The idea of contacting authors at the conference

is especially good.
Thank you for the rapid service.

Regards,

Frank E, Heart

FEH:mgj
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Computer Conference
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Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston

MEMORANDUM

To: Dr. Harrison W. Fuller
From: Douglas T. Ross
Date: July 10, 1959
Subject: Printing Committee Deadlines1959 EJCC

This memorandum establishes a set of deadlines for

have already pushed dates as late as poesible so that it is
important that no slippages occur. From past experiences,
the Printing Commitiee seems to be the perennial fali-guy
gince it is on the end of the line and has s0 many details,
tigt schedules, and outside vendors to contend with. There-
fore, let me request -- nay be ali of the other committece
tol-eat your deadlines if pos sz make sure you have sup-
pliedas complete information as possible, and in general be

we zhould have a smoothly functioning and fairly painless

Wethe many printed iterna equired for the 1959 EJCC

ag much help ag you can. With good cooperation ali around

operation.

Novels7

Dougfas T. Ross
Chairman, Publicity and Printing

P.S. Please don't get a bent nose if, after struggliag
mightily to provide us with the best pogeible copy, we

your meaning, but please go along with the little thinge.
Editing like design, is an art.
edt in seemingly picayune waye. Howl if we change



Subject: Printing Committee Deadline 1959 EJCC

August 1 - Printing Committee to receive from LAC committees copy
from LAC committees:
Tor Advance Registration Preliminary Program. Items expected

Hotel: How to get rooms.
Cocktail and luncheon information and prices.

Registration: Registration instructions and prices.
Hours for registration desk.

Trips: Brief description of offerings.Limousine side trips arrangements, if any.
Hospitality: Ladies' Program plans.

Message service, including phone or wire information.
Exhibits: Brief enticement notice.
From the Program Committee: A progress report on how the con-
terence seems to be shaping up. E.g., will there be multiple ses-
sions atall? What, if any, special arrangements for panels or
luncheon speakers are in the works? What are plans for prize
presentation, etc. ?

The above items, if received by August 1, will permit the Publicity and
Printing Committee to estimate the layout requirements for the preliminary
program sufficiently early to integrate the material with the design, and
check edited copy with the individual committees.

August 1 - Printing Committee to receive from LAC committees requests
call for the purchase of separate hotel reservation cards. Be sure
that copy submitted for the preliminary program adequately de-
scribes themeaning of Registration Card boxes.

tor check-off boxes on the IBM Registration Card. Present plans

August 15 - September 1 - Printing committee to check with other committees
to obtain approva of edited preliminary program information. By
September 15 the general design of all Advance Registration material
(and tickets and badges as well) should be quite firm.

September 1 - Final master of IBM Registration card to be sent to IBM
forprinting of cards.



September 15 - Printing Committee to receive from Program Committee
complete Preliminary Program information including speakers,titles, companies, titles of papers, session organization, session
chairmen, luncheon speakers, prize judging, prize presentation,etc.

September 15 - Printing Committee to receive from LAC committees copy
but this time in full detail.
for Final Program. Same information as for the preliminary program,

October 1 - All Advance Registration Material to be ready for printing in
1nal, proofed form.

October 1 - October 15 - Printing Committee to check with other committees
to obtain approval of edited final program information.

October 15 - Printing Committee to receive from Program Committee final
etailed program and schedule information for final program.

October 15 - Printing Committee to receive from Exhibits Committee final
etailed information on exhibits including map of exhibit booths.

October 26 - All Advance Registration mailing in post office on way to re-
cipients.

November 1 - All committees to submit requests for signs to Printing
Committee.

November 7. Final Program to be ready for printing in final proofed
form.
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P.O. Box 5,

1959
Eastern Joint
Computer Conference

December 1, 2, 3, 1959

Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston

July 29, 1959

EASTERN JOINT COMPUTER RENCE

LOCAL AR:ANGEMEINTS COMMITTEE MEETING NOTICE

A dinner meeting of the 1959 Local Arrangements

Comittee (LAC~l) will be held at 6:00 peme on Tuesday,

August h, 1959 at the MIT Faculty Club, 50 Memorial Drive,

Cambridge. The agenda is the following:

Note

1) Reports of Subcommittees, inclhiding review of
materiel given by Subcommittees to Doug Ross
for preliminary program mailing.

Hotel
Publicity and Printing
Registyetion
Trips
Hospitality
Exhibits

2) Consideration of additional exhibit space.

3) Consideration of franked tickets ad registration
cards,

lh) Next LAC Meeting Date

The lunchem previously scheduled for Wednesday,

Dec. 1, 1999 from 6 p.m. to 8 and a dinner
on Thursday, Dec. 3, 1959 from 6 pom. to 3 poms

Harrigon W, Fuller

Needham 94, Massachusetts

ac

Dec. 2, 19
funetions be held. The two social

he party on Tuesday,
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SERVOMECHANISMS LABORATORY f

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS UNiversity 4-6900

J. FRANCIS REINTJES, Director
GEORGE C. NEWTON, Jr., Associate Director
JOHN E. WARD, Executive Officer

May ll, 1959
Dear Editor:

Would you please assist us in ensuring that the 1959 Eastern Joint Computer
Conference is a success by publishing at your earliest convenience the following
announcement,and call for papers?

CALL FOR PAPERS
1959 EASTERN JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCE

The 1959 EJCC, sponsored by AIEE, ACM, and IRE, will be held at
the Statler Hilton Hotel, Boston, Massachusetts, on December an
3, 1959. Papers on Say phase of computing< Persons
wishing to present papers should submit by August 1571959, four
copies of a 100 word abstract and a 1,000 word summary. Present planscall for a single session conference, and papers will be limited toa
presentation time of 20 minutes followed by a brief discussion period.At the discretion of the program committee, papers of exceptionalinterest may be allowed a longer period of time for presentation,
provided written request by the author is made at the time the abstract
and summary are submitted. Abstracts should be suitable for inclusion
in the program of the conference. It is requested that summaries be
submitted which accurately describe the author's work in order to assist
the program committee in selecting papers of greatest merit.
The chairman of the conference will be Mr. F.E. Heart, Lincoln
Laboratory, Lexington, Mass., and Mr. H.W. Fuller, Laboratory for
Electronics Inc., Boston, Mass., will direct the local arrangements.Exhibit management will be handled by John Leslie Whitlock Associates,
Arlington, Virginia. Abstracts and summaries shouldbe sent by August
15, 1959, to

J.H. Felker, Chairman
EJCC Program Committee
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Mountain Avenue
Murray Hill, New Jersey
Room 5C-101

We will keep you informed as more information becomes available, including
a rush preprint of the program in late September. Please write for any special
editorial or news assistance you may require.

Thank you for your support.
Very truly yours,
Douglas T. Ross
Chairman
Printing and Publicity Committee
1959Eastern Joint Computer Conference



MASSACHUSEPIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Lineoln Laboretory
Texington 73, Massachusetts

Volunteer

8 April 1959

Professor Harry N. Goode
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Dear Herrys

I would like to inform you concerning a recent
appointment to the Steering Committee for the 1959 Eastern
Joint Computer Conference: Mr. Harlan E. Anderson has

accepted the post of Fublications Chairman. Mr. Anderson

is en official of the Digital Equipment Corporation, Main

Street, Maynard, Massachusetts.

Sincerely yours,

Foe
Frank E. Heart

FER:bic
Distribution "S"
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PUBLICATIONS COMMITEES
EASTERN JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCES, 1953 THRU 1957

1953 - Washington, D.C.

Chairman: W.D. Lewis, Bell Tele. Labs., Murray Hill, N.d.
K.M. Collins, Bell Tele. Labs.J. Re Harris, Bell Tele. Labs., Murray Hill, N.J.
W. Keister, Bell Tele. Labs.J. He

1954 - Philadelphia,
Pp. A.J. T.

M. Middleton, Jr.,

1955 - Boston, Mass.

McGuigan, Bell Tele. Labs., Murray Hill, Node

Pa.

Zaphyr, Westinghouse Elec. Corp.
Carleton, Westinghouse Electric Corp.

W. D. Rowe, Westinghouse Elec. Corp., Buffalo, N.Y.
R. E. Wendt, Jr., Westinghouse Elec. Corp.
B. He Mount, Westinghouse Elec. Corp.
Cc. P. Saalbach, Westinghouse Elec. Corp.

Applied Science Rep., IBM, 2107 Bryan St.,
R. We Long, Westinghouse Elec. Corp.

Dallas, Texas (Formerly of Westinghouse )

11° E. Post Road, White Plains, N.Y.Chairman: N. P. Edwards, I.B.M.

Glendale, Calif. (Formerly of I.B.M. )
Cc. T. Baker, I.B.M.
W. G Bouricius, I.B.M.
B. O. Evans, I.B.M., Endicott, N.Y.

G. Ee Petrie, I.BeM.

G.M. Amdahl, Aeronutronic Systems, Inc., 1234 Airway,

R. Ae Gregory, I. B.M.
R. E. Merwin, I.BeM. Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

D. C. Ross, T.BM.
C. E. Walston, I.B.M., Kingston, N.Y,

1956 = New York City
Chairman: Vv. N. Vaughan, Jr., Amer. Tele & Tele Co., 195 Broadway, N.Y.C.

J. W. Guppy, Jr., Bell Tele. Labs., Murray Rill, Ned.
C. Cole, R.C.A.

L. Hobbs, Remington Rand Univac
A. Katz, R.C.A., Camden, New Jersey

W. F. Steagall,

1957 - Washington, D. C.

Chairman: Morris Rubinoff,
R. J. Konefal, Phileo Corp.

Remington Rand Univac, 1900 W.Allegheny Ave.,Phila.
W. R. Smith, Amer. Tele & Tele Co.

Philco Corp., 4700 Wissahickon Ave., Phila.



1959 EASTERN JOINT CUMPUTFR CONFERENCE

LAC COMMITTEE MFFTING (LAC~2)

Wednesday, May 27, 1959

6:00 pm

MIT Faculty Club

:

PRELIMINARY SUBCOMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES

AND DISCUSSIONS
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PUBLTOT#e AND PRINTING COMMITTEE

Douglas T, Rosa : Mo To Toy Chairman

Robert Kramer, Vo Chatyman
George Wood, Wo Io Toy 5 Ve

Lo Advance Reg'stration Unilings, Material supplied by Registration, Hotel,
and Inspection Trips Comuitiee. Registration Comittee determine 1 they
want IBM reisuration cards, and time med: to print them. Know by dune

20 Conference Publicity% Include local publications likes "Reflector".
(Mise So Whi.tcher, 73 Tremont Sto, Bosten 8, Masso
Suge 25 dentine fer Oct. ssua)o

Final Program format to be LAC Chairman before final printings
Final Program Bokist = 3,000. Possibly have a few "tear-out™ paces.

Conault E, Se Sherry of Boston Convention Bureau for possible aldo

By Nov. 15 Publicity should advise LAC Chairman of plans for
Press Conferences. Check with Hotel Comittee for roomy

6. Badges=Recstration Committee will make sugeestions ox oommantan
Badge chos.m by G $tea (Pilgrim Badge Goc,
possibly).

To Simms as requested by Hotel Comittee wid cthars. Have facilitias for han] riing
unforseen TEES at time of conferences

8. Svomlt to TC Chaixmam requests far information aboat printing thot cen ue
dione imen Y messing: rogistration arc hospitality signs, ford
funetion Site

Pers
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DISCUSSION

Present at meeting:

Philip «. Bagley, I Vice Chairman
Navid Be Finsnce

Paul Blumenthal, Hou.. Chairman
Howard 1, Cohen, 1 hia Chairman
How Frachtman, Fins: ce Vice Chairman
Harr: W. Maller, LAG Coairman
Arthur dughes, Hcepltulity Chairman
Rovert *vaner, Printing end Publicity Vice Chairman
Hideo Mori, Representir.e Naticnal Simulation Council
Douglas Ross, Printing and Publicity Chairman
Henry L. Schnits, Jr. Registration Chaiman
it W. Scearin, Hosoitality Vice Chairman
Alfved Ventola, vr. Hotal Vice Chairman
frank Vereuh, LAC Chairman 1955

re

GENERAL COMMENTS

%. Exhibits Management. We have not ye signed the contract for exhibits
managenens with John Whitlock.

2, Boston Convention am! Tourist Bureau. Mr. Sherry of the Boston Convention
end Tourist Fureau woul.d have like to attend this meeting but nad snother commitment.
We shouldd be sbie te valuable help from Mr. Sherry. He is, for exame, able
to recomend commerc: al concerns with special competence nec lec ty the
Committee ..

3. gid Gicrical Nelpers at Conference. Volunteer typist and clerica

several comox tes. Paul Blewonthal sugvested tiat we establish a fund with which

gin.3. This money would be tax deductible wherees the

y t
955. Ya should try to get this volunteer hetn fromged itlp was te

ip, 3We hire the am zommanies to donate +o tis fund if ths

volunteered girls urls uot > : The hired girls would be paid by the hour.

Wa : need in the order of 30 girls the first day, 25 zirls for each
sucesedine :dc. le was : that, if we do precure voluntory help that we

fee sneh thines ag texis and

4 C rot
3

:

She ork of of 4
: inin voluntesr helo swuld de distributed over sevesl.

members on Na i, wanee nd protection is required for budgetary purposes.
wil? be

S. Complimentary These must be considered for both registration ard

of the prwss.

food funcuin . Wew' tec er h is in a couple of maths. It wis:
ser

suzgcested that tickets for the cccktail party shnecid go to lembors

6 Tt re close to the tice when our estimate snould
hin the

+ mina
be improved, Chad dehe subeommittces should submit their bucacets

ners twoocr ween: A new budeet will be distributed



August 1, 1961
International Correspondence Schools
KR, Olsen

M. Sandier
ve, Anderson
D, Mills

S. Olsen Bob Lassen

The I. C. 8. has two basic plans which are applicable te our
trainirg needs. They are as follows

1. nits Coursg This is a *
designed to meet the needs of a

lor made" course

they can pinpointUnder such a program, I. C, 8.
aining problen.

dnatruction for the neds of 1 rson
rae for(a course for all or a sepa

be @ company sponsored p
This weuld

a would be nvoluntary.
In designing a G. 8. will re-
search the following

(A) the objective
(B) Age and previ«
(C) The nature of
(D) Pzevicus

sent drploynent.

instruction benefits guaranteed
Plan and will receive an I. Cc. 8,
(net an X. C. 8. diploma)

The employee will receive a
under the Coperative

Thies is a short yee ranging from a minimum of $
inatruction units to a maximum of 50 instrirtion units.

Goat of Selected Units Course

$30.00 enrollment fee plus $6.50 for each lesson unit.



2. Cooperative Training Prourag ~ This is a company owed
program whereby the employer signs a Cooperative Training
Arrangement (see attached copy) with I. C. 8. This is an

the administration of the program. This is a long term
eareer course of instruction which enables the euployeete obtain a complete curriculum of study. This can be
administered on either a voluntary or inveluntary basis.

ga t 4. C. with

Z. C. 8. recoumends, under the Coop, Training Progran, that the
exployer assign a responsible persun to serve as a Training
Counselor or Project Leader. The Project leader will have the
following responsibilities

A. General Administration enrol record keeping,
exrdexring all necessary materials

B. Liaison between I, C. &., Students;-end Management,

Cc. Posting Announcements

Counseliing and

Tee employes will
stematic study.

benefits guaranteed
by 2. C. 8. and will
o the curriculum.

ive an 5, diploma upon completion

Although the company under this agreement, it can
be administer( 6n an "exployes<pay* basis by wage deductions,

Seat ef Coper
$50.00 for enrollment' $5.25 for earch lesson unit.
Less two 10% discounts (employer and employee) if a Coop.
Praining Agreement is signed,



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 1, 1961
SUBJECT Air Conditioning
TO Distribution List A FROM Bob Hughes

Mr. Sohn Dwyer of New England Engineering in Medford supplied
us with Carrier Corporation's numbers for figuring air conditioning
cooling required in our buildings. These numbers are based on
an outside temperature of 95° F, 75% relative humidity and an
inside temperature of 80° F, 50% relative humidity.

Building 4, Third Floors

6 nerth windows 20 windows in sun
24 east windows 3' x 6' = 18 x 20 = 360 sq. ft.
4 south windows x 110 BTU/sq. ft.

16 west windows 39,600 BIU

30 windows not in sun

9,180 BTU

3' x 6' = 18 x 30 = 540 sq. ft.
x 17

2 watts Lite/sq. ft.
14,000 sq. ft. 28,000 watts

x 3.4
112,00 0
84,000
95,200.0 BTU

Heat thru floors
5 x 14,000 sq. ft. = 70,000 BIU

50 people x 400 BTU = 20,000 BTU

25 scopes = 13,750 w= 46,750 BTU

25 irons = 900 w = 3,060 BIU

25 racks = 2,500 w = 8,500 Bru

leakage
3000 CFM of outside air
x 30 = 90,000 BIU

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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@ 39,600 sunny windows
9,180 shaded windows
95,200 lights
70,000 floors and walls
20,000 people
46,750 scopes
3,060 soldering irons
8,500 racks
90,000 leakage

= 19 units 19 x $321 = $6,100382,290 BIU - TOTAL
20,000 BITU/unit

Building 12, Second Floor:

4 south windows 16 windows in sun
16 west windows 3' x 6' = 18 x 16 = 288
7 north windows x110

16 east windows 31,680 BTU

27 windows not in sun
27 x 3' x 6' = 486

x 17e 8,262 BTU

2 watts lite/sq. ft.
9,000 sq. ft. 18,000 watts

x 3.4
72,00 0
54,000 .

61,200.0 BTU

Heat. thru upstairs floor
5 x 9,000 sq. ft. = 45,000 BIU

50 people x 400 BTU = 20,000 BTU

8 scopes = 14,960 BIU

50 solder irons = 6,120 BTU

leakage
3,000 CFM outside air
% 30 = 90,000 BIU
_-_

e
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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31,680 sunny windows
8,262 shaded windows
61,200 lights
45,000 floor and walls
20,000 people
14,960 scopes
90,000 leakage
6,120 soldering irons

a = 21 units @ 13,000 BTU277 222 BTU = TOTAL
13,000 BrU/unit

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



July 21, 1962

PERGCAMTEL COMMITTEE MERTING
RK. Olsan
&. Olsen
8. Sandler
D. Millis

- ft. Anderson

RE. Tasden

The following is @ list of items which will be introduced at
Our next Personnel Conmaitte meeting. Ne have not had a meating
for some time and ovr list of projects is desperate need of
attention:

Plan fared 7/26)

2, Military Leave Plan (Dick

3. Coppany Rewavaver Lassen)

4. frenefer Prevedwwe to Coamittes dated 7/21)

6.
7. to Committee dated 7/21)

&.

The foliewing 4is a liet of "general * iteme which sheuld be
brought up fer discussion ae seon as possible,

a.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Suture Systems Business

CO arian Anderson
Dick Mille
Dick Best

DATE e2

FROMTO ten Olsen

i. Machines now under conatructions

Core ester 21027, for B.C.A. te be delivered July 14.
Prices $21,000.

Core fester 21026, fer Philco Cosp. be delivered August 14.
Prices $23,000.

Memory Tester 15168, for Phillips, Rolland to be delivered
August 14.
Prices $50,000.

@ Core Poster 2108, On Fane 20,
Prices 633,400.

we have just shipped a Programmable Pulse Generator, 2106 to
Z.B.M.
Prices $11,000.

2. Mew Business

Phe orders axe sure from Ampex Computer Products Crapany for
qwo Memory Testers, Model 1516 af $50,000 each, anda

two Semi-automatic Core Testers, Model 2108 at approximately

25 and the next one on$9,500 each. The first Memory Tester 1516 will be due about
23. The Tes

will be
purchase for of the 1516's and one 2108 fox aapex to@ue sonetine about July 24 and August 7 We have received

to Mong Keng. reat this information about Bong Keng
confidential,

Computer Products for a iarge This would be90% that get order fron Anpes
for

delivery timeat the end October earlier
possible and the wuld = in the neighwhand af

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



We are algo about 80% sure of receiving an order for a
smaller Memory Exerciser from Gerry Smith of Daystrom Instrumentsin Archbald, Pennsylvania. The price for this machine will bein the order of $18,000 and delivery time will be sometime
around October 10.

We also have a good possibility of selling a Mamry Tester
Model 1514 or 1516 to R.C.A. in Needham for a price of around
$50,000. The chances of this sale are about 60%.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 25, 1961

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson/Kenneth Olsen FROM R. Mills

In the change over to IBM payroll accounting, the following list of changes
which need to be made to accommodate our IBM payroll accounting include mechanical
changes as well as policy changes, and would appreciate discussing these with you at
your convenience:

1. To avoid mid-week special rate changes, we recommend that all pay
increases be made effective on Monday of any week.

2. We contemplate that any retroactive pay changes will be given to the
employees in a separate check.

rates, I would recommend that we add one cent to all rate cards in order

present salaried payroll.

3. As we need to have an hourly rate card for a salaried employees on yearly

that ployee will receive less than his yearly rate. The cost of this
in the course of a year would be minimal, approximately $140.00 on our

4 The people who are now being paid a 10% night premium and who work
Saturdays would be paid at their regular rate, including the 10% night
premium.

5. Any employees who terminate during a month would have no extra deductions
for Group Insurance which would pay for their coverage through the end of
the month. This means, in effect, that DEC would, in the event an employee
left in the middle of the month, pay the two weeks' employee deductions
for Group Insurance through the end of that month.

6. We contemplate assigning clock numbers from No. 1 through the end to every
employee after the employees have been sorted down by Department. Numbers
would be reassigned every year at the beginning of the calendar year, and
the primary purpose of this is to be able to sort down for payroll reports, tax
return filings, and project manager reports.

R. F. Mills

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT technician Requirements for Next 3 Months

DATE July 24, 1961

TO R. Lassen K. Clsen FROM pick Best
R. Hughes S. Olsen
G. Gerelds H. Anderson'
E. Harwood B. GurleyJ. Smith J. Fadiman
M. Sandler R. Doane
R. Mills D. White

Technician requirements were determined at a meeting among
R. Hughes, G. Gerelds, E. Harwood, J. Smith, J. Fadiman, and
R. Best. The results follow:

G. Gerelds has 8 plug-in unit test stations, and needs 8
technicians to avoid overtime. He currently has 7 men. He
will take over the testing of computer In-Out equipment and of
computer memories, which will increase the manpower requirement.
The technicians who are building these testers will operate
them initially, then will be transferred to G. Gerelds' group@ when the equipment is ready. Current deficit: 1 man.

E. Harwood needs 3 men spread out between row and 3 months
from now.

J. Fadiman needs 2 more men in mid-August and an additional
man on September 1 when Dick Banks returns to school.

R. Hughes needs 2 men immediately and 1 more in 3 months.

Total deficit is 3 right now, and 7 additional within the next
3 months. The plan is to hire good men as we find them, train
them in construction under G. Gerelds, train them in Test when
there is room in Test, and to then transfer them to the other
jobs above. When the men come in faster then Test can train
them, they move to system work as wiremen, returning to Test
as space there becomes available.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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July 21, 1962
Personal Letters of Commendation

K. Olsen Bob Lassen
UH. Anderson
D. Mills
&. Olsen
M. Sandler

I propose that we seriously consider the implementation
of personal conmendation letters to idual employees for
jobs well done.

A letter of this nature would be i iated by the De~
partment Head and should be used cases of outstand-

ter should describeing achievement. I believe that s
in detail the employee's ach t or ontribution to

ld be placed inspecific project. A copy/of this letter
the employee's personnel 1

y a valued intangibleThis would serve
but as a guide with/fespett td evaluating employees who are
being considered jobs.



duly 19, 1961

Bngineering ~ Personnel Requirements

K Oleen Andersen Rob Lassen
& Milis B, Best
a. Gurley RB,

Meetine Attended py (Listed above)

Puxpoge of Meeting To establish personnel requirements and a plan
of operation fox Conpu Engineering for the
coming year,

A. Established the following projected breakdowby

Check Qut
(a. Blumenthal) (J @, Rel)

(3. Saveli)
NcPherson* Chin

Jy. Fechniciang*
4 (currently

Pikney (2 Farr?

being screened)

(3. (@. Bell (J.
Clerk*

B. Propesed af Peraqnne)-

Secretary®

It determined that eventually seme of the above mentioned
personne) would be placed into the following areas

Programing Field Maintenance
Rew Computer Development
Routine Special Options Engineering

made per autherinatinn of K. Olesen and H. Anderson.
0ug "avii4ates to whom offers wil be@



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE july 19, 198)

SUBJECT MAILING LIST TAPES

TO G. Bell FROM J. Atwood
J. Brown
J. Koudela
S. Lambert

CC: K. Olsen
H. Anderson
B. Gurley
S. Olsen

C~E-I-8 has delivered two magnetic tapes of the first 5000 names (10,000 cards) on our Direct
Mail List. The two tapes were made separately but should be identical. One tape will be
used in mailing list programming; the other is available for engineering applications. If you
would like to use either or both tapes, please let me know as quickly as you can so we can
establish a schedule.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Notes on Anelex Meeting of July 13, 1961

DATE July 13, 1961

Gurley/Dick Best/ FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Harlan Anderson/Gordon Bell

The Anelex 120-column printer Is not significantly more expensive then the
72-column machine, because It is more commonly sold. The price of the large machine
with 48 characters is $21,000 in units of one, $20,400 in quantities of two, and $16,500
when 12 are bought in one year. For 64-character print wheel, there is $480 extra.

The 72-column machine with 48 characters is $13,500 in quantities of one,
$12, 800 in quentities of two, end $11,300 in quantities of 12 In one year. $96 extra
for 64~character print wheel .

The price for @ pedestal with power supplies, drivers and sesame circults
for 120 charact ers Is $8,900; for 72 characters, $8,075. They need to sequence their
power supply voltages In order to protect their transistor circuits.

if 120-column machine is cut down to 72 columns, the price Is cut by 4 or 5
thousand dollars. $150 is taken out for each module of four hammers that Is taken out
($230 is the normal module price), and $50 is taken out for each hammer-driver card.

Each hammer card Is fused to protect the hommer in the transistors with on

indicating-type fuse that removes the ready light. The hammer card contains two

power transistors, Type 2N11468 and 2N1218. There appear to be two small single
transistors also on the card. There are four large capacitors which apparently supply
the charge to the hommer, which are Sprague Type TD81315, 5,000 MFD at 50 wvoc.
The driver plug-in units are rather thick because of the lerge size of the capacitors,
end they fit 12 toa 19" rack.

two signals which drive theirhammerif drivers -- a pulse and «
level comes from an emitter follower, which is a 2N404

inverter with a 1.8K load clamped et 12 volts. The input circult is e 47K resistor

by-passed with 300 MFD and 18K positive bias to +6 volts. This gate generator will

level. The

There ere

drive 25 feet of No. 24 twisted pair.

The pulse generator is an inverter with the some circuit es the gate generator

except that it is clamped et 6 volts and is followed by a 2N1605 emitter follower. The

output of this hes 6 100 ohm resistor in series with up to 25 feet of RG174/U coexial cable.
The emitter follower has a 4.7 resistor to -18.

On their plug-in units, they do not tle the power resistors to heat sinks, but

heve them on standoffs, which are about x8" high. !'m not sure how much thermal

energy is removed by simple circulation around these power transistors.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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to the holiday.

incomplete and uninspiring.
YOU DECIDE TO DO SOMETHING
people who shou1d contribute but don't, and all the people who dash
off a few incidental comments about nothing in particular just to
satisfy the requirement.

It is worth the trouble IF
informative document which helps people working in widely separated

a C
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 12, 1961
SUBJECT BIWEEKLY REPORT

That July 14 is also Bastille Day is purely coincidental.
Report will not be published in French or in colors appropriate

Unfortunately it will be just

Assembling and publishing the Biweekly is still a fair project.

TO K. Olsen G. GerelagROM J, Atwood
YH, Anderson B. GurleyS. Olsen E. HarwoodJ. Atwood R. HughesR. Beckman, DCO 7, Johnson, WCO
G, Beli J. Koudela
R. Best R. Lassen
A. Blumenthal J. MacKeen
R. Boisvert R. Milis
H. Bronstien L. PrenticeJ. Brown M. Sandler
S. Butman R. Savell
D. Chin J. SmithJ. Clemens B. Stephenson
H. Crouse A, SwiftJ. Cudmore E. Towle
E, de Castro R. Tringale
D. Denniston, NYO D. Wardimon
R. Doane R. WhippleF, Edwards D. White
Jd, Fadiman

There will be a BIWEEKLY REPORT THIS FRIDAY, July 14.
The

like any other Biweekly Report
At least that's how it will be UNLESS

ABOUT IT, And by "you," I mean all the

AND WHEN the end product is a mutually

areas on widely diverse projects to keep abreast of developments
elsewhere in the organization.
If and when the Biweekly falls short of this reasonably basic
standard for usefulness, es it has been IssUE AFTER ISSUE, it ain't
hardly worth the bother.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



So how about it? How about MAKING A CONTRIBUTION~~A REAL ONE~~BY 9:00 FRIDAY MORNING. Let's start the new fiscal year rightwith a Report that's worth reading. What say?

fo



SUBJECT

TO

aeINTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE JULY 10, 1961

IRRADIATED CABLE

K. OLSEN FROM J. F. SMITH
H, ANDERSON
M, SANDLER
B, GURLEY
H, CROUSE

WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF NON-!RRADIATED RIBBON CABLE THAT HAS BEEN LYING
AROUND FOR A LONG TIME, AS THIS CABLE WILL NEVER BE USED BECAUSE OF ITS FLOW

BACK RATE, | SUGGEST WE SHIP IT OUT AND HAVE CABLES CONSTRUCTED, THE CABLES
SHOULD BE THE TYPE WITH CONNECTORS ON BOTH ENDS, THE CABLES MINUS A CONNECTOR

ON ONE END SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE CONSTRUCTED OF IRRADIATED CABLE TO ASSURE A

GOOD LOOKING JOB WHEN CONNECTED TO OUR AMPHENOL SOCKET PINS,

A GREAT DEAL OF CABLE 1S GOING TO BE NEEDED FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF CABLES

WITH CONNECTORS ON BOTH ENDS, THINK IT WOULD BE A GOOD IDEA TO ORDER MORE

NON-IRRADIATED CABLE FOR THIS JOB. IT 1S QUITE A BIT CHEAPER AND DELIVERY IS
VERY GOOD, THIS WOULD ALSO TAKE SOME PRESSURE OFF THE DELIVERY OF IRRADIATED

CABLE WHICH WE HAVE BEEN HAVING SO MUCH TROUBLE WITH. OF COURSE, WE WILL HAVE

TO KEEP A TIGHT CONTROL ON THIS CABLE TO MAKE SURE IT DOES NOT GET MIXED UP

WITH OUR IRRADIATED CABLE, MAYBE THE WAY TO DO THIS IS TO HAVE THE NON-

IRRADIATED CABLE DELIVERED TO THE SUB-CONTRACTOR MAKING UP OUR CABLES,

digital equipment corporationDF106
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



July 7, 1961

g.

Service te qualify fer e paid vacation

hy Stan Olsen,

a. Hite. The night

Committee.

'ficient length ofil be granted onlyte be reviewed

2. ion ter de not have

at the Maageme

hour will heom leyees
Definite night shift left open at thie time. Day
ohife employees whe work
for that over tine

ig normal shift will be paid
with eumpany poliey bet will

note "Hi

2.
eventually establi

~ We feel that we

possibly
formal personnel transfer procedur

Coet System is put into effect.
the ansfer requests placed with the

Personel by the Perseane]

2. A ame which will
employee's vacation period will be ai} supervisors

the fer changing an

this week.

1. The suggested format and osyanisation of a
paper is ready for Committees and Management apprcval,

2. Whe first Graft ef « new application foun to be used only for
salaried applicante has been paepaved and is currently being



3.

4. if sian making 2 etady of Tot 112974 fiwari oe

weviewea for format by Atweed. Thies ferm will rrevide us
with more detailed biegraphieal information ané will be a mere
helpful selection teol,
The Fersenne) Dept. is currently cellecting Wage Survey Date
whieh will be used in ion with eur Jeb and WageClassification Program.

and Wage Evaluation programs. Of special interest at this tineie the program designed by the National Metal Prades Asse.
This program will be worth consideration but would have te he
adapted te eur job structure.



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE July 7, 1961

SUBJECT CHANGE IN VACATION DATE:
TO K. Olsen J. Atwood FROM Personnel Dept.H. Anderson R. Best

S. Olsen B. Gurley
M. Sandler J. Fadiman
R. Mills L. Prentice

R. Melanson

As has happened to most all of us at one time or another, it
becomes necessary to change our original vacation dates. As
some difficulty has been encountered in processing vacation
checks due to very late notice, your cooperation is needed to
make the following procedure effective:

1. Any notice of change of vacation date will have to be

in to Accounting by the Monday preceding the Friday an employee

goes on vacation in order to receive vacation checks, otherwise

the vacation checks will be mailed to the home address on the

Thursday following the Friday an employee leaves on vacation.

2. In the event that emergency conditions exist which have

caused the change in the vacation date, a special effort will be

made by the Accounting Department to obtain the checks rapidly.

3. No change in vacation date will be allowed unless the

request is submitted in Memo form and has the Supervisor's approval.

If there are any questions concerning the above policy, please
contact the Personnel Office.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 3, 1961
SUBJECT Meeting with Bill Fletcher of Bolt, Beranek and Newman

TO
cc

A.

Harlan Anderson FROM Ben Gurley
Al Blumenthal
Ed Harwood
Bob Savell
At a meeting with Bill Fletcher of Bolt, Beranek and Newman

on the 12th of June, a number of items were discussed which should
be done to the Bolt, Beranek and Newman machine. Some of these
are important and things which certainly should be done. Others
are of questionable importance and others are debatable.

Things that certainly must be done:

1. Memory speed up.
Scope speed up. I'm not certain we can make this scope
speed up with the vacuum tube arrangement, but I have
hopes that we can make it.
An IOT to clear the Sequence Break System, clear the
sync flip-flops, the waiting breaks, and the breaks
started. We already have an IOT to clear the All Channel
on's. This is necessary so that the Sequence Break
System is in a known state when it is activated.
They have the type-out and type-in on the same sequence
break channel. This works out ok, but in doing this
there was some error in that the tyi now gives an IoT
completion pulse. These lines should get separated so
that this does not happen.
Bill has suggested that we kill the completion pulse if
the punch is off and that this can be done rather easily
if the punch completion signal goes through the on-off
switch, he made that a double hole switch. We can look
at this and see how reasonable that is.

2.

3.

4

5.

Possible Changes:B.

1. Bill pointed out that with the typewriters all going to
program flags, one is soon going to run out of program
flags, so he has suggested that typewriter #0 hit
program flag 1, as presently. Any succeeding typewriter
is not to hit any program flags. That we include an
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IoT, "examine the status". This way we can look at the
status bits with the IOT examine status. Typewriter #0
should go to IO 1, typewriter #1 to IO 2, and so forth.
He would suggest that we put the light pen in IO 0. This
means hooking in a light pen flip-flop. I think we have
a spare flip-flop in the display. This flip-flop would
be cleared by the display pulse and set by the light pen.
There would no longer be a separate light pen return.

He has suggested that we fuse the outlets that we have
on the computers. I think this is probably a good idea
in that we have those 5 amp filters. I guess we had
mentioned they were limited to 5 amps, but that there
was no fuse on it and someone inadvertantly put too
heavy a load and over heated one of the filters. That
machine does not have any fuses or circuit breakers.
When we finished the revised power on panel, we should
install that. This also would mean getting the power
clear so that it works properly.

2.

We should install the no skip instruction.3.

We should install the new in-out halt circuitry. Also,
tyi should clear the in-out register. Their's is connected
up that way and its well that we connect all machines
this way, make that a standard thing.

4.

Their audio output seems to have some coupling between
vertical and horizontal, and these signals are weak. I
don't know what this is, or how important it is, but
we should take a quick look at it one day and see if
there is anything we can obviously do.

5.

Another item mentioned was to make the relays faster and
we have already done that.6.

He has asked us to further examine the lightning protection
for the machine, the stop if there's a loss of power,
and to back up on an illegal operation of a halt. An
alternate possibility to this would be for the illegal
op or halt to cause a break to channel 0. This would
have to work rather quickly and go higher up in the
Sequence Break System than signals normally go, so that
the break would occur before the halt actually does.

7.
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PAGE 1 OF
PERMANENT M

MEMORANDUM
DATE June 30, 1961

SUBJECT PERMANENT MEMORANDA
TO Lists A, B and C

Staff Secretaries and Stenographers

authorship, format, numbering, approval, security classification,
external distribution, revisions, attachments, and provision for file

ABSTRACT Explains the rules for the Issuance of Permanent Memoranda. Covers

copies.

J. L. Atwoodrow

APPROVED BY

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDF634
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Page 2 of 3

This is a preliminary set of rules for the use of Permanent Memoranda. It is issued at this
time because new Permanent Memorandum forms have just been printed on a gray paper
that goes well with the purple color from the spirit duplicators.

Permanent Memorandum Rules

1. Anyone may Issue a Permanent Memorandum on any subject.

2. Each Permanent Memorandum must carry € Memorandum Number. These "M" numbers
may be obtained from Eleanor Parker. The number should appear beside the printed
"M" in the upper right-hand corner of the Permanent Memorandum form. It should also
appear in the same location on each succeeding page of the memorandum. (Page 2 and
all following pages should be duplicated on the gray boxed form.)

3. Each page of every Permanent Memorandum must be numbered. This number and the
total number of pages in the memorandum should appear in the indicated spaces in the
"PAGE OF" printed in the upper right-hand corner of the Permanent Memorandum
form. it should also appear in the same location on each succeeding page of the
memorandum :

4, The date of the memorandum, the subject {iyped in all capital letters}, and the
addressee(s) should appear in the indicated places on the form.

So A brief description of the information contained in the memorandum should be inserted
after the word "ABSTRACT. " This is a summary for the guidance of the reader; it
should be neither so short that it fails to adequately describe nor so long that it
actually tells all the memorandum itself was intended to do.

5, The author's name should appear after the word "FROM" and the signed initials of
the person approving the issuance of the memorandum should appear after "APPROVED
BY."

7. Just as anyone may issue a Permanent Memorandum, so anyone may approve such a
memorandum - within reasonable limitations. In general, approvals should be given
by the author's supervisor or department head, Approvals may also be given by the

project engineer when the memorandum concerns o particular project. Be guided
here by the fact that the name of the person approving the memorandum may bbe

taken as an indication of the value of the memorandum.

8. Each attachment to a Permanent Memorandum should be given a page number, and a
list of all attachments together with the page number of each should appear on the
last page preceding the attachmenis.
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9, There are three methods of adding to or changing a Permenent Memorandum once jt
has been issued. (1) if the memorandum is completely revised, 'he new version

to the number, A second ievision would be "=8", ete. (2} A correction should be
issued under the same number as the original but with the identification" Correction .
1 (or 2 of 3}" typed on the line immediately be!ow ihe "M" number. (3) An
addendum should also be issued under the same "M" number as the original but with
the identification "Addendum 1" typed on the line Immediately below the "M"
number.

should be issued under the same "M" number as the original but with "=A." suffixed

:

10. All Permanent Memoranda dealing with confidential information are classified
"Company Confidential. All copies of such memoranda must be numbered, and «
list showing the recipients of each numbered copy must be turned in to Eleanor
Parker, Each page of every copy of such memoranda must also be stamped in red,
"COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL. "

11. Copies of certain Permanent Memoranda may be distributed outside the company.If you wish to make such distribution, check with Eleanor Parker to ascertain whether
this is permissible, and provide her with a fist of the recipients and their addresses.

12. All file copies of every Permanent Memorandum and every revision, addendum and
correction are to be turned over to Eleanor Parker. At least one copy must be
provided for the Permanent Memorandum Book, and it is usually desirable to have at
least 10 extra copies on file.

13, Contact Eleanor Parker if you wish to check the Permanent Memorandum Book or
obtain copies of Permanent Memoranda.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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SUBJECT Subcontracting as applied to Air Force contracts

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 29, 1961

To Harlan Anderson FROM Henry Crouse

I contacted Miss Mary Doherty, ACO and Mr. Thomas M. Walsh

of Air Research and Development Command concerning sub-contractors.
Section 44 of the General Provisions is substantially 7

overlooked.
Section 45 applies when the subcontract is more than

$25,000 or 5% (which in this instance is $19,250.00) of the

contract. The procedure in this case is to write the Administrate

Contractors Officer for permission to use a subcontractor.

This should be done prior to issuance of the purchase order.

1. A statement as to the name of the subcontractor and
The requesting letter is to include:

the total dollar amount.
2. Proof of competition, giving names of at least three

bidders.
3. Reason for selection.
This also applies to the Buy American Act, Section 13.

The format for filing is our letters, no government forms

are available.
Section 6(b) Examination of records, we are to include

a provision in our purchase orders to subcontractors (those in

excess of $2500 excluding public utility services) to the effect

that "the subcontractor agrees that the Comptoller General of

the United States or any of his duly authorized representatives

shall, until the expiration of three years after final payment

@ under the subcontract, have access to and the right to examine
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@ any directly pertinent books, documents, papers, and records
involving transactions related to the contract."

Henry Crouse



C
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 29, 1961

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson/Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Bob Hughes of ITT called today, June 29, to say that he would like

to visit next Thursday, July 6, to talk about licensing our computer for

European operations. The proposal he would like to talk about would be

where they buy Building Blocks from us and assemble them overseas.

| , of course, invited him to come and talk and told him that we

haven't thought too much about this as yet. We should get together and decide

somewhat on the party line before that time.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 28, 1961
SUBJECT
TO H. Anderson/B. Gurley/G. Bell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Mr. Charlie Carey at Curtiss-Wright in New Jersey called today, June 28,

simulators for the airlines and the military which would need about 20 computers.
They are convinced that our computer is the best, or so it appears, and new they're
trying to convince their customers. They just had a meeting with Eastern, United
and American Airlines and were questioned about the capability of our organization
by the chief engineer at Eastern. Mr. Carey asked who they could see to get
information about this and where they could visit to see one. I told him that BBN
would be the organization to give an independent view, but our plant would be the
place to see one. He will call me back to make arrangements for this visit.

at 3 p.m to obtain information on our PDP. They're proposing making flight

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 27, 1961

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ben Gurley
Dick Best
Gordon Bell

Al Susskind of M.I.T. called this afternoon, Tuesday, June 27, and asked
if I'd be willing to spend some time with him talking about what we thought a group
like his should be doing in computer development. 1, of course, told him we're
always glad to give our ideas out when we have no responsibility.

He's coming to visit at 9:00 on Friday, June 30, and I'll spend some time
with him. If any of you have ideas on this subject, or would like to take part in
the discussion, I'm sure he would be pleased to hear them.

@ Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 27, 1961

SUBJECT
TO Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Harlan Anderson
Gordon Bell

Jack Dennis called this morning, Tuesday, June 27, to say that he and
John McCarthy would like to come out and visit us on Wednesday, June 28, at
about 9:30. They have been chosen a committee of two to make a proposal
as to what should eventually be tied on to the PDP computer we are giving to
M.1.T.

They have found that the next to TX-0 be made available for
PDP. They are interested in equipment which could be used on both computers.

put on our PDP and used also with TX-0. They are also concerned about the
compatibility of paper tape generated on their Flexowriters and that used by
our own.

They would like to know If the drum system thet we prposed to BBN could be

1 think that we should have coffee with the pair when they first come
and then later on one person can talk in detail with them.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 22, 1961

SUBJECT &MPLOYEE PUBLICATION
TO K. Olsen FROM J. Atwood
ce: H. Anderson

S. Olsen
R. Lassen

Because | have had a fair amount of experience in starting and running both internal and
external house organs, | have fairly firm convictions about the nature of the beast. These are
stated in some detail in the attached supplement to a public information program prepared some
years back for New Engiand Gas and Electric System.

I ask you to look over this material for two reasons: (1) in all modesty I think it is one of the
best available examinations of the factors involved in initiating an employee publication and
(2) it is quite applicable to our own situation. After you have read it, you may want to pass it
along to Andy, Stan and Bob. It may help you all to come up with specific ideas on the
subject.

In the meantime, let me make some specific suggestions based on our present capabilities with
respect to personnel and equipment.

First, 1 think we should put out an 8 1/2 x 11 magazine format publication printed on 80 Ib.
coated or dull coated stock (see samples). It should be printed In two colors - black and a
second color changing from issue to issue. It should be 8 pages plus cover if it is issued every
two waeks or 12 pages plus cover if it is a monthly publication.

Second, it should have a name that will stand on its own. It should be neither cute nor tricky,
and it should be directly related to our business. My best offering at the moment is "On Line"
(since Ampex is already using "Readout").

Third, the editorial staff should be formed from people outside the Advertising Department.
However, they should work with the advice and assistance of various people in our
department, and the actual jayout and production should be handled by Advertising. Someone
like Pete Bonner, who has a liberal orts background, might be a happy choice for editor.
He could be assisted by a reporter on each floor of the plant, and someone like Jackie Micklay
might serve as his coordinator in Advertising. Bob Lassen and | could provide day-to-day
guidance in the selection and preparation of editorial material.

Fourth, the editorial content of the magazine should be broken down on some reasonable basis
between "company interest material, "mutual company-employee interest" material, and
"employee interest" material. A possible page-by-page arrangement would be as follows:

Cover 1 A large photo related to the feature article and the name and date of the
publication.

ETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUS
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Cover 2

Page 1

Page 2

Page 3

Page 4

Page 5

Page 6

Page 7

Page 8

Cover 3

Cover 4

Comments from a member of the management (or the board of directors) on
an appropriate subject, together with a photo and brief biographical sketch.

A feature article on a subject of major importance, such as plant expansion,
the introduction of a new product line, an important sale, or the opening of
new offices.

An article on developments in the module side of the business, explaining
new designs, new additions, new uses, new test procedures, new production
techniques, or the like.

A similar article on the systems side of the business.

An article concerning the employee and his job. This would treat such
subjects as home study, attitudes, workmanship, and other factors relating
to job performance and personal advancement.

An article on the work and the personnel of a particular department or field
office.

An article on obligations and benefits of employment at Digital. This would
treat such matters as sick pay, vacations, insurance coverage, and so on.

News items on employees and employee activities, such as promotions,
honorable discharges, new hirings, picnics, parties, and the like.

Personal items from the, various areas of the plant and the district offices,
letters to the editors, and (possibly) classified advertisements.

Service anniversaries.

A page of "photos of the month. "

All this editoria! matter should be presented in the most appetizing manner we can manage,
with the ratio of photos to text about 60-40. And the copy should be typed for reproduction
with the margins justified. This means that all the girls who have IBM Executive machines
would have to pitch in on this phase of the operation.

These are my thoughts of the moment.
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SUPPLEMENT

a PLAN FOR AN EMPLOYEE HOUSE ORGAN



If you were asked to guess the total monthly house organ circulation
in the United States today, would you say 400,000...4,000,000... or
40,000, 0007 If you took the third choice, you would be just about
right.
It's a fact that American businesa and inductrial firms now distribute
a combined total of nearly 40,000,000 copies of their house organs
every single month of the year. Included in this total are vubli-
cations issued by U. S. Rubber, General Mills, Chrysler Corporation,
and dozens of others among the country's industrial giants.

With names like these behind them, 40 million copies can't be wrong.
There muct de good and sufficient reasons why management groups are
willing to invest hundreds of thousands of dollars each year in little
magazines or newspapers which quite often are intended for distribution
only among the employees.

Why House Organs?

When a house organ is used as a vehicle for selling goods and services,
it is easy enough to understand how a large expenditure can be justi-
fied, In that case, the publication is merely another advertising
medium, and the cost of publication can be charged up to sales promotion.

However, when the house organ is strictly an employee* proposition,
we have to look a little further for an explanation of management's

willingness to pay the freight. Here are a few of the reasons we

would be likely to discover:

In a big business, manegement necessarily tends
to lose touch with the individual worker. There
is little opvortunity for "top brass" to exchange
ideas with the employee, explain company plans
and policies to him, or grant him special recog-
nition.
As for the employee, he is apt to be somewhat

suspicious of management's motives, uncertain
what part he himself plays.in the overall scheme,
and unsure of his future security.

Given proper conception, launching and handling, the house organ comes

closer than anything else can to taking the place of that missing

personal contact.

It provides an excellent medium by which manage~

ment can get its message across to the employee,
and, by reverse token, it serves as & eounding
board for employee attitudes.

It offers a method of emphasizing the importance
of the individual worker. It can demonstrate

convincingly that management thinks of him not

simply as a tool of production but as a flesh-
and-blood human being, with hopes, wants and

fundamental rights.
the femployee 18 used to mean everybody in the

to bottom and bottom to tov.



We should demand the same characteristics in both because the
publication would be as much a spokesman for the System and its
companies as any ectutl] person--probably more so.

A friendly, down-to-earth, straight-talking house organ is a worth-
while addition to any team, but a "stuffedshirt" house organ 1s
just as weak, ineffective and generally worthless as a "stuffed-
shirt" executive would be.

The need, then, 1a for a publication that talks with the employees
in terms they understand about things they are or should be interested
in, "With" 1s underlined to point up the fact that it should be
a two-way proposition, with plenty of opportunity for the employee
to do some talking, too.

Because it is that kind of a project, the greatest care should be
taken to insure that the house organ discusses but doesn't lecture,
suggests but doesn't demand, and argues but doesn't decide. It
should be written in the same terms as we would use if we were
actually talking matters over with the employee face-to-face,

Between the Covers

The friendliest, most down-to-earth, straight-talkingest house
organ we could conceive would still be a waste of paper unless
(to backtrack once more) it tells the employees about "things they
are or should be interested in,"
Naturally the common denominator should be the Negea System and its
components, The interest we should be concerned with are those
that arise from the readers! connection with our operations, There
should be no effort to compete with the newspapers and general .

magazines in satisfying their myriad other interests.

This means omitting humor for humor's sake, recipes and household
hints, and all the other types of material that have no earthly
Dearing on the purpose of the project. These are used mainly by
house organ editors as & means of stimulating reader interest when

the editors feel they haven't mech else to offer.

Editorials should also be left out if we are to adhere to the principal
of not pontificating to the readers. There is little proof that
editorials are worth the space they take up anyway.

Actually we have more than enough material available which is of real
value and interest to all. For simplicity's sake, we can classify it
under three headings-"management interest®, tmtual interest®, and

"employee interest.
The first covers topics in which management has the greater interest
but which employees as a whole should know about. 'The second
includes topics which can be discussed to the equal benefit of
both management and workers. The third comprises topics of interest to
the employees alone,

Here is a breakdown of the three classifications and some of the
many toplos that might be considered:



Company Interest

1.

2.

3.

5.

"Big Picture®

Free enterprise vs, Communism
Government power threat
Overall industry developments
New England power situation
Outstanding industry ads, booklets, etc.

Management and Policies
YMeet Our Officers"
Explanations of rate changes
Executive message
Report on anne) meeting
Employees! arnuel report
Digests of supervisors meetings
Who owns the stock?

Plant, Equipment and Organization

Company growth (then and now)
Equipment, new and old
Improvements in plants and facilities
System history
Mergers and consolidations

4, Operations

End

Where the money comes from
Efficiency and production records
How various services and departments operate
Improved methods
Operations reports
Cooperation between departments and companies
Battles with the elements
Service extensions
Seles promotion figures
Defense preparations (reopening of army camps, etc.)
Security measures

Use

Industrial, commercial and well~known residential customers
000th gas or electric range (refrigerator, water heater, etc.)
customer
Street lighting comparisons
Market for gas, electricity and appliances
Unusual applications
New appliances
Promotional information (low rates, etc.)

Mutual Interest

6. Noteworthy employees



Retirements
Service anniversaries
Typical employees and their atorles
Major promotions
Second~generation employees and family groups

7. Health and Safety

Tabulated safety records
Outstanding safety records
How to prevent accidents
How tc stay healthy
Family health information

8. Employee Benefits

Pension provisions
Insurance coverage
Steady employment

9. Job Information

Object lessons on courtesy
Careers in the business
Training courses and other educational opportunities
Legislation affecting job security and working conditions
Moneysaving ideas

10. Area Promotion and Commanity Relaticns

Employees in civic affairs
Sharing in drives and campaigns
Benefit shows, hospital visits, etc,
Organizational projects (Junior Achievement, etc.)
New England recreaticnal plugs
Stories on communities served

Employee Inteyest
11. Routine Personal News

Deaths, birthe and marriages
Engagements
Illness and operations
Employees! families, homes, hobbies, etc,
Birthdays and wedding anniversaries

12. Special Personal News

New Employees
Employees in National Guard, Army, Navy, Marines, and

Air Corps
Appointments, transfers, and routine promotions

13. Employee Organizations and Activities

Outings, parties, etc.
Clubs, American Legion Posts, etc.
Credit Union news
Labor union news



& magezine-typo crgan can also be mailed to schools, libraries,
public officials, and hundreds of other "noighbors.* It cculd cerry
eur story wherever it went--dcing a valuable job of building
understanding and geod will in the communities we serve.

The final argument in favor of the magazine ts one that we have
already menticned. Because the organ weuld be an official
representative of the System, we should publish something we can be
proud of when our employees and cuteide readers compare it with house

distributed by other utilities. -Otherwise, we shculd forget theorgans
whrle idea,

How It Could Be Done

The work of publishing a hcuse organ for the System gould be divided
between the Service Corporation and the varicus properties. Local
news gathering cculd be done on the local level; feature stcries,
special features, and publishing could be done at the System level.
Each property could have an editcr: and a staff of reporters placed
in strategic spcts around the plants and offices. They could feed
news items and photcgraphs into a headquarters in Cambridge.

The headquarters here could have an editor-in-chief, a staff man,
and a secretary, (all three wuld have ther duties as outlined
in the Public Informatizn Pregram.) They weuld edit material
coming in, ecntribute the preper amcunt of fcature material, and
put it all tcgether for printing.
All material pertaining tc pclictes, plans, operating precedures,

mt properly handled should be reviewed by appropriate System officials
before publicaticn. Material of a questicnable or ecntroversial
nature could be treated acctrding tc the directicns of the Relations

and ther subjects which might be open t misinterpretation if

Committee.

The mest desirable method of distributing house organs is tc put
them in envelcpes and mail them to the employces' homes. The ccat
of envelopes can be eliminated by making the publicaticn a self-
mailer." The cost of mailing can bo eliminated by making the
distribution by hand during working hours. Either alternative
results in a loss of prestige and potential readership.

A Yord about the Staff

Except at the Systom level, all work shculd be acne on a velunteer
basis. That means that thore mst be scme method of compensaticn for
the editors and repcrters.
The ideal sclution of this problem seoms tc be occasional staff
meetings which are ccmbinod with luncheons or dinners, Getting the
entire System group together once or twice a year is also a very
desirable thing, both fcr merale purpsses and for improving and

eccrdinating cperating methods,

One Last Question

Whether the publication should be a mcnthly cr a bi-monthly affair
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SUBJECT Computer Orders on Hand

TO Distribution List A

MODEL CUSTOMER

PDP-1C-1 Itek
PDP-1C-2 ITT

PDP-1C-3 CRC 4K

PDP-1C~4 CRC 4K

PDP~1C-5 MIT

PDP-1C-6 CRC 1K

PDP-1C-7 BBN (L.A.)
@ PDP-1C-8 ITT (Prod. #1)

PDP-1C-9 G.T.C. (Texas)

PDP-1C-10 ITT (Prod. #2)

PDP-1C-11 BBN (Camb.)

PDP-1C-12 LRL

COMPANY CONFIDENTIALINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 19, 1961

FROM. &d Harwood

DELIVERY DATE

22 June 1961

28 August 1961

15 February 1962

15 February 1962

1 September 1961

1 October 1961

1 November 1961

15 December 1961

15 December 1961

15 January 1962

1 February 1962

8 February 1962
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE June 19, 1961

TO Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Loren Prentice
Harlan Anderson

One ideas that we had when first started the company to make
memory planes with a simplification of the technique used by Al Gudetz In putting etched
wiring conductors through. Al had to be very clever and very careful in order to get
four conductors through each core. The basic technique would be relatively straight-
forward if you use only one or possibly two conductors, and yet one would overcome the
most difficult aspects of wiring the plane.

The technique would be fo start off with a phenolic board with holes the size of
the cores. The board would then be filled with cores and sprayed with cement 80 the
cores and the board are almost a homogeneous mass as for os the outside is concerned.
This unit Is then plated heavily with copper. it is then coated with photoresist and all
the unwanted copper Is removed.

One could plate the sense wirlding through, wind the digit winding, and then
string all the X and Y wires through the whole stack at one time. There are, of course,
many variations to this and it could be optimized.

One could, I belleve, make a special machine which would drill all the necessary
holes in the board. One could have a pneumatically operated drill head, spend It
over a table with cross feeds that are driven by step motors. Drilling 4000 holes in a
board would take some time, but thismachine would need no attendance and we are
really in no great hurry.

Cementing the cores to the boord Is, of course, very critical. Here we would
have to study all the new plastic adhesives. One technique would be to heat the board
before the cores are Installed so that when it Is shrunk down to normal the temperature
of the cores are held very tightly. The adhesive Is sprayed on just before the board Is

made to shrink. This should be an exceedingly good joint. One would have to test

planes with thermoshock to be sure that the copper connections ore sound.

tt might be worth while experimenting with a setup like this rather than going to

the trouble of teaching our girls to make planes the conventional way.
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difficulty in drilling the boards. if we had a machine that would drill two holes per

an eight hour shift, or almost one computer's worth a day. This should lest us for a while
and two machines would double that output.

Maybe we shouldn't fool around with a clever machine for this but should make
It up out of standard parts. Simple lead screws with perhaps recirculating ball type nuts
driven by Geneva movements which are in turn driven by slow motors like the standard
electric Slo-Syn. We. could stop the motor :during the pase In the Geneva movement

the. pause and iust.stop in the other coordinate.

be the hIne.

Kenneth H.

! believe that one of the reason this technique has not become popular is the

second, which Is rather slow, we could make a board avety half hour, or about 16 in

or, the fast coordinate, we may be able to perform the whole drilling operation during

if wewanted.some machines to impress with our degree of automatien, this would

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 19, 1961

SUBJECT
TO Dave Dubey FROM Keneth MN. Olsen

Our portable dictating machines very convenient but they have
very serious disadvantage in that it Is easy fo let the batteries out. These
battery packs contain two 6 volt batteries. One is a fairly large cadmium sulphide
cell and the other is 5 celle which may be cadmium sulphide mercury. ir seems
thet bettery Is for the motor and for the transistor amplifier. They
to be leolated and, if this is true, could drive it directly from « 6 velit battery
through the charger Input the side.

Our battery chargers appear to be two 16 volt power supplies with series
dropping resistors. We could also use a battery for this and ute the
12 volts in the battery with @ smaller dropping resistor to accomplish the

the two 6 volt batteries are not Isolated, we could charge them one
@ time from the automobile battery.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce Stan Olsen

Bob Hughes
Anderson

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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4
DATE June 15, 1961

SUBJECTAnalysis of Semiconductor Component Replacement During

This report concerns only semiconductor components replaced
for electrical defects. It does not include components rejected
for mechanical defects such as, in backwards or broken connections.
This report covers the months of March, April, and May.

Components No. of Components No. Replaced % Replaced

Transistors
2N1427 18,365 536 2.91
2N1754 14,060 80 49
2N412 12,225 711 5.81
2N1305 3,626 18 49
MD-27 3,574 410 11.4
2N224 3,225 58 1.79
2N398 560 0 0

2N599 60 0 0

2N656 18 3 16.6
2N670 80 0 0

TOTAL 58,149 1,930 3.31

Diodes

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

Quality Control Test
TO Distri ution List and FROM J. Cudmore

48 0 02N438
2N522 320 3121

2N674 520 12 2.3
2N711 256 4 1.56
2N769 26 1 3.84
2N779 40 15 37.5
2N1065 80 0 0

2N1184 240 25 10.4
2N1272 40 0 0

2N1301 306 45 14.7
2N1310 160 0 0

2N1796 320 il 3.43

3101 16,894 2

omc-514 15,919 268 1.68
pool 80,592 414 51

1,360 8 59

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Components No. of Components No. Replaced %Replaced
D662 23,000 1
D664 1,270 1
CTP894 4,210 88 2.09
2425 450 1 22
1N270 1,400 16 1.14
1N67A 1,080 7 64
1N748 40
1N758 7
1N1875 20 4 20.0
320A 293 8 2.73
320D 120
750A 60 2 3.33
Q6-100 120 0

820 255TOTAL 146,895

TOTAL
Semiconductors 205,044 2,750 1.34

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 14, 1951

SUBJECT
TO Ben Gurley/Loren Prentice FROM Keneth H. Olsen

| propose that go along exactly with Bob Pfister his color echeme unless
someone has other suggestions. Like many other decisions, the with the

feeling about tl. w us, apparently tn this ume, the only with.
any all gets his way.

My understanding a his suggested color scheme is as follows Sand color top
the formica table. Sand color tweed fur the sides of the computer. White for .

the consuls side of the computer. English austin blue with white lettering fer the
conirul penel.

(f anyone hes « different idea of Pfister's suggestion If they have ideas of
thelr own, feel free to bring them up. 1 someone would like American Ford Falcon

the front panel, al they need do is pick up « quart af Christie & Thomson
the street.

We have order @ quantity of white tweed and @ quantity of ten tweed,
§ bei leve.

The frames and the swinging gates end the other parts inside be painted
standard tweed color becaues It inaiches the sand very closely end dosen't show very
much from the outside. Thiswill be advantage because paint standard
color most of the time and any of our standar panels would fit in nicely This would
else which would have stundardthet
tweed panels them.

Keneth H. Olsen

Scott Miller

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

o

DATE June 12, 1961

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Stanley Olsen
Dick Mills
Jack Atwood
Ben Gurley
Dick Best
Loren Prentice

Maybe we should build a rather large auditorium where we can have meetings
of half the company or so at a time. We could then hold very large classes when
it was desired, and we could also have outside organizations, such as PGEC, have
meetings in our place which would be very good advertising for us.

Most people have very limited auditorium facilities, but | think this is
because space is so expensive. We now have quite a bit of space and the price

to have somewhat of a surplus and which are relatively inexpensive and yet quite
comfortable. If we were to tile the floor, this would be expensive but it might be
worth while. Eventually we should also have facilities for serving coffee.

is relatively low The chairs could be either folding chairs, of which we now seem

There are two areas which we could use for this. The far end of Building 3

which has a very level floor would be a reasonable place for this because it is

posts would be a serious limitation. The area where the machine shop and the dead

storage are have no posts and, therefore, would lend itself very readily to an audi-
torium. This would cut into our dead storage area, but we could put some of our
less dead storage in Building 3 where we have more than enough space. This has

some very interesting advantages. When we want PGEC to walk through our whole

plant on the way to the meeting, we could have them use the front entrance and

outside people to come in and not see the plant, we can have them use the Purchasing

Department entrance and they would have to go up the stairwell to the fourth floor

but they would have no access to the main plant. The one problem in this area is.

that it would be noisy during certain machine shop operations, such as sawing cases,
but | think, in general, this is not too serious a problem.

between engineering and the rest of the factory. However, like most of our space, the

on. When we wantthey couldn't help but see all the interesting work that Is going

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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We will not do this for some time, if we decide to go ahead with it but
we should now layout the area accordingly. | think that if we decide to do it we
should make only a limited dead storage up in the fourth floor and then assign a
generous portion of Building 3 to dead storage.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SUBJECT

TO

DATE HUME 12, 196!

K. OLSEN FROM J. Sei tH
H. ANDERSON
&. OLSEN

SANDLER

TWE SCHOOL YEAR AT NORTHEASTERN HAS COME TO A CLOSE AND |

WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THiS OPPORTUNITY TO REPORT MY PROGRESS,

PSYCHOLOGY
WORD $1MPLF CATION
MAN IN SOCIETY

INTEROFFICEaMEMORANDUM

COURBES COMPLETED TE HOURS IST
HUMAN RELATIONS A

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SUBJECT
TO

PIP PRICE REVISIONS

POP Disiribution List

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 12, 1961

FROM J. L. Atwood

A letter to potential PDP customers is being drafted covering the following changes in prices:

Basic PDP (including $1800 60~ch/sec punch) $120,000

Multiply and Divide

Options

Jump Field (Memory Switches)
Memory Modules
lé-inch Scope
Ligh? Pen
"Simple" Tape Control
"Better" Tape Control
Tape Unit
Card Reader
Card Punch

(1) Tentative price.

(2) $3,000 higher then former price.

(3) $7,000 lower than former price.

10,300
10,000
30,000
10,300
1,300
7,500
35,000 tt

18,000 {2)
8,000 3)

15,000

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 9, 1961

SUBJECT \TT
TO Harlan Anderson/Dick Mills FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We got ourselves into a rather strange situation with ITT in respect to the line
units. When they questioned us as to why we were concerned about the size of this
project, we mentioned the dollars involved, and it turned out that a good part of this
was line units, and they agreed that line units need not be built here. However, a
strange situation has developed where they have the option as to whether they build
line units instead of us.

Now it turns out that the design development of these line units was many,
many times more expensive than what we originally estimated. Fortunately, we made
the price high enough that if we sell a few line units, we'll recoup this loss, believe.
However, now feel that it is very much in our favor if we make these line units, and
it would be very much against us if we just give them all the drawings which we devel-
oped for almost no charge and have them manufacture them.

in this contract that they will build all the line units themselves or have us build all
the line units for these first twelve units. think in this case they will have no choice
but to give them fo us, but then we will know where we stand; and | feel that, seeing
these are approximately half the dollar volume, it's important for us to know, and it's

suggest that, since we are making this contract for twelve units we specify

a very reasonable thing to ask them to commit themselves on. We want to do it in
such a way that they will give us the order.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION > MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE June 9, 1961

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
FROM Kenneth H. OlsenTO Harlan Anderson

Ben Gurley
Ed Harwood

| am becoming so pleased with the way this frame and console are develop-
ing that | think we should seriously consider the possibility of not offering a separate

to give them the one we have even though it would cost us nothing to do so.
console at all. | think we might be better off not giving a console to M.1.T. than

If we ever have to make a console, | think we should develop a package
which has the punch and the paper tape reader in it using the same techniques we

with its fan fold source and receiver and the reader above it so that the reader is
are developing for the new console. think the punch should be on the bottom

more or less at eye level.

If people want non-fan fold tape for use on the console, I think all they
will need is a loose spooler and they will be fairly well in business although, of

reeler/unreeler or bi-directional reader, | think we have to supply that in a

separate cabinet. This, however, could be a cabinet which is mounted on top of

course it would not be as convenient as the fan fold. If they want a reader with

one of our standard tables.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

Dick Mills
Stan Olsen

DATE June 9, 1961

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson 7 FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Mr. Osborn of Lehman Bros. called today and would like to come out and
visit us next week. | made an appointment for 12 noon on Wednesday, June 14. |

thought we would have lunch with him at the French Restaurant and then casually show him

the place in the afternoon. He will have a colleague with him. | don't think we want
to tie up too many people for this session, but | think that at least two out of we four
should be involved in the meeting.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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MEMO

TO: H. ANDERSON FROM: TED JOHNSON

SUBJECT: WEST COAST OFFICE & PDP-1 DATE: JUNE 7, 1961

The following is a preliminary outline of the factors that I think
we should consider in our thinking about bringing a demonstrator
PDP-1 to the Los Angeles area.
As I mentioned over the phone, Mr. Petrasanta of BBN recently in-
dicated that interest in having a PDP-1 in their facilities has
increased to the point where they are trying to collect enough
project work to justify taking on a machine full-time in their fa-
cilities on either a buy or lease arrangement. Naturally, if they
can take up the bulk of the time on a computer, they would like to
have that machine in their facilities. They have forwarded the pro-
blem on the Cambridge office and, since their plans would greatlyaffect our planning for a demonstrator, this intérest should be
followed up as soon as possible at your end.

Some 6f the major reasons for having a machine here are:

1. An opportunity for potential customers to try programs
and appreciate the machine.

2. A chance for them to establish confidence in the company
and to help them sell the idea to management and their cus-
tomer people.
3. A general means of attracting attention to the West Coast
office,. which I believe would have a significant carry-over
benefit to modules sale as well as to possible PDP-1 sales,
(looked at in this line, a significant contribution toward
selling building blocks would be an important hidden factor
in the ezonomical feasability of running a machine here).
4. Present a stronger competitive stand to the local branches
and companies, (3C, Packard Bell, CDC160).

5. Possibly provide a timely and useful assist to Livermore
and other possible customers.

6. Effectively train West Coast Personnel without interrupting
their sales activities to any harmful extent.

7. Fit into overall plan for required facilities in line with
expanded personnel and the need for maintenance and technical
support from this office.



H. Anderson @ - 2 - @ June 7, 1961

Actually selling machine time to any appreciable extent is a veryuncertain factor and will involve considerable bush beating. So
far MSSA have indicated an interest in taking up some time, a
medical group at SC thought they might use up a few hours. A.D.Little Company and Planning Research Corporation indicated some in-
terest. Except for the plans of BBN, however, the bulk of any time
requested would be merely time desired to become acquainted with
the machine and would not represent a continuing or significantbasis for justifying anything like a planned computer service oper-ation.
The current prospects for the PDP-1 which hold the most potential
are:

1. JPL - These people have definite pians to buy a computer
and the indications are that our machine holds the greatest
chance. This decision should be made by July 1. Having a
machine in this area during the interim period would, I am
sure, be a real assist in getting this aale.
2. BECKMAN SYSTEMS - There is an urgent need for a machine
like PDP-1. The main problem for them is to convince the cus-
tomer of the reliability of this machine in their system.
There will be a decision this month if they are going to go
ahead and then Beckman will be moving quickly on their de-
cision for the computer.
3. ELECTRO OPTICAL SYSTEMS - These people have continuing
interest in PDP-1 and with increased familiarity with power
of this small machine would be a strong and very desirable
prospect.
4. UCLA MEDICAL CENTER - I am in contact with several people
here who are greatly considering a machine of this nature, (I
will know more about this later this week).

5. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

6. RAND CORPORATION

7. NEL

The lease on the present office terminates on August 1, 1961. De-
pending on the plans of BBN, we will probably have to house the
PDP-1 in our office facilities. This would imply space requirements,
with expanded office space requirements and storage area, in the
neighborhood of 1,000 square feet. Factors to be considered in the
location of the office are:

1. Character of the area, geographical proximity to desirable
customers.
2. Responsibly efficient location from the point of view of a
sales support headquarters for permanency of the office and
suitability to our operationim terms of office lay-out, cost,
etc.



H. Anderson - 3 - June 7, 1961

Plushy sales offices are generally located on Wilshire Blvd or to
some extent in Santa Monica and Pasadena. Research type companies
are generally located in Santa Monica, Pasadena and to some extent
the airport area, also Fullerton and Newport Beach.

Computer Controls Corporation is located in the West L.A., Santa
Monica area and so is Packard Bell. I do not feel that the lo-
cation of the office is of very critical importance for the short
term but that we shoutd remember the nature of the office as basic-
ally sales headquarters in making a selection. Again we are being
influenced by the BBN machine as a long term prospect. I do not
think the the Melrose location is desirable for our purposes, par-
ticularly since BBN is planning to move themselves within about a
year and a half. Should BBN be a strong factor in determining office
location, we could consider possibilities of temporary location in
their offices, looking perhaps in the Santa Monica area, or even
temporary housing in other facilities such as MS&A. They have in-
dicated that they would be most amenable to such a possibility.
I am continuing to look into the problem of office space and hope
to have some strong alternatives to recommend in the very near
future. Price of the BBN space was 33 cents per square foot.
feel that we could get good space for something in this general
price range perhaps more in the neighborhood of 45 cents per square
foot.
Another factor in our present planning is the decision of Ken Lar-
sen to join the firm. I feel that he would be unusually and quickly
effective in heldping to get a demonstrator on a working basis as
well as to assume a share of the sales responsibilities. With the
coming end of fiscal year period, we should be prepared to handle
a flurry of module orders.
At the present time, without knowing the requirements of BBN, and
having a very definite idea of the time requirements on the machine
it is only possible to make a generalization about the kinds of
people requirements we would have to make this machine useful. IN
some cases, it is right that the customer would be quite capable
of running a machine without significant supervision.
I will submit a more organized report shortly.

Bed
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New Lease for Period 9/1/61 through' dune 6, 1961

SUBJECT 8/1/66, Maynard Industries, Inc.

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

TO K. Olsen/H. Anderson FROM R. Mills

1. Term:

They will write « five-year lease, 9/1/61 through 8/31/66.

2. Rental Charges:

9/1/61 through 10/31/61, 2 months, $1,949.99 permonth. Two months free
for fourth floor deducted net In this figure.

11/1/61 through 3/31/64, $2,408.32 a month (end of current lease) .

4/1/64 through 8/31/66, $2,611.66« month.

The two months' credit for the fourth floor were given in this way es the temi-
nation time for Brand-Rex on the fourth floor of Building 74 Is not known.

3. Option to Renew:

We must ylve then uno yoar notice of our option to renew the lease on or
before 9/1/45. The rent under the option from 9/1/66 through 6/31/71
(5 years), $2,924.16 a month. This monthly figure is plus 5 per square foot

cents.
75,000 square fet. Our everage cost per square foot would then be .468

4. Building #45

They will yive usa letter as evidene that they are leasing us building 4,
the third and fourth floors, for the period 6/1/61 through 9/1/61 written In
weha way that the fourth floor Is upon exit of Brand-Rex.

5. Building 4 - Third Floor - Reception Area:

The third floor of Building #4, the west end near the stairway, which we wish

to reception area, they willing to give free, end may remove

the partition.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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6. Parking Area:

They will knock down Buildings 15 through 19, present Draper Corporation
lessee, They couldn't tell us the date as yet, since Draper's lease runs
through December 1, but they did state that It would be done as soon as
possible thereafter. This will give us parking for 59 cars 3 deep.

7, Brand-Rex:

They expect that Brand-Rex will be out of the fourth floor by June 15,

8. Floor Loading:

| expressed my concem for the expected loading on the fourth floor, Building
#4, and asked them if they had any study which showed whet the floor loading
factors were in this area. They showed me an analysis made by some consulting
engineers of another building, pointing out that depending upon the manner in
which the floor was loaded, the per square foot poundage changed radically.
The net result of all this conversation wes that It will be up to us fo determine
what our floor load is.



MN. ANOERS N

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS ~ By Supervisor dune 5, 1961

1 Logical Designer

8. Gurley (Computer &Mag. Tapa) Trainig
3 Ele. 9 4 Elec. Engrs. 6.6. &RS.)
1 Dieplay Eng.

1 Mechaniea! Tech >

1 Night Dift Tech.|y~
R. Best -(Co. Sp. Engr.)

3 Etec. Eng.

J. Fadtman «(Systems

1 Memory Test Eng.

L. Prentice - (Sys. & Computers)

2 Machinists

E, Harwood « (Sys. & Computers)

Y Systems Teche.

J. =

1 Printer
1 Teohnical Weiter Adv.
1 Advertising Clerk
3

H. Grouse (SG8A)

1 Purchasing Clerk

R. Mills -(SG&A)

1 Keypunch Operetor
3 Gen. Aecounting Clerks
4



M, Sendier « (Mfg. Dt)

§ Prduction FEM) DL

S$. Olean - SGEA

2 Senior Seles Engrs.
2 Junior Seles Engrs.a
R. Melanson (Co. Sp. Eng.)

2 Drafting Electtomech.

Training (Ke. Sp. Engr.)nw ow

4 Bees. Engr.

TOTAL 44



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM 4

SUBJECT
DATE June 1, 1961

TO Harlan Anderson FROM. Ken Olsen

Mr. Paul Jordan, vice president of Gulton Industries, called
this morning. He had a note from Dr. Gulton to make the call but he
wasn't able to contact Dr. Gulton to find out what it was all about, and
so he asked me if | happened to know. I did receive a letter from General
Doriot saying that | would receive a call but he didn't tell me what it was
for, and so there were two of us talking with no idea what we were
supposed to be talking about.

| told him that | would call General Doriot and ask him what we
were supposed to have been talking about and that | would call him back if
it was important. If you talk to American Research before | do, will you
ask them what | was supposed to have been talking about.

His phone number is Llberty 8-2800, at Metuchen, New Jersey.

Ken Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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@ INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE May 17, 1961

SUBJECT

\-Harlan Anderson
Jock Smith

TO Keneth Olsen FROM R. Mills

As we have experienced some difficulty in breaking down Bemie Joyce's bills
between Repairs, Relocations, Leasehold improvements, and Capital Assets, | would

suggest that something along the order of the following be established:

1. Establish a Work Order Register using four classifications of work
(1) Repairs, (2) Relocations, (3) Leasehold improvements, and
(4) Capital Assets. A form of the Work Order Register might be
something as followss

@ Work Order Depurt.neut
No. Date Requesting Description Amount Classification

in conjunction with the above Work Order Register, all of Bernie's Invoices

to obtain a total cost for that particular job. By doing this, we will have a sufficient
mount of evidence to substantiate any deductions we will be taking for repair items.

thouid be submitted by Work Order broken down between labor and material in order

Wheat this
Jack Smith) submitting bills in detall for each Work Order.

means Is that Bemie will work on assigned Work Orders only (by

R. Mills

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO: H. ANDERSON & B. GURLEY DATE: MAY 16, 1961

SUBJECT: COMPUTER MEMO FROM: TED G. JOHNSON

The wucc was another good opportunity to get aligned on our computer
policy and to orient my effort and sales strategy. It would seem
that we now:

1. Believe that a policy of "sale, not rent" will bring in
enough business for our planned level of production and
commensurate with our abilities and facilities in marketing
and service.
2. Are aiming at a level of "one computer per month" as a
reasonable production goal.
3. Are deliberately avoiding policies and approaches which
will take up too much processing and sales time, including
magazine advertising.

I think the basic policy is wise and sound, but also feel that we
are in danger of rationalizing away steps that would provide solid
sales entres and enable us to sell more effectively to customers
who would buy under the conditions we impose. I think that we should:

1. Make use of some high level advertising to improve our
company image and give confidence to management decision-makers.
Livermore and others will provide a media, but a good article
or two in leading magazines, (Datamation, Control Engineering,
and trade circulars like DataLink), would do a great deal.*

2. Do a better job in pointing out some unique advantages:

a. High Speed Multiply, (this makes us, except for 3C's
DDP, the only high speed "computer" in this price range).

b. Sequence Break.
c. Base of programming and logical power for the PDP-1.

3. Take action on the "soft-ware" and get an abbreviated For-
tran and perhaps Algol. I don't think we should exclude a
market that is IBM conditioned. If we are to define a market,
I don't think that a definition should ignore user needs and

preferences. DECAL also may be nice, new, and dafferent--but
so far it "ain't" and it would itself need a sales job. Above
all, we need something soon.

* Tam of the opinion that this aspect of sales hunts is the most.
Some easy and relatively trouble-free sales have and could be lost
if we ignore the need to "establish a confidence level".
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CDC 160A

that operate much as sequence break, requiring memory
subroutine and to store the active registers. However,

is coming from", or rather it interrogates the I/O devices
that channel or line is connected.

Price of the 160A is $90K with 8K memory. No possibility
multiply.

I was told that the Multiply and Divide times are 25/and

1d that the price is $135K, essentially equivalent to our $120K
with fast multiply and divide, (different word length.)

nat

The ire was some question on the new interrupt features of
the 160A - It appears that the 160A has several interrupt
channels
for each
there also seems to be a difference in that the computer has to
interrogate incoming information in order to determine "where it
came or
to which

of a fast

3C's DDP

secs., (as opposed to the literature figures). I s also40

prak t



SUBJECT Reliability Data on Building FROM: TED G. JOHNSON
Blocks

TO R. BEST, H. ANDERSON & &. MAY 16, +961

Oliver Judd and Charlie Callahan from Boeing went after
Stan and myself at the WCC on the subject of reliability data
for our modules.

MAIN ARGUMENTS»

i- Have to sell management.
Trend, others are doing it. competitive.

MAINDEPEMSE

di. Haven't had to.
2. Don't want to wage a figure war" with companies of
Epsco vintage.
3. Tremendous job to do a good job of it.
4. Don't want to risk being committed to performance specs,
could damage DEC.

SOME COMMENTS t

2. . We should keep in mind that what is wanted is design re-
liability data, not performance data.
a- Large companies like Boeing will be a growing waxket and
a large one. Selling to these people involves recognizingtheir problems of selling within their organization and of
their paper requirements, (systems specs, military procedures,
proposal preparation).a. Reliability formas, as x understand them largely in-
volve determining the reliability of the ingredients of thecircuit. It would seem that our circuits might not be fairly
represented because in many cases, our circuits have extra
components and are quite sophisticated as a result of Gesignfox systems reliability.

CONCLUSION:

X don't think we should close our eyes to this need but
i. Evaluate present-day reliability determinations as they
apply to our circuit.
a. Recognize the need for selling our story to people who
aren't familiar with DEC or the equipment, ineluding our phil-
osophy of 100% testing, incoming inspection, quality contral
a. Realize that we don't have to use the Epsco approach if
we have some useful data available.
and systems experience.
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4. Examine the sales literature of competition for their
approaches to this problem. :

5. Consider having an evaluation and initial study made
by a "reliability expert", (if such exist, say at MIT, whois recognized as such among his cohorts).



@ INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE May 16, 1961

SUBJECT Ais Force Contracts
TO Kenneth H. Olsen FROM RK, Mille

Barlan Anderson
Jack Atwood

Our Air Force Contracts Mo. AP19(604)-8439 for a Universal
Controller for Psychological Experiments, and AF19-(604)-8067 for
a Dynamic System Simulator, state under Page 2, Paxt I - Contract
Provisions, Paragraph B.2., the followings

"ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND SPONSORSHIP

(a) The Contractor agrees that in the release of information
relating to this contract such release shall include a statement.
to the effect that the project or effort depicted was or is sponsored
by the AIR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND, USAF.

@ (b) For the purpose of this clause, 'information' includes
but is not limited to, news releases, articles, manuscripts,
brochures, advertisements, still and motion pictures, speeches,
trade association meetings, symposia, etc.

(c) Mothing in the foregoing shall affect compliance with
the requirements of the clause of this contract entitled 'Military
Security Requirements'.

(4) The Contractor further agrees to include this provision
in any subcontract awarded as a result of this contract. .

Since the largest parts of the Controller and Dynamic System
Simulator are being manufactured from standard components which we
stock fox both commercial and government work, I doubt very much
that subparagraph (d) regarding the including of this provision
in any subcontract awarded is applicable to other than major sub-
contractors providing completes pieces of equipment on a specific
purchase order such as the Soroban typewriter, display scope, etc.

As regards news releases, we should include the above pro~
visions on only releases dealing with the color display.

*

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION * MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



May 5, 1961

Stan Olsen
Dick Mills

Ken Olsen
Harlan Anderson

Barbara @. Charnock

Due to the fact that pertinent information that might be of interest

to you comes to my attention, I thought I would submit a monthly

report on those months that this information appears worthwhile.

On April 13th Maynard Sandler and mys d the National

Metal Trades Asso. meeting in Providente R. I.

The discussion was of value_in stressed the importance of

an ani tconsistency point being that

any favoritism shown to\cne emplpyes over another, is the

way to bring al-orgahization.

On April 28th, Nx of the National Metal Trades Asso., visited

this plant in regard to giving some of our key employees a

Personnel Appraisal test. This phase of the test is a free one;

NM.T.A. hoping that as a result of the analysis of these tests

that they will prove to us the value of participating in a program

which would train whomever participates to become a psychoanalysist

of some merit. The information I have received so far as a result

® of questionning Mr. Mangan and checking with a former participate

at Bradley Container Corp, would appear to give the program merit.
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INSURANCE

at this point I. am by no means sold on it and feel that

we should have the results of these tests before giving even the

slightest consideration to this total program, While the initial
tests are free the total program is quite costly. The charge being

$1,000.00 for the first person taking it and an additional $500.00

for each other person participating. In-as-much as we are

members of N.M.T.A., I thought it would be our advantage to

avail ourselves of the gratuitous portion o is program.

In regard to insurance I feel ndment should be made to

our Employee Handbook so oyee will question what

his/her right is as te receive and what he/shet he

won't receive. ple at present being, "If r

haven't used up/ 1 my pany sick time, will I receive both a

days' pay plus k1 sability income benefit?" I feel
the employee should realize that thia insurance is
not set up as & means Of making money, but as a means of

compensation for benefits not received or covered from other

sources.

Please advise me as to your feeling about the value of my

submitting these reports monthly.



DATE 4/25/61ETMEMO
TO H. Anderson FROM Ted Johnson

In line with the market for special purpose usage of the PDP-l,
where the programming requirements are not extensive and the machine
will be a work-horse at a fairly specific job, I think we should gen-
erate applications literature which illustrate this advantage of PDP-1
for test equipment, conversion, A-D systems. This could be brief with
clear description of the application area, block diagram of PDP-1 plus
other equipment required as a package to solve the problem, and listed
specs and advantages of this problem-solving package.

We might consider having a consultant do this job for us. I firm-
ly believe times-a-wagting on our computer efforts. CDC160A has already
moved in on some of our ddvantages. We can expect developments in the
scope field, tape systems, automatic interrupts. MS&A could do this job}
If we scheduled key time for these vital jobs, we could do it.

DAP 984



e
INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

DATE April 20, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Ben Gurley
Gordon Bell

John Ward is coming out to visit us on Monday, April 24, at 10:30 a.m.,
to talk about a new computer to replace the RW-300 which burned up at M.I.T.
John is taking along Dr. Stark, who is in charge of this machine. They are

particularly interested in an educational discount which | think we can afford to
think about. We definitely can't let this become common knowledge. We should
be sure that we are ready for these people and take good care of them. If Gordon
can find out a little more about their application ahead of time, it would be
worth while.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS

DF106



TAINTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 17, 1961

SUBJECT Evaluating A Transistor For The Low Speed Line
TO FROM Robert HughesDaniel Wardimon

The information given here represents data collected from
measurements made on R.C.A. 2N404, R.C.A. 2N412, TI 2N1305,TI 2N1307 transistors.

The purpose of these measurements is to compare the different
parameters of the above transistors in order to evaluate the
2N1505 for future use in replacement of the 2N412@ in the low
speed line.

The 2N412 is specified by the manufacturer as a mixer for
entertainment application. The 2N1305 and 2N1307 are specified
by TI as a high frequency transi stor for computer and switchingapplications, and the manufacturer's information is presentedfor all of them on the same data sheet, and they are produced
on the same line and grouped later when certain parameters serve
as a criterion. The 2N404 is specified as a medium speed switchingtransistor for computer usé.

® The measurements were conducted in order to get information
about the followings

1. Check those electrical specifications in which we
are interested, which are presented by the manufacturer.

2, Study the distribution of the qifferent parameters
of each transistor.

3. Compare the abcve transistors from the data collected
in 1 and é.

The following parameters were measured:

1. Ippo ~ Leakage current of the collector base diode.

2. Tebo - Leakage current of the emitter base diode.

3& 40 Vees = Saturation voltage at two different values
of Tee

5. Fe - Frequency at which Hre is 1. (with output short circuited).
Amount of capacity required at the base driving6. eiréuit in order to reach optimumreq turn off time.

DF106
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

digital equipment corporation
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@ 7o Cop ~ Collector base junction capacity.
8. Cep ~ Emitter base junction capacity.
9. Qg ~ Stored charge in emitter base diode.
10. Tg = Life time of minority carriers, or recombination

time.
the above measurements were made on the following equipments:

No. 1 - 4 Transistor curve tracing scope #575.

No. 5 = 6 With DEC circuit made for this purpose together
with the #543 scope.

Noe 7 10 On #543 scope with the S plug-in unit. This
unit was designed for these and other measurements.

Transistor parameters, like any other product made within
tolerances, obey some sort of distribution curve. Now, if we
perform the above measurements on a group of transistors, we could
plot the distribution curve from the results.

Actually, the resulted plot is stepped curve, the conversion

@ of which to a continuous distribution curve is very time consuming.
There is, however, a second way of showing the picture by plotting
the result on "Probability Paper".

If the normal distribution for sone sort of measurement looks
like figure 1, then its conversion to probability scale is a
straight line like figure 2.

Max. Limit

Min. Max. Min. Limit
Limit Figure 1 Limit Figure 2

This kind of presentation (figure 2) is much easier to get and
4g more useful. On this paper, a normal distribution is converted
to a straight line. On the original curve, the X axis serves for
parameter values and the Y axis, a number of samples per unit of
parameter value. On the other hand, on the probability paper, the
X axis is marked with percent scale from 01 to 99.8% (not a linear
scale), and the Y axis marked with parameter values (on a linear
scale). the normal distribution is a symetrical curve and half
the area under the curve (mich means half the numbers of samples) »

to the left or right side of the peak corresponds to the 50% point
on the probability paper. To find the number of samples that exist
in a group between two arbitrary set parameters, it is necessary to

@ evaluate the area under the normal distribution curve between the
above two points, while on the probability paper, that number is
readily determined. This is one advantage of the plot.
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Obviously, the picture in figure 1 represents an ideal situation
where the peak of the curve is positioned midway between the maximum
and minimum values. If as a result from a shift in the process
control, the curve moves to the right or left, then the straightline will move accordingly along the X axis parallel to itself. In
case the process is out of control like in figure 3, the corresponding
straight line is given in figure 4.

Max. Limit

Min. Limit

Figure 3 Figure 4

Mind Ma

and the intersection with the maximum limit points out immediately
what is the number cr percentage of samples that are above the
maximum limit. Thus, the second advantage of this pict is monitoring
the production control; for whenever a shift is observed, the
manufacturer changes the process in order to bring the distribution
to its original positior, and hopefuliy; a correction
is made which brings the process in control. However, many
components may have above limit specifitions and the manufacturer
may chop the distribution curve in order to stay within the maxi mum
and minimum limits, and the samples being tested are picked then
from chopped distribution like in figure 5. The resultant line
cn the probability paper will be as shown in figure 6. It is
clear that in a group of transistors taken from a chopped distribution
line, the most occured value is now shifted towards the minimum or
maximum limits which is a highly undesirable factor, as the average
component value is much higher. Thus, with the probability paper,
we know what kind of product we have, information which is not given
with the manufacturer's specifications.

Max.
Limit

Mine
LimitMino Max. Limit

Figure &
Limit Figure a
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To clear up the matter, here is an example of how to read
the paper: Suppose the plot contained information about leakage
current, then any point on the line divides the batch of 100
transistors into two groups; one rossesses the property of having
less leakage current than read on the Y axis (parameter values)
at this point and the other group has more than this value. If
the circuit designer wants to set his own maximum and minimum limits,
the probability paper will serve as a guide as to whether the limits
are reasonable or not, for as they are set closer, less transistors
will be suitable and the application will be costlier; the plotwill tell exactly how many rejects there are for any setting of
limits and thus enable basis for price calculation as well.

In reality, the distributions are not perfect and so we get
curves instead of straight lines.

In conclusion, the probability paper eliminates the need to
depend on the so called "typical values" which are defined differently
by different manufacturers, by giving more relevant and reliable
information.

The results of each parameter from the four different transistors
were plotted on the same sheet for direct comparison use and are
self-explanatory. It is evident that not one transistor type is
superior in all respects to the others, but the 2N1305 and 2N1307
look attractive because of close quality control and also because
of higher absolute ratings, higher Beta, less Cyeg and stored
chargé@o

References 3:

(official textbook for continental classrooms, 1961)) Probability and Statistics

2) Reliability report on the Philco SAT. Transistors (1960)

3) Modern Probability Theory and Its Applications
E. Parzen (John Wiley, 1960)

The above references are available at DEC Library.
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COMPARISON ELECTRONICAL SPECIFICATION TABLE

TI TI RCA RCA
2N1305 2N1307 404 412

Min. Typ. Maxd Mine Type Maxe Min. Typ. Maxe Min. Type Max.

Tepo (uA) 2 -2 6 =2.4 -12
@ 25° @ =25V @ -25V @ -2.5V @ -.5V

e Ibm=.25 ma Ibe-,17 ma Ibz=.4 ma

@ Ibs~15 ma @ ma

20 20 2c

specified.

7 7

1000 800 800 1400

@ 559 C @ -25V @ -25V @ -12V @ -13VLepo (uA) 5 6 3 6 2 5 10

Vees (V) O 1 =ol =oe -el
@ Icx-10 ma @ ma ma No Data

Vees (Vv) =,00 @.35
ma @ ma

Cob (pf) Vebe-5V Vebe-oVf 1 me L me No frequency No Data

C (pf) Vebs=5 No Data No Data
f 1 mc f 1 mccb

Ibsl ma Ib ma Ib 1 ma No Data
Q@, (pcb) ma f Ic 10 ma @ Ic 10 ma
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ABSOLUTE RATINGS

TI TI RCA RCA
2N1305 2N1307 2N404 eN4l1e

Collector
Base Voltage (V) 30 350 20 13

Emitter 20 25 le 5
Base Voltage (V)

Collector
Current (ma)

300 500 100 15

Tota Device 150 150 120 80
@ 25° @ 25°Dissipation (mW) @ 25°C @ 25° C

Storage Temp.
Range C° -65 to #100 =65 to #100 "65 to #85 -65 to 85

Maximum Oper. No Data 85 71
Temperature C° No Data



SUPPLEMENT

The following five tests have been done on the first 1,000
2N1305 transistors ordereds

l. I ebo @ 25

Lo @ 25cbo
50 Vees @ I, 08 200 mas Ip s 13.3 ma

4. Voes @ I 8 10 mas Ip = eLo ma

Se Vees 2 ma30 ma3 Ib
Two transistors failed test No. 2, and two transistors failed

test No. 3.
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teINTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 13, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Harlen Anderson FROM Ben Gurley
Computer File
Customer File (University of California)

I had a call from Ted Johnson yesterday with reference to
the University of California Radiation Yaboratory at Livermore
with respect to the Uptime Card Reader. Uptime has offered
California a "Turn-The-Corner" Buffer, they call it. This is
an 80 x 12 bit buffer, and the card is read row by row into
this buffer and then out column by column. The University of
California is interested in this going into our PDP-l. This
would require soue slightly simplified form of a high Speed
Channel. Now, we had quoted $15,000 for Card Reader Control
in this price. Ted has wondered if we would supply, for this
$15,000, instead of what we thought was a Card Reader Control,
a simple High Speed Channel to take this "Turn-The~Corner"
Buffer. So, we have almost no card reader control other than
perhaps a Signal to pick up the card and then when the card is
picked it may also initialize this High Speed Channel, then
when the card is read, the 80 words from the card would come
blasting in at 200 KY rate. To work successfully with magnetic
tape, it would have to be able to pause while the magnetic tape
comes in at a higher priority on the High Speed Channel requeste
I will get in touch with Ed LaFranke and discuss some of the
details of this. The Uptime people will communicate with us
to get together and start ironing out the engineering of this
Card Reader System.

Uptime is also very interested in going after the 1401
market with their Card Reader and our computer with its options.

Along this line, Bob Allen of Uptime mentioned that they
were unable to get space at the Western Joint Computer Conference,
and if we were interested in making a joint push for this 1401
market, he was wondering if it would be possible to share some

space in our booth at Los Angeles. 1 didn't do any committing.
It would be one of two things, either space for the Card Reader
itself, and if you saw the machine at Bed.C.C., or if you check
with Ken, it really doesn't take up an awful lot of space, or
if this was not possible, it might be feasable to just give them
space for some literature. Again, I made, in no sense, a
commitment. I would have the feeling that if we are not going
to send a computer out there, the Uptime Card Reader would
overwhelm any exhibit we might have. This Card Reader, incidently,
is an extremely good attention getter because it seems to really
work well and very very fast.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS

DFI06



T LeINTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 12, 1961

SUBJECT

TO
cc

Ted Johneteon FROM Gerden Bell
Ben Gurley
John Koudela
Harlen Andersen' :

I just talked with Mr. Albert Nault ef CEIR here in
Beston. CEIR has en IBM 7090 part time with the Snithseniaa
Institute. He was interested in pessibly doing some programming
for us and also seeing our machine. He mentioned that Kr.
Williem Crowk y in Los Angeles of CEIR would like information,
that is, prices, specifications and this sort of thing, on our
machines. I'm going to talk to him on Thumlay, April 5, about
programing and else mainly I just want to show him the machine.

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS
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Dick Mills Kenneth 4. Olsen
Maynard Sendier
Ben Gurley
Dick Best

Anderson

Mr. Lucy, whom | belleve is vice president 'ormation Systems
Company, in California, had talked to.me at Amerian Research about
developing an Interest in DEC.. We showed cam for this; In fect,
we were quite negative. However, | did give Itation to visit us

also have computerized the Boston plant.

bermae they nre potentinily 2 goed 7 oe Leg quel comp.tart
successful Jadustrial controlThey te be one of the few

and just finished the first i factory in Boston. They

On Friday, April Is coming to visit OF his wey
us. I said this was a goodfrom Europe to Cal iforni wou

idea thet would be out that | am scheduled to
meet with ITT that day; ard have Dick Mills take care of him,

Mr. of the company, will visit the
of April. f told e ther day would be equelly good for us and would

id ti
show him Maynard Sendier join them foe
coffee 90 thetWve'thow them due-caspect end due friendliness.

20th

to adjust

Kenneth H. Olsen



TO: Harlen Anderson FROM: Ed Harwood TA,
Possible Gesting Areas fer a Production Model ef

1. Design changes
A Engi
B Dvraft
CG Teshnietan

2. Manufacturing
A Wiring mounting panels
B Sheet metal and machine shop

8. Systems assembly

4. Gheek out

A Mise wiring and small

5. Final test

) 6. DEC components

A Plug-in unit
B Fower supplies
G Speeial panels

7. Direct mater'
A Switehes
B Castera
G Fans
p Cabinets

8. Purchased items fer a machine

A Typevriter
B Reader
G Puneh
DB Special In-Out devices



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE April 5, 1961

SUBJECT PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

TO K. H. Olsen FROM J. L. Atwood
H. E. Anderson

We have talked over in detail our ability to keep pace with the demands for advertising,
sales promotion, technical publication, photographic, and house printing service. Tak-
Ing into consideration our present work load and the Increases which may be expected in
the immediate future as a result of growing sales volume, these appear to be our require-
ments of the moment for additional personnel and equipment.

Personnel

1, Offset duplicator operator, second shift - already requisitioned

2. Typist - to work in the direct mail section preparing labels and assisting with
mallings

3. Technical writer to do the bulk of the writing, editing and rough layout on
operating manuals for new systems. This man should also be able to help with
technical bulletins and application notes. He should be approved by engin-
eering insofar as his technical competence fs concerned, but his work should
be supervised and coordinated by our department.

Equipment

1. Electric typewriter - at least one additional 1BM executive machine similar to
the one Florence uses to accommodate the heavier flow of reproduction typing.
It might also be well to consider providing simtlar machines for Eleanor
Parker, so she and Jane can again backstop each other, and for one typist in
engineering, so that at least some of the technical copy to be printed can be
reproduced directly from the final typed version of the text. The improvement
in work flow should more than offset the $3.00 per week difference in the
lease rates of the IBM's and the Peter Pau! machines which could be returned
If Eleanor's machine and the two Olympias were given to typists now using
Royal manuals.

2. Densitometer = would be especially helpful in getting better halftones, but
would also be useful In many other photographic applications. Kodak's
reflection-transmission model costs about $104. Smith's might be able to sell
It to for $99.

DFI06
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

digital equipment corporation
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4,

5.

Photocopier = a large size Nord at $385 would handle virtually all our require-
ments, including two-page magazine spreads and 12 x 18 offset line plates.
The Nord we now have could then be sent to Ted.

Camera - a medium-priced single lens reflex camera seems to be about the best
all-around buy. The Optika Ila at $229.50, less industrial discount, covers
the range from 2 1/4 x 3 1/4 down to 2 1/4 x 13/4. It would be easy to use
for in-plant shots of equipment, people and facilities.

Lights = two or three Sylvania Sun Light units at $24.95 would do very well as
easily portable, easily controllable lights for photographic purposes.



MEMORANDUMINTEROFFICE
DATE April 3, 1961

SUBJECT

CC Herlen Anderson
FROM Ben GurleyTO Ken Olsen

ITL, Division of Itek, wants some special things on their
computer. We thought we pretty well had under control what they
wanted, but it turns out that there was some misunderstanding.
They want a bi-directional reader. Digitronics makes such a
reader and it costs instead of the $2,500 we normally pay.
In addition, on the if we keep going with Digitronics and
buy our pro order, we get a 10% discount, making an increase in
price of $780 between their bi-directional model and their
uni-directional model. In addition, we have ordered a spooler
for them which will take up to 500 feet of paper and costs us
$830. They had first talked about having two extra small tables,
one with the punch and reader mounted on 4t and the other with
the typewriter on it. At the meeting of Digital Equipment Computer
Users Society, last Friday, Larry Buckland thought that perhaps
he would like a one section rack of the sort that BBN has on

Now, on the table and on the console table, also on the display
table, they would like to have the ends square. One cher thing
they would like is to be able to have their flexowriter operate
on line and eff line. They've ordered a Flexowriter and they
would like us to provide a box so that this can be used either
a tape preparation or as an on line - off line device. They
would like a letter and a quote on these items as soon as possible.
I'm not sure that we want to do the on line - off line Flexo,
we may, however, to accomodate them.

theirs, that is the short rack. So perhaps this would now be
that the reader and punch be on one section short rack and
separate one of our standard little tables for the typewriter.

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS
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2 INTEROFFICES MEMORANDUM

DATE fAarch 29, 1741

SUBJECT test Equipment Committee

TO Al! Engineers FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

As our engineering organization gets lerger, it becomes more and more important that
we have a sufficient stock of test equipment and that we have an organization which will
keep it in good working order. In order to accomplish this end, § propose that we form a
"Test Equipment Committee." This committee will supervise the personnel responsible for
maintaining test equipment, it will set up procedures, and it will be responsible for proposing
new equipment.

This committee will have to maet regularly and will have to be small in size in order
to be effective. § propose that the following people be on this committee: Bob Hughes
(Chairman), Russ Doane (Secretary), Don White, and Dave Dubay. | propose that this
committee meet every Monday at 8:30 a.m. in the Library (whether cll members can attend

encouraged to attend and take part. The meetings will be short and will be adjourned as
soon as there is no more business or further meeting is not fruitful.

or not). If everyone agrees, we will assume thet the committee is as stated with the stated
meeting place and time. This will be an open meeting, and all interested people will be

Minutes will be kept on all action and will be published in the Bi-Weekly report.

We should olso have a Library Committee ta take on the same responsibility there. |

would like to hear suggestions or hear of volunteers fo operate on this committee. One possi-
bility would be to have the Test Equipment Committee take responsibility for the library
also, because it will teke very little time.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 29, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Ti. Anderson FROM Ken Olsen
Ben Gurley
Gordon Bell
John Koudela

Pete Choffey of Control Data has invited us to see their CDC-160

computer. It is being housed at Charles Adams Associates, in Bedford. We

should call him to make an appointment.

Ken Olsen

DF106 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



TO: H. ANDERSON FROM: TED JOHNSON

SUBJECT: SALES ENGINEER SEARCH DATE: 3/23/61

So far have generated very few candidates for job of sales engineer.
Presently three prospects hold some promise:

1. JIM RAUTKOSKIE

Age 22, Single. Presently employed by Nortronics in digital
group. 10 months work experience. Graduated in 1960, Ohio Univ.
'3.2 out of 4.0 grade average. Tau Beta Pi. Offered job by Dor-
sett Labs., Ed Merrigan who worked for IFM is sales manager and
offered salary $7800 plus company car. Plans to finish up at Nor-
tronics at end of this month and was very interested in DEC. Quiet
and pleasant personality. Interested in digital work and sales
engineering. Main liability might be that he looks his age. He
would require some draft deferment which he was assured of by Dor-
sett.

2. KEN LARSEN

Presently employed by TMI. Has some interest in sales enginper-
ing and I will be talking with him sometime next week. Very cap-
able engineer. Family, 4 children. Appears to be about 29 or 30.
Probable salary range would be $10,000 neighborhood. Would be good
man.

3. DICK BARR

Presently working for IFM in Northern California area. Carrying
10 lines, most capable saleman and good engineer. Would consider
relocating in Los Angeles. Salary would be in the $12,000 bracket.



TO: H. ANDERSON FROM: TED JOHNSON

SUBJECT: COMPUTER DATE: 3/23/61

Howard White, Rad. Labs. at Berkeley, will be in Boston in
two weeks to attend a short invitational meeting held by Irwin
Pless in connection with the MArk II Precision Encoder and Pattern
Recognition Device. I encouraged a visit to Maynard and suggest
you at least arrange a visit to BBN if he calls.

He is interested in the possibility of directly linking a
PDP-1 to IBM computér equipment as well as pattern recognition
and cloud chamber work.

Could I have a status report on the computer activities?
1. Present orders received.
2. No. of machines being produced.
3. Present orders expected.
4. Pricing changes being considered.
5. Listing of applications being considered by customer.
6. Rental plan status.
7. Maintenance plans status.
8. Sales programs being planned, market approaches.
9. Availability of computer for demonstration at this office,
possible scheduling.
10. Names of new people in sales, engineering.
11. Status of marginal check and other troubleshooting routines.
12. Other useful information.



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen.

DATE March 23, 1961

dohn Koudela

Mr. Macy, Department of Physiology, Albert Einstein School of Medicine,
called on Friday, March 17, and said that they were interested in. @ computer about
the capability of PDP-1. They had heard very favorable things. about TX-0 and have
strong prejudices in our direction. They have been looking ot the CDC160 so far,
although they have passingly leoked of the Packard Bell 250.

He has a fixed amount of money which f think he sald $160,000 or $170,000.
With this, he needs a computer which will store somewhat more six bit characters than
he could fit in 4018 digit words. If he could fit them all in 4000 words, our machine
should be competitive. The most critical operation which he will do fs te make six

out that he get reasonable amount of information later On.

bit analog-digital stack these on tape for@ rate of second,
later. He may, in the same machine, take this data later on end sort it

lavited him fo visit and heve written « letter te ling him the present prices of the
i told him which hotel would be staying at during the 1.2.8. Show and

equipment

He hnew little of the work being done by Dr. Sidney Weinstein at the
echool.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec Yeshive University file

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
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DAT E___March 22, 1961TE] MEMO
TO Harlan Anderson/Ben Gurley FR OM__Kenneth H. Olsen

A number of people would like to make their own computers and we discourage them
from trying to do it with the PDP design, but apparently the computer that Wes Clark designed
for National Security Agency went together rather well. What do you think about writing
a booklet on this computer so that people can make their own with our Building Blocks and
this book?

Kenneth H. Olsen

DAP 984



e INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 22, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth Olsen

As you probably have noticed, | have been working with Ken FitzGerald
on the development of a new paper tape reader. If this works out well, the
next development is a magnetic tape reader which maybe we could develop
under the Air Force contract. This has another interesting potential in that by
simply driving it from a synchronous motor, one would have an analog tape
unit. We should consider this possibility because it would be a good opportunity
to finance development and would also give them a much more reliable and
straightforward unit, believe.

® Kenneth Olsen

DFI08 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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MEMO

TO: H. ANDERSON DATE: 3/16/61
SUBJECT: L.A. OFFICE FROM: TED JOHNSON

We are currently considering the feasibility of doing some
small systems work at Los Angeles. I have attached a basic flow
chart which brings out the major functions which might be under-
taken by L.A.

If assembly and checkout are to be done at Maynard, I see
no real advantage. Small systems will often call for other equip-
ment, (other vendors also), which implies adequate facilities,
test equipment, and checkout and systems assembly at this office.

Again, I think that we should plan for such work on a broad
scale, considering future computer maintenance requirements, etc.,
and only do this if there is some point to it:

1. Building up the branch office capability, (personnel, etc.
2. Localyizing systems responsibility.
There has been the question raised of Quality Control and

checkout being done by Maynard. This seems to me to be a very
little advance except to extend the role of this office to pro-
posal preparation.
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MEMO

TO: H. ANDERSON & BEN GURLEY FROM: TED JOHNSON

SUBJECT: SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION DATE: 3/14/61

Bob von Buelow and John Hawkins are people interested in the
digital clock I am bidding on. This will be used with their Trans-
ac. They are also very interested in our CRT devices for high
speed read-out. They are doing work in:

1. Air traffic control, requiring vector as well as alpha-
numeric information to be displayed.
2. Business problems
3. Socialized problems
4. Whole family of human factors problems some of which in-
volve testing the memory span of individuals with respect
to coding patterns, etc.
For their requirement, they look to maximum 72 x 72 matrix.

Hawkins doesn't feel they need this.
Alternative vendors might be:

1. 3 Stromberg Carlson units (too slow).
2. 1 IBM Console.
3. mn DEC units where n is probably 5 or 6.

USNOTS was also interested in the CRT. A block diagram des-
cription of how the CRT and light pen work. Also a price on a
separate unit with buffers and a basic description of how alpha-
numeric information is generated and displayed. (see attachment)

Please send a letter to Hawkins, copy to von Buelow.



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Dick Beet

Harlan Anderson

DATE March 14, 1961

1 propose that have engineering meeting in the very

There are jobs, | am sure, that could outline In detail that could tum

instruction. We might have them write up application examples
for ow Logic Book, such random number generators. We could also have

fture at which we brainstorm ali the possibilities for sumer student jobs.

tight over to a student thet he could take the responsibility for end
only have to look for advice when he has problems, rather than to ned

them de research in a library fer things like random number generators.

Kenneth H. Oleen

/ ,

3. (RE

DFIO$ digital equipment corporation
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DATE

Sten Olsen

MEMO
TO Jack Atwead/Herlen FROM Olsen

We have to develop a facilities brochure which tells the history of the company end
hos @ lot of pictures of our facilities for use in recruiting. No one knows anything about the
company when they fo visit excep? that a friend of theirs might have had good experi-
ence, but they completely naive as to what the history Is and what our facilities include.

Kenneth 4. Olsen

wre

DAP 984
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO Olsen
Harlan Anderson
Barbera Stephenson

DATE March 28, 1963

FROM Stan Olsen

Z just received a from Glife Judd of mush Drake
and we were talking about a memory system for part ef
Boeing which I turned dowm because would be toe difficult
conpeting with Teleneter Magnetics. There's about a
$23,000 ordex coming from thie section though and this te
exclusive of the section which Ted is working with te supply
Building Blocks om another computer. Thie first one

a Milling Machine te operate at 100 NC.

@liie Judd and Rush Drake will be et the Show and
want to definitely get together with myself, end rerhapes Anty.
to discuss semething. After that on Friday 24th March, 01116
will spend almest a full day here at the plant. Me has been
doing quite well lately with our products so we should encourage
him considerably and alee take this advantage te straighten
him out on hie personal problems.

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE march 7, 1961

SUBJECT
Harlan Anderson

TO Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Gordon Bell

At our user's meeting on Friday, there

is one item that I would like to have brought up

if it seems at all worth while. Tf we could

eliminate the typewriter on our computer and

standardize on a teletypewriter, such as the

one made by Teleprinter Corporation, in Paramus,

New Jersey, we would have a very simple and reliable

typewriter that would suffer from the limination

of fewer characters but would indeed be a mechanically

nice device.
Ken Olsen

DF106 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE March 6, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Harlan Anderson
Ben Gurley
Gordon Bell

FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

John McCarthy called this morning, Monday March 6,
to ask if we were still interested in building PDP-3's
for M.I.T. I told him that we were immediately
tied up and couldn't take any short-term commitments
but that we expect in not too many months to be
free of production problems on PDP-1 and to be then
working on the next computer. Although we are not
taking orders for PDP-3, we are definitely interested
in developing a new product and we can think of no
one better to work with than the people at M.I.T.

We have to a little careful about some apparent
inconsistency that may develop here because we tell
some people we are not making PDP-3's and yet with
M.I.T. we are encouraging it somewhat. This is not
completely inconsistent because what we are saying is
that we are, in a few months, willing to talk to them
about a new computer which may look like a PDP-3.
They will not have their building before two and one-
half to three years, although they would like to have
the machine delivered before then. This means delivery
in about two years and could even be three years.

John is interested, and maybe enthusiastic, about the
BBN serial parallel computer. He feels that the base
can be tied very nicely together to do multiple programming
I'm sort of fascinated by this device and I think we
should encourage them to look into it, and this would
be an ideal machine because people can use them singly
for simple problems and they could be distributed
throughout all of M.I.T., and yet they could be the
heart of the big machine they need.

DF106 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE 3/2/61

SUBJECT Office Improvemen
TO H. Anderson & S. Olsen FROM Ted Johnson

Considering the future space requirements at this office, I
would set out the following minimum space allowing for present
plans for an additional man and incoming equipment:

1. Desk and office space 400 sq. feet
2. Building Blocks Display and
work area 70

3. Storage space and inventory 70

4. Computer display area (200)

5. Guest room, tables (100)
540 Sq. feet
(840 sq. feet)

The computer display area and guest area alloted would allow
for expansion of the work area. Possible systems work should be
considered in future space requirements.

I do think that we should have the computer out here within
the next two months for one to two weeks. Formal invitations
would be more effective than a trade show demonstration of PDP-1
at this point.

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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TO__w. Anderson

DATE 3/2/61

FROM Ted Johnson

ElMEMO

Things seem to be shaping into a computer dept. with channels
of its own. Who should I direct general information to for dis-
tribution?

Need to know more about developments and thinking along main-
tenance line, rental, and DECAL.

Cd

DAP 9 8 4
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

DATE 3/2/61
SUBJECT Electro Optical Systems

TO H. Anderson FROM Ted Johnson

Our contact with MS&A (consultants) led to a good possibility
at Electro Optical Systems in Pasadena. They need a general pur-
pose machine and were looking at the 1620. If we can convince
them of the potential of the machine, relative ease of programming
and available service, and clarify their thinking about their real
requirements, (as well as beat the stiff IBM rental competition)this could be a nice place to put a computer.

Lot of Cal Tech people. Group is Advanced Electronics, Dr.
Robert Wall and Dr. Henry Rickter.

(8

prog digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

e

DATE February 22, 1961
SUBJECT DOOL Diode Tests
TO List A & B FROM David Dubay

The following diodes were subjected to three cycles of coolingand heating. Initially, all these diodes passed DEC specifications.
High Temp.

455°C
Type Quantity Low Temp.

L06LDOO? 20°C

All diodes were tested after being subjected to +55°C or -20°C.
The results of these tests are shown on the attached graph. The
figures represent the number of diodes which failed that particulartest.
Test
#1 Forward Drop

Dynamic Test =i.5V@10 ma

#2 Forward DropStatic Test =o.7V @ 10 ma

#3 Stored Charge 70 peb Ip = 10 ma Ip = O,1 ma

Inverse Leakage -20 pa @ 4V

The DOO] is a Transitron diode which will be used to replace
the Ohmite diode type OMC 514,

DF106
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

DATE FEBRUARY 17, 1961
SUBJECTCURRENT ENGINEERING ACCOUNT NUMBERS

TO ENGINEERING, DRAFTING, FROM R, L. BEST
ACCOUNTING, PURCHASING, &
M, SANDLER

EN 1000 General Engineering
EN 1010 5MC Building Blocks
EN 1011 Compatible Low Speed B. B.
EN 1012 Non~Compatible Low Speed B. B.
EN 1013 Current Drivers (vacuum tube)
EN 1014 Digital-to-Analog Converter B. B.
EN 1015 Typewriter
EN 1016 Core Memory Development
EN 1017 Signal Converters
EN 1018 Memory Tester Development
EN 1019 Sales
EN 1020 PDP=1 Development
EN 102i Core Handler
EN 1022 Power Supplies
EN 1024 Mounting Panels
EN 1024 Paper Tape Reader
EN 1025 Paper Tape Punch
EN 1026 Magnetic Tape Equipment
EN 1027 Display
EN 1028 PDP~% Development
EN 1029 1OMC Building Blocks
EN 1030 Educational Building Blocks
EN 1031 Computer Development
EN 1032 Utility Programming
EN 1033 Sales Programming
EN 1034 PDP-1 Sales
EN 1035 PDP=-3 Sales
EN 1036 Light Pen Development
EN 1037 Core Tester and Memory Tester Sales
EN 1048 Special Systems Sales
EN 1049 Solid State Current Drivers
EN 1040 Drum Circuit Development
EN L041 Drum System Development
EN 1042 Current Driver Power Supply 766
EN 1044 VHF Building Blocks
EN 1044 Analog-to-Digital Converter B. B.
EN 1045 Digital Average Response Computer
EN 1046 Punched Card Equipment for PDP-1
EN 1047 PDP-1 Prototype Operation BG
EN 1048 Test Equipment Headquarters RH
EN 1049 Engineering Stock Room AS
EN 2005 PDP-1B Manufacture
EN 2009 Memory Tester 1514 (RCA) ;
EN 1050 DATA THONE Sysrem (Ev De Casrra

DF106 digital equipment corporation
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EN 2010
EN 2011
EN 2012
EN 2013
EN 2014
EN 2015
EN 2016
EN 2017
EN 2018
EN 2019
EN 2020
EN 2021
EN 2022
EN 2023
EN 2024
EN 2025
EN 2026
EN 2027
EN 2028
EN 2029
EN 2030
EN 2031
EN 2032
EN 2043
EN 2034
EN 2035
EN 2036
EN 2037
EN 2038
EN 2039

a' EN 2040
* EN 2041
* EN 2042
* EN 2043
* EN 2044

Automatic Core Tester 2102 (TMI)
Memory Exerciser 2201 (RCA)
Memory Tester 1512C (DATAMATIC)
Automatic Core Tester 2102B (RCA)
Memory Tester 1515 (TMI)
Logic Checkout System 2400 (CBS)
Automatic Core Tester 2102C (TMI)
Memory Tester 1512D (GC)
Memory Exerciser 2202 (TMI)
Automatic Core Tester 2102D (TMI)
Sense System Modification to MT-1512B (PHILCO)
Sense System Modification to MT-1512 (TMI)
Automatic Core Tester 2105 (GENERAL CERAMICS)
Modifications to CT~2102 for DC Slice (TMI)
Core Evaluator 2104 (BUR)
Light Pen (BBN)
Automatic Core Tester 2102E (RCA)
Memory Tester 1514B
Memory Tester 1516A (LOCKHEED)
Digital Processor 2305 (NEL)
Buffer 2306 and 4202 Flip-Flop
PDP-1C-1 (ITEK) BG
PDP~1B Field Service (BBN) EH
Memory Exerciser 2204A (IMI) JF
Memory Exerciser 2204B (TMI) JF
Automatic Core Tester 2102F (new design) JF
Analog inputs to PDP-1B BG
PDP-1C-2 (ITT) BG
PDP-1C=% (CRC) BG
PDP~1C=4 (CRC) BG
Memory Exerciser 2205A (RCA) JF
Input-Output for PDP-10-1 (ITT) BG
21-inch Color Display (CRC) BG
21-inch Black & White Display (CRC) BG
Memory Tester 1517 (IBM-Owego) JF

Supersedes Memo Dated January 16, 1961

* New Numbers Added.



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE February 16, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth Olsen

Mr. John Zvara, from Raytheon, at 1089 Washington Street, West Newton,
called to ask for help in how we would program our computer to do an unmanned vehicle
recovery problem. This is aRaytheon-sponsored project right now and they are not sure

they will get sponsorship. | told him that we could not do the programming for them and

people and see the computer, and told him would be away for a week but that you would
probably couldn't be very helpful. He would like to come out with one or two of their

be glad to take care of them.

He is an aeronautical engineer by trade and was at M.I.T. for a number of years.
He is the one that built his own house in Lexington that we drove by a few times.

This vehiéle will be taken under landing control when it is 100 miles out and

will be dropping like a rock. They will have long-range radar and short-range radar with

It will be just beyond the atmosphere and will make some small number of passes around

pay off for a while. But | would appreciate it if you would take good care of him when

in. lt100,000 feet in altitude. It will be going at Mach 5 and will come straight

data links to a computer. This vehicle will be somewhat airborne and somewhat in orbit.

the globe before it lands. lt sounds like a fascinating problem, but don't think it i

he visits us.

Kenneth Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE February 16, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth Olsen

did not mail in my Board of Directors notice saying | would be at the meeting.
| can come back to be sure am here on the 27th, but it might be convenient to save

decide whether we postpone the meeting or not, but let me know fairly early if | should
come back for Monday.

that day so that | could stay over in case there is business in California. I will let you

I would guess that American Research would feel very much relieved if we post-
poned it because of the session they have the next day. | realize that | am leaving you

to set it up on the 21st, | can write a letter to Bob Slater inviting him to bring his people
down to see the computer. You could write the letter, actually, and have Jane type it
on my engraved stationery. It should say:

without any help when it comes to setting up the exhibit at John Hancock. If you want

"Dear Bob: We are going to have our computer set up in the basement of
John Hancock Building on Monday afternoon, February 27, or Tuesday

the week before that, but if you would have someone call Harlan Anderson,
he would be happy to set up a time when we could put on a demonstration

morning, February 28. We would like to take same time to show it to
your people, if it would be convenient for them. be out of town for

for you."

If Gordon Bell had the IBM card reader set up and working at that time, it sure

would be nice.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE February 16, 1961

SUBJECT Educational Demonstration Units
TO Stan Olsen FROM Ken Olsen via 4.E.A.

Ren called this morning and said that we should go ahead and make
some models up of the educational demonstration units based on
the drawings that he sent in with Jack Brom this morning. Se
said we should encourage the sheet metal man to round off the
corners, etc. One problem he thought of was that the notches
that he had specified for holding the etched board are impossible
te do with the tools that we have. Apparently the old dimensions
of the notch were 1/16" wide and &" deep. He suggested instead
of that we use our oval tool and make the notches 1/8* wide and
whatever depth is appropriate.

* @

CC Loren Prentice

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE February 15, 196]

SUBJECT

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Ben Gurley
Gordon Bell

On page 130 of the February 1961 Electrical Engineering magazine, there
is €a summary of what is available for digital transmission over private line and
common carrier line. We ought to make a demonstration using our computer,
and this would be a good place to get a summary of the information.

The next article is titled, "Systems Talk and Common Language Pool."
It is a description of the PICE system which uses a CDC 1604 to collect and
translate information for use in a large computer.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE February 14, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Richard Mills FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Ben Gurley

Anderson

in carrying out our Ideas of accounting projects from the time they are cone
celved to the time they are droped, we ae going to have to be very careful to be fair
fo the in charge of each project.

If we are successful, we are going to have projects ready to be In production

example of this is the computer last year where It was really ready to be exploited last
yeor, but Instead we expanded the production on our Building Blocks and increased our

engineering activity in the Building Block area, when our original plan was to put this
effort into the computer. We are confident we made the right decision because the

fault of the people Involved in the project.

ond thet are salable than we can make at any one time, and It is going to be part of
management's decision as to which ones are going to be made at any one time An

Bullding Block business was a god business to expand our capability In, but the result
was that the computer was delayed by several months In a way which was really not the

1 propose that we do not charge Interest for the period of this delay. During
this period, the money that was spent in salaries and in buying equipment was supposedly
well spent and it was contributed and should be counted in the accounting, but the
Interest under money spent | believe should be just not counted for a fixed period of
time. In the case of the computer, | would say that it wes delayed a factor of six to
eight months by the management decision that we were not in a position to expand ow
capability to exploit the computer during 1960.

What f think this is that we have not compounded as much Interest

the money and that it will make the computer business look a lot better. One can easily
Imagine the case of a project that gets delayed for years and wouldnever
simply because management slowed down its expansion.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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MEMO 6,

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Ben Gurley
Gordon Bell

The I.R.E. sub-group on information theory is having a lecture next Thursday,
February 9, on Seismological Data Collection. This may be of interest because of the work
we are thinking of doing with Geotechnical Corporation. This lecture is given by Bruce
Bogert from Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey. Cocktails and dinner
are at 6:30 at the M.I.T. Faculty Club, and the meeting is at 8:00, Room 12-182,

Kenneth H. Olsen

DAP 984



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE February 4, 1961

SUBJECT The 2Ni305 & 2N1307 Transistors
TO List A & B FROM Robert Hughes

Engineering has just ordered 100 2N1305 and 100 2N1407 transis-=
tors for evaluation in our low speed line of circuitry.

A reappraisal of the characteristics of the 2N1407 led us to
believe that its characteristics were more than we needed in most
circuits, however, they would make excelient inverters so we will
experiment with both types. The basic differences between a
2N1505 and a 2N14307 are the 2Ni305 has a Beta specification of 40
and a minimum alpha cut-off frequency of 5 megacycles, whereas
the 2N1307 has a minimum Beta specification of 60 and an alpha
cut-off frequency minimum of 10 megacycles.

The 2N1407 costs about $1.08 and the 2N1405 costs about 68.
These transistors both come from the same line and should have the
same quality. we will test the samples in models of the low spee.
line to insure that they are a production replacements for the
ON4le.

DF106 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS
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T O Alma Pontz/Harlan Andenon

MEMO DATE 2
FROM

Link Barber called this afterncen Friday, February 3, and sald that he bought the

per cent interest, which will be delivered teday. He wos not able to get the ninety dey
paper delivered today but It will be delivered on Monday, February 6. This was $25,000

short term paper for us. He bought $65,000 of commercial credit, thirty days at 2-3/8

werth ef Dow Chemical ot 2-7/8 per cent interest, and the note will come due on May 10.

There is @ letter coming from the Shawmut Bank acknowledging this.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DAP 984



February 2, 1961
Massachusetts Mental Health Center - Harvard University

B, Gurley
Sehool

Sales Department Vie Anderscn, Gordon Bell

On Monday, January 30, 1960, I talked with Dr. Leiderman, Dr.
Shipire, Mr. Bernard Tersky, and Sanford Freedman who were respec-tively physiologists, an instrumentation man, and an EEG man. These
people are interested in a device which would take analog data, conevert it to digital form, and put it on a magnetic tape suitable for
704 and 709. I had gotten in contact with +! essentially to talk
about a PDP-1 for use with physiological expdr ments and general
purpose computation. At this time they are smokey bound but do have

with a very rude secretary.

the MIT computationaccess to a 709 or 7090 at Littaeur or a 709facility. It was rumored that the ned o1 might eventually
buy a 1620 for use in research, One of-the peokle at Harvard Medical
School, namely Dr. Rutstein in preventative medicine, is on this

only ralkedttee for comouters. I phonedRutstein to

The people at Physiologists\w eending us a specificationfor the tape converter, and J asstwye we might be interested in
making a bid on the unit.
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February 2, 1961
ITT Systen

Kenneth Olsen Gordon Bell

In regard to the order from ITT on January 27, 1961, the

input-output system for PDP-1C. This number handles the engineer-ing required to develop their input-output system. I will take
prime responsibility for this input-output syatem and as of now the
system will take the direction as indicated far the proposal su
mitted to ITT on January 17, 1961.

following numbers handle this: EN 2031 the computer main frame
and central processor its typewriter punch, and ordina periepheral gear. EN 2041 has been set up and is called the I

In the near future I would like t
he ITT input-output system which wou
hardware. This system has been des
January 27, 1961, but before we
contract per se, I think we sho
the improved system.

cuss an improvement in
a move efficient use of

ed
the a

h stages before
opment of the

al ith IT? long the lines of



February 2, 1961

AFCRCG

Harlan Anderson Gordon Bell

In regard to AFCRC computer, on Monday, January 30, 1961,I talked with Charlton Walter at AFCRC about the two PDP-l's ffor
AFCRC. Their procurement seems to be going in the right direction
and hopefully within two weeks we should receive a purchase order,
I later found that MIT people, including Jack Dennis, John Ward,
Doug Ross, Lou Crasney, and Mark Connolly, had advised him about
whether he should take a PDP-3 or two PDP-1' They, of course,
were in favor of a pair of PDP~1's and also proposed little thingslike that the two machines might work in paa f el for some opera~tions such as double length arithmetic. But\ n general, I think
they were helpful.

We talked about the special de
connected to these machines to fag roblem solving.
The first device that he would have would be a television
display. That is, a display whic continuously display a
complete raster including backgre formation. This could be

that hewould like to have
ate vario

to

used f ttern recognitio
8 a tremendous amount of

backing storage and he egs@ntiaily would4 want the 500 line resolu-
tien as a conventional and save sort of scan time. He
said he could make availab e nder $100,000 to us for this

video bandwidth pictures.

mone
type of agreement since it\would be/almost trivial for our contracts

reeme at. He also would like to have
in color. So the overall problem

y be a television display which could
to be negotiatedthis type of tele

is
sion operaof the system would basic

be fed by the com er. 8, it take quite some time for
our machine to cal te icture once picture had beenCalculated it could
almost no flicker. ated and continuously displayed with

The second ievice that he was interested in obtaining would be
a scheme to multiply a 500 by 500 matrix by a 1 x 500 matrix inof a second. Ten stretch computers might be able to do the
problem. Other methods are non-digital, optically, or photo-graphically. This multiplication is essentially forming or 2.5 x 10?
products and sums in 1/25t of a second. He likes the idea of
storage tubes, but the dynamic range of the thing doesn't seen
appropriate. I think the thing actually could be done using a drum
or a light beam scanning of a photographic plate and then readingthe integrated output for the multiplier tube. That is, the beam
would scan along a lined photographic plate which has density pro-

fashion to multiply, the line scan times the lines of the matrix.
onal to one of the 500 points determining the rows of a matrix
inuous function). The 500 x 1 would modulate the beam in a



Another scheme might be to store each of the elements, each of the
rows on the drum in an analog fashion and then in parallel do a
series of products whose outputs are integrated. The most impor=
tant thing is that the points in the matrix are only specified to
one part n 64, or so as the overall accuracy is 5

ee K. Olsen
B. Gurley



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT BIWEEKLY REPORT

DATE January 27, 1961

To kK. Olsen R. Hughes FROM J. Atwood
» Anderson Johnson
Olsen H. LeBlanc

G. Bell Le. Prentice
R. Best M. SandlerJ. Brown J. Smith
J, Cudmore B. Stephenson
D. Denniston A. Swift
R. Doane B. TowleJ. Fadiman W. Weeton
G. Gerelds R. Whipple
B. Gurley D. White
E. Harwood

The year's second Biweekly Report will be issued on Tuesday. Please
plan to have your contribution in our hands not later than 12 noon
on Monday.

A WORD ABOUT "CONTRIBUTIONS"

A "contribution" is anything from one sentence up.
Don't be scared off by the fact that some of your fellow
contributors really unload, If they have that much information to
pass along, so much the better.
But we'd rather have just one sentence, if that's all the time you
can spare, than to have nothing at all.
Just a simple statement like "Last week I sold a computer" or
"The other day I invented a new building block" would be
sufficient to let your cohorts know that things are really moving
along here at Digital.

DE106 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 26, 1961

SUBJECT Analysis of Semiconductor Component Replacement During Test
TO List A & B FROM J. Cudmore

This report concerns only semiconductor components replacedIt does not include components with
mechanical defects such as, in backwards or broken connections.
The following is the combined statistics for the weeks ending
January 6 and January 13, 1961.

for electrical defects.

Component No. of Components

Transistors
MA-45 480
MD=27 225
T1961 2240
ON224 160
2N493 200

1160
2N670 120
2N1401 60
Total: 5645

Diodes

205A 240
Z20A 1480
441A 120
514 12,345
894 240
2425 120
4101 4480
Total: 16,825

Total
Semiconductors 22,470

No. Replaced % Replaced

260

2208
2.66
1.48

0
4.0
3096

6
48

8
46

0
1.93109

074
0

142 1.25
40 348

0
6

L51 089

1.15

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



WD lenis
INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

e

DATE January 26, 1961
SUBJECT The 2N1307 Transistor
TO List A & B FROM J. Cudmore - R. Hughes

The 2Ni407 transistor is a possible replacement for the 2N4l2
transistor which is used extensively in the 500 KC line. The eN412is an entertainment type transistor which costs about 54. Its
specifications are as follows:

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

Collector:
D.C. voltage 14V.
D.C. current 15 mae
Dissipation @25°C 80 mw.

@55°C 45 MWe

Emitter:
D.C. voltage o DV
D.C. current ma.15

1KC. Beta @ 17 min. (This is an unpublishedIc 1 ma., Ve 6V. factory pecification. )
Ten 2N412's were tested from a virgin lot and the results are

tabulated below.
CobICBO(ua. ) IEBO(ua ) VCE(volts) (mee) Qb*

@ 13V @ 4V Ib 1 ma Peb. Pf.
Ic 40 ma

1. 0.7 O.4 0.18 205 120 47
Qo 0.8 0.3 0.10 5.0 190 35
4 5.0 1.0 0.13 4.4 180 43
4 lel 0.5 0.12 4,8 150 49
De Col 0.4 0.14 160 43
on 1.5 0.6 0.10 4,0 190 39
7° 0.7 0.4 0.11 4.2 190 49
8. 0.8 0.5 0.08 58 210 41
96 1.6 0.5 0.10 5.8 210 35
10. 0.8 0.4 0.12 3.6 190 37

The 2N1307 costs about $1.08. Its specifications and the re-
sults of tests on six samples follows.
* Qb Stored Charge @ Ib 1 ma. (Pico coulombs)

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS
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Absolute Maximum Ratings at 25°C
Collector to Base Voltage 30V.Emitter to Base Voltage 25V.Collector Current 400 ma.Total Dissipation 150 mw.

@ 55° 75 mw.
Storage Temp. Range -65 to +100°C

Operating Characteristics at 25°C
ICBO @ 25V. 6 uae Max
ITEBO @ 25V. 6 ua. max.hfe @ Ic 10 ma, VCE 1V 60 min.

@ 20Ie 200, VOCE .35V min.
vee @ Ic 10 ma, Ib .17 ma 20V maxe
Cob @ VCB 5V, f 1 me. 20 pf max.
Alpha cut off frequency 10 me. min.

ICBO(ua.) TEBO(ua. ) Qb* Cob
@ 13V @ 4V

VCE(volts) F,(me. )Ib 1 ma, Ped. Pr.
Ic 40 ma.

1. 1.9 1.6 0.088 10.0 160 17
26 1.8 2.0 0.080 10.0 110 18
36 1.8 1.4 0.096 9.1 150 13
4, 2.0 1.5 0.094 10.5 140 1?
De 1.5 2.0 0.082 10.0 190 1?

1.6 2.6 0.084 11.1 130 15

The use of the more expensive 2N1307 in place of the 2N412 would
greatly improve operating margins and could also reduce the number of
transistors renlaced in test. During the weeks ending January 6 and
January 13, 4.0% of all the 2N412 transistors in units going through
test were replaced for having electrical defects.

* Qb Stored Charge @ Ib 1 ma. (Pico coulombs)



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 25, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Gordon Bell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Harlan Anderson
Ben Gurley

Mr. Glen Bailey of ITT called at noon today, Wednesday,
January 25, and read to me the letter of understanding on
the ADX contract. He hopes to get the letter out today,
which means we can go ahead. If we don't like the paragraphs
which assign all inventions made during this contract to ITT,
we should make a counterproposal to them.

I suggest that Gordon Bell dictate and have printed for
distribution within the company a description of the large
number input multiple sequence device so that this does not
become the property of ITT and so we can sell it to others.
If there is any other device which we expect to use here
which we de not have a record of at the moment, we should
also make a new record of it.

We got another letter from John Ackley at ITT today
asking some questions, I propose that Gordon Bell answers
this letter directly.

Kenneth EH. Olsen

digital equipment corporationDF106
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE January 25, 1961

Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth Olsen

In the January 20, 1961, ELECTRONICS magazine, under
the Electronics Newsletter section, there is an item
which says the Navy will build an antisubmarine test
range in the Bahamas, which has been dubbed AUTEC
(Atlantic Underwater Test and Evaluation Center. They
say it will be used to test torpedoes and underwater
missiles like the Subroc and the Asroc and advanced
techniques and equipment for locating, tracing and
verifying submarine contacts. Related oceanographic
surveys are also planned. Installation will cost over
$100,000,000.

Apparently, they waivered on the wisdom of the
Bahamas because of the problem in Cuba and considered
location off Key West, but apparently they have committed
themselves to the Bahamas as of now.

Kenneth Olsen

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 24, 1961

SUBJECT High Temperature Operation of Flip-Flop
TO List A & B FROM J. Cudmore R. Hughes

It has been observed that during flip-flop testing, the margingradually deteriorate with time. The result of this condition isthat the longer the unit is under test the less chance it has of
passing specifications. This phenomenon is related to the tempera~ture of the unit. All units are placed on a light box and thelights left on during the test. It was hoped that the neat generated
by the lights would show up any temperature sensitivity in the unit
under test, and it indeed did. Measurements show that the tempera-ture of the unit may get as high as 65°C. This exceeds the high
temperature operation specification by 10°C. The test temperaturehas been lowered to about 52°C by removing two of the four lightsand drilling vent holes in the light box.

This incident did raise the questions, what is the temperaturesensitivity of the flip-flops and what component is limiting high
temperature operation? A 4201(M) arbitrarily selected from finished
goods was then tested at elevated temperatures. When the unit had
been subjected to 55°C for one half hour it failed to operate comple-tely with normal +1OV margins. The positive bias on one side of the
flip-flop had to be increased .4V to insure operation. Examination
of the base waveforms of the flip-flop verified the loss of positivebias. It was first thought that the ICBO had increased sufficientlywith the temperature increase to cause this condition. Both flip-~
flop transistors (2N1961) were removed from the circuit and tested
for ICBO at 55°C. The leakage current amounted to 5 and 7.5 ua at
VCB-5V. The positive bias is supplied from +10V by a 68K ohm resistor
and amounts to about 148 ua. The leakage of either transistor does
not seem sufficient to overcome this amount of positive bias. The
only remaining path of leakage is the diode network tied to the base
of each flip-flop transistor. This network in the 4201 consists of
four diodes, one from normal set, one from direct set, and two from
the complement inputs. The four diodes from base of the underbiased
transistor were removed and tested for inverse current. The results
are listed below.

25°C 30°C 35°C 40°C 45°C 50°C 55°C
#1 11.5 13.2 18.1 26 33 41.5
#2 9.0 10.5 14.2 17.5 23 275 35.2
#3 14.5 16.9 22.9 30.5 38 45.4 59.4
4+ 4.2 4.9 6.7 8.6 11.5 14.5 19.5

5565

All values in ua.All diodes test an inverse voltage of 3V.
All diode OMC-514(R).

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
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At room temperature (25°C) all four diodes pass the specificationof less than 20 ua leakage at 3.0V. Since the two complement diodes
ere back biased to -3.2V it can be seen that diodes #1 and #3 would
greatly reduce the positive bias. These diodes do not represent the
worst case that could be encountered. The inverse current can doublefor every 10°C increase in ambient temperature. A diode which has
20 ua leakage at 25°C could conceivably have 160 ua leakage at 55°C.This situation would surely stop the flip-flop entirely. This condi-tion can exist on all the flip-flops to varying degrees, depending
on the complexity of the diode network.

This problem can be overcome by inserting a silicon diode such
as the CTP2425 or DO04 in series with the flip-flop transistor base
and the diode network. The positive bias resistor could then be tied
directly to the base. Several flip-flops (4202, 1201, 1209 and
6202) contain a diode capacitor circuit made up of a 3101(R 3 diode
and a 2200 pf capacitor. This circuit was used to eliminate the loss
of negative base drive which could easily result due to the multiple
input circuits. This diode is not tested for reverse leakage at
any temperature. This bulky, space consuming combination could be
replaced by a single diode. This single diode would then limit loss
of both positive bias and negative bias drive. In almost all other
flip-flops various biasing methods of the input and gating circuits
are used to eliminate possible loss of negative base drive. These
methods all increase triggering requirements. The silicon diode
would raise triggering requirements still higher but the inputcircuits could be suitably modified to compensate for this increase.



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 24, 1961

SUBJECT Bilateral Transistors
TO List A FROM Robert A. Hughes

Texas Instruments is now making bilateral transistors for RCA
Camden and the specifications that were written for RCA Camden lead
me to believe that RCA is using them for memory current switching.
We presently use two 2N599's back-to-back in PDP to do this job,
and it would probably be to our advantage to use a bilateral
type here,

I have requested samples and literature from Texas Instruments.

DF106 digital equipment corporation
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 24, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Ken Olsen FROM Stan Olsen
Harlan Anderson .

Dave Denniston

I called Lieutenant Beckman at Dam Neck today. Among the problemsof delivery of the buffer system and co-ordination for our modi-
fication of his present units, we also discussed this later
problem of the classroom demonstrator. He was quite intriguedwith the pegboard idea and its flexibility, but he was still
somewhat in love with his idea on the 6 inch by 6 inch size
and he doesn't quite feel strongly about the need for exact
duplication of our building blocks in the classroom training aid
line. I am sure that there is only a fine line now between our
settlement on an ideal system and the next problem of course is
to get together with him. His basic problem in coming up to
see us is the lack of funds for traveling and suggested that
we get down to Dam Neck to visit him. If it's possible for any
of us to make it soon, this should prove worthwhile. He
seemed just a little reluctant and I seem to have the hint that
he probably has given 3C a green flag to go ahead on this
game unit, so he's a littie embarassed and caught in the middle,
but this problem should work itself out.

e
DFIOé digital equipment corporation

MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

DATE January 17, 1961
SUBJECT STANDARDIZATION OF HEADINGS ON PUNCHED PAPER TAPE

TO PDP-1 Users FROM Edward Harwood

We have had a bit of trouble with people picking up a tape and
the information on the heading being insufficient for the person to
properly run the program. To get around this, we would like to
standardize the headings so that any person familar with the computer
can pick up a tape and run the program and use it properly.

The heading should have the following information on it.
1. Title of program and date tape was prepared.

2. Starting address of progran.

4. Area of memory the program is in.
4, Anything special that is required in order to run this pro-

gram properly such as position of sense switches or putting
a number in the test word switches to get the program
started in the right mode.

One other item may be noted, if the tape has been prepared by
the standard punch load package which is now used in the machine.
That is the punching information by which the tape has been prepared
so that another tape can be reproduced at any time. This bit of
information tells where the program begins, vhere it ends, and whether
or not it jumps to a starting address in the program. We will also try
to start a numbering system and catalog for all tapes. As soon as this
is set up, all tapes will also have one of thes? numbers on it. We wil
have one master file which holds all tapes soncwhere around the compu-
ter room. This file will not be for regular pregram running. It will
be used only in case the operating tape gets damaged.

Figure 1 shows a typical heading on a piece of fan fold tape.
This format should be followed in all cases.

Title Memory Starting
Area Address

Punch yLOOb 200f 100jr Read In Tape
Date /.ssl=1 + continue

Catalog Tape Star
Number T-~O01 Shell Reg. 100-200 SA 100

operating

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS
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ALE,
INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

DATE PONUEy 13, 1961
SUBJECT cost System Proposal.
TO FROM Maynard Sandler

The changing natures of our company's business has
the need for change in the organization of our endeavors and a
consequent need gor SLO of our system for cost-finding for
sentrol., Our engineering, Ymanufacturing and distribution efforts
and personnel have grown as our volume of sales has increased.

Our concepts of accounting, especially cost. accounting, must
be adjusted to provide measures of performance wh ch will enable
us to exercise ceet control. Our present general accounting pro-
cedures give us good statements cf the company's financial condi-
tion and progress, and our present cost accounting or joh-cost
ayatem gives us good conparison measurements of performance in our
manufacturing organisation.

The original jesign of our accounting systems allowed for
expansion of persommel ane activity. Responsibility areas were
quite general and broad, but now we have grown to such level that
it has become necessary to specialize areas of endeavor or func
ston. As the wunufacture and development of systems and computers
new constituce an increasing part of our gales an' our total

Of our total cost of doing business. Wew product lines have also
made changes in the nature of our business and in the relation-
ships of elements of our cost structure.

wa they now comprise an increasing partoxganization effort, so

Our cost accounting and general accounting systems must
yecognize these changes or they will fail to provide us with
true costs, measures of performance, and Case data which
are the basis of sevnd business and cost control.

pri0é digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS



Our present accounting plan is based on two manufacturingentities. Building Blocks and allied products are considered as
one divigion, and Systems and Computers as a second division.

Labor, Material and Overhead for both divisions are recorded
to determine Cost of Goods Sold and Gross Profit. Total Selling,
General and Administrative Expense and Total Company Sponsored
Engineering Expense, however, are applied to the sum of the two
divisions to determine Operating Profit.

This proposed cost accounting plan is designed to find the
profitability of (1) each of our product lines, and (2) each
functional division of our company endeavor.

It has become vital to our continued progress that we organize
our accounting plans so that we may allocate direct and expense
charges to more detailed subdivisions of our organization and to
those subdivisions which have engendered those charges. We must
be able to analyze how our costs are incurred so that accountability
may be established.

Cost Groups

Functionally, we propose costing divisions or accounting
groups. Costing groups are chosen as those locations or functions
for which activities involving production, labor, material and
operating expenses can be recorded and controlled most advanta-
geously.

Operation of the company's activities indicate four natural
sub-divisions:

1. Divisions or groups concerned with direct processing of
salable products. These are termed Productive Cost Groups.

2. Divisions or groups primarily concerned with rendering
service not directly, but indirectly, associated with
the processing of salable products. These groups are
termed Supporting Cost Groups, and they are part of the
manufacturing phase of the company.

3. Divisions or groups primarily concerned with the selling,
administrative, and managerial phases of the company
endeavors. These groups are termed Staff Cost Groups.
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4. Divisions or groups primarily concerned with the engin-
eering functions of the company. These groups are termed
Engineering Cost Groups.

Note 3 Appendix I is Cost Group listing.
Effective operation of each cost group is the responsibility

of that group's supervisory personnel. During each accounting
period, cost groups will be charged with the costs incurred by or
for them. These costs will be classified according to their various
elements such as labor, supplies, material, indirect charges, and
an equitable apportionment of fixed charges.

Every cost group will be considered as a business. Direct
Labor, Direct Material, and Overhead will be determined te each
group. for

All Productive Cost Groups and certain Supporting and Staff
Cost Groups will use Job Numbers to record labor, and for other
cost groups wages will be considered as Direct Labor for the
group.

Productive Cost Groups will record Direct Material costs
and Operating Supplies in the usval manner, and for Supporting
and Staff Cost Groups operating supplies will be considered as
Overhead Expense.

Overhead will be apportioned on the basis of Direct Labor
Dollars for all cost groups using Job Numbers. For all other
cost groups expenses will be considered as Overhead Expense.

All cost groups, in addition to the direct charges of labor,
material and overhead assigned, will share certain distributed
charges, such as Rent, and certain distributed costs of other
cost groups, such as Purchasing.

Product Lines

Our company started with one product line--Test Equipment
Building Blocks. We now produce and market eight product lines:

01 Test Equipment B.B. 100 Series
02 Test Equipment B.B. 3000 Series
03 fest Equipment B.B. 5000 Series
04 SPU 1000 Series
05 SPU 4000 Series
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06 SPU 6000 Series
07 Systems
08 Computers

Each of these product lines must be analyzed to determine
value to the structure of DEC. We propose to accumulate costs
for each product line to measure against sales.

Each of our product lines will be considered as a business
in itself. It is proposed that our Statement of Income and Deficit
be a composite of product lines.

Note See Appendix II
For each product line we presently record Sales, and for

every product of a given product line we presently determine
Manufacturing Cost. Selling, General and Administrative Expense
can be distributed to product lines on the basis of Job Numbers
and/or Sales Volume and/or Direct Labor Dollars. Engineering
Expense can be distributed to product lines similarly.
Cost Elements

The present DEC Chart of Accounts comprises the cost elements
or facts by which we determine the profitability of our business.
For each Cost Group we propose to build up costs through recording
and accumulating Cost Elements. Measurements of performance can
then be plotted against standards or budgets.

The present Chart of Accounts of Expenses ie divided into
Manufacturing Expenses (400 Series), Engineering Expenses (500
Series), and SGA Expenses (800 Series). It is proposed that we
use a composite Chart of Expense Accounts.

Note: Appendix IfI is Composite Chart of Expense Accounts.

Detailed Statements of Costs of Goods Sold and Statements of
SGA Expenses will be prepared for each product line. It is proposed
that composite forms such as the Composite Statement of Income and
Deficit (Appendix II) be used.

Coding

Especially vital to our proposed accounting plan is intelligent
coding and accurate, interested discipline in using those code
numbers.
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® Job Numbers, Operation Numbers, Cost Group Numbers, and
Product Numbers are all determinents in the allocations of costs,
and our flow of cost information will be only as good as our use
of numbers.

Summar

General accounting tells us whether or not we make a profit
cost accounting will tell us why we succeed or fail.

All members of management must rely on the paper story of
operations for judging performance and for formulating future
policies and plans of action. Pertinent and timely reports will
be published to show performance data for each costing period.
These reports will enable us to maintain true control of our
business performance.

Cost accounting will report; management must control.
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APPENDIX I

COST GROUPS LISTING

COST OF GOODS SOLD

Silk Screen ~ Perform phetography, screen
preparation, screening etching operations.
Unit Assembly - Perform operations to pro-
duce building blocks, accessory equipment,
and components.

Final Test - Perform testing, inspection
and packaging of manufactured components
and products to insure adherence to DEC
specifications.
Sheet Metal_Shop - Perform fabrication,
dipping and painting operations to produce
units and components.

System Assembly ~ Perform all operations to
manufacture and test systems for sale.

Computer Assembly - Perform all operations
to manufacture and test computers for sale.

Machine Shop ~ Perform activities concerned
with the making, maintenence and repair of
tools, dies, jigs, fixtures and special
assignments.

The costs cf this group will be distributed
on the basis of Jon Numbers.

Carpenter Shop = Perform activities concerned
with all carpenter work.

The costs of this group will be distributed
on the basis of Job Numbers and floor area.
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No. 22

No, 23

No. 24

No. 25

No. 26

Quality Control - The activities of this
cost group include identification, segre~
gation and authorization for disposition
of defective materials, general responsi~bility for insuring that all incoming
materials and manufactured parts conform
to specifications, and specific technical
resvonsibility for the test and packaging
operations of all Assembly and Final Test
Groups.

The costs of this group will be distributed
to all Productive Cost Greups on the basis
of direct labor doliars.

Shipping - This cost group is concerned
with the packaging, preparation for ship~
ment, invoice preparation, delivery to
carriers of all company products and other
articles which must be shipped out of the
plant.
The costs of this group will be distributed
on the basis of direct labor dollars to
Productive Cost Groups. Certain activities
such as Advertising and Sales will engender
costs which will be distributed on a job
basis.
Receiving - This cost group is concerned
with the receiving and distribution of ail
goods and products coming into the plant.

The cost of this group will be distributed
on the basis of dixect labor dollars to all
Productive and certain spacified Supporting
and &taf Cost Groups.

Maintenance - This cost group performs all
plant maintenanca and janitorial duties.

The total cost of this group will be dis-
tributed to all Cost Groups on the basis of
number of employees.

Production Control - This cost group includes
the activities of material procurement, plan-
ning and scheduling, stockroom and certain
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Staffs:

No.

General

No.

No. 30

No. 32

33.

No. 34

40

internal cost functions.
The total costs of this group will be
distributed to all Productive Cost Groups
on the basis of direct labor dollars.

SELLING, GENERAL, ADMINISTRATIVE

DEC Sales - This cost group includes all
selling and distribution activities.
West Coast Sales ~ This cost group includes
all activities of the West Coast Office.

No. 31

Advertising This cost group handles all
advertising programs, mailing lists, trade
shows.

The costs of Advertising will be distributed
on the basis of sales volume and specific jobs.
House Printing ~ This cost group subdivision
of Advertising fulfills all internal printing
requirements.

The costs of House Printing will be distributed
to other cost groups on the basis of Job
Numbers.

Representatives ~ This group covers the expense
of maintaining an organization of field repre~-
sentatives.

Purchasing - This cost group is responsible
for the procurement of materials, parts, sup}
plies and owtside services.

Toe costs of this group will be distributed
to other cost groups on the basis of quantity
of purchase orders placed.
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No. 41 - Library This cost group is responsible
for all library functiong and expenses.

The costs of this group will be distributed
on the basis of number of supervisory and/or
technical employees.

No. 42 " Accounting = This cost group is concerned
with payroll preparation and distribution,
timekeeping, accounts receivable, accounts
payable, budgets, maintenance of general
ledger and other accounting duties.

No. = Tabulating - This cost group subdivision
of Accounting includes all IBM Tabulating
expenditures.

The costs of the Accounting and Tabulating
Groups will be distributed on the basis of
total cost group expenditure.

@ Administrative
No. 50 ~ General Management - This cost group is

responsible for investigating, analyzing, and
evaluating data pertinent to planning activities
and management controls, and for making recom~
mendations which will guide management in its
plans, policies, and programs.

No. 51 = Personnel ~ This cost group includes the
activities of the Personnel Manager and his
staff in all matters pertaining to recruit=
ing, employment and maintenance of the
company's working force.

The costs of this group will be distributed
to all ether Cost Groups on the basis of
number of personnel.

No. 52 ~ Board of Directors ~ This cost group includes
the activities of the Board of Directors.
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No. 60

No, 62

No. 63

ENGINEERING

General Engineering ~ The principal activi~
ties of this cost group include design and
and development of products, solution of
technical questions relating to specific
customer application problems, development
of new applications, testing and release
of prototype models of new products, estab-
lishment of or deviation from specification,
quality and sales specifications.
Research and Development - The principal
activities of this cost group include inves-
tigation and analysis of developmental,
exploratory, and fundamental research
problems which require concentrated atten-
tion free from scheduled commitments and
routine responsibilities.

No. 61

Drafting - This cost group is concerned with
drafting and maintenance of drawings and
prints.
The costs of this group will be distributed
on the basis of Job Numbers.

Test Equipment Headquarters ~ This cost
group is responsible to maintain all test
equipment in calibration and to make inves-~
tigations of the testing procedures of the
company.

The costs of this group will be distributed
to production assembly cost groups on the
basis of direct labor dollars.
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COMPOSITE STATEMENT OF INCOME AND DEFICIT

200 3000 5000 1000 4000 6000 Systems Computers
Sales
Less Returns & Allowances

Total Sales
Cost of Goods Sold (Mfg. Cost)

Gross Profit
Selling Expense
Goneral Expense
Administrative Expense

Engineering Expense

Operating Profit and (Loss)
Other Tncome:
interest
Miscellaneous

Otner Charges

Profit and (Loss) before Taxes
Est. Federal & State Taxes

+ Net Profit and (Loss) for Period

TOTAL
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CHART OF EXPENSE ACCOUNTS

Number Title How Allocated
400 Direct Labor Job No. ~ Direct
401 Direct Material Job No. and Invoices to Group - Direct
403 Direct Cost Outside Contractors Job No. and Invoices to Group ~ Direct
404 Supervisory Labor Group Payrell Direct
405 Clerical Labor Group Payroll ~ Direct
410 Indirect Labor Group Payroll ~ Direct
411 Overtime Premium Group Payroll Direct
412 Vacation and Holiday Group Payroll Direct
413 Sick Leave Group Payroll ~ Direct
415 Commissions Direct
418 Social Security Expense Group Payroll - Birect
420 Hospital Insurence Group Payroll = Direct
423 Workmen's Compensation Insurance A xtioned on Payroll Doi1
430 Rent Equipment Invoices to Group Direct
431 Property Insurance & rtioned on Floor Area
432 Rent Apportioned on Floor Area
433 Depreciation Direct to Group

435 Maintenance Apportioned on Number of Pereonne]
from Cost Group No. 25

438 Apportioned on Number of Personnel
439 Repairs Job Wo. - Direct
450 Operating Supplies Invoices - Direct
451 Spoiled Goods Job No. Direct
452 Obsolete Goods Job No. ~ Direct and tranger to Cost

Group responsible
453 Freight In Invoices - Direct

axs

434 Bmortization to GroupDirect

454 Freight Out Invoices ~ Direct
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Number Title How AL located

455 Tools and implements Job No. and Invoices = Direct
460 Dues and Subscriptions Invoices Direct
461 Travel and Entertainment Vouchers -
462 Telephone & Telegraph Invoices ~
463 Postage Invoices ~
464 Sales Promotion Job No. and Invoices - Direct
465 Advertising Job No. - Direct and transfers to Cost

Groups
466 Other Taxes

Direct
Direct
Direct

Direct and Apportioned
467 Bad Debts (Seles)Direct
468 Contributions (General Management)Direct
470 Research & Development Direct and Apportioned
473 Mass. Excise Tax (General Management)Direct
480 Inventory Adjustment

486 Books (Library)
490 Miscellaneous

Direct

Direct
Direct

482 Director's Fees (Board of Directors)Direct
483 Life Insurance (General Management)Direct
484 Other Insurance (Crime, etc.) (General Management)Direct
485 Legal & Professional (General Managément)Direct



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 13, 1961

SUBJECT ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT ASSIGNMENTS

TO Al Andrews FROM . Jack Atwood
Florence Dudzinski
Bob Graham
Frank Howland
George Lord
Gertrude Loynd
Jacquelyn Micklay
Scott Miller
Grace Stokes

cC: Ken Olsen
Harian Anderson
Stan Olsen

Because of the increased volume of work being handled by our

mean that the persons bearing primary responsibility are necessarily
expected to do any one of these jobs by themselves. We will work

together very closely as we always have in order to get as much

work as possible done properly and on time.

department, it becomes necessary to make the members of the depart-
ment responsible for certain specific activities. This does not

It does mean, however, that each person must share some responsi-
bility for getting specific things done. No person can follow up
on all these various activities. This is particularly true in my

case, since I must and will spend more time on creative work and

less time on supervisory functions.

This is a list of the specific activities for which I will hold
each person, including myself, responsible.

Jack Atwood

Space Advertising Plans & Studies
Operational Publicity Special Projects
Public Relations Digital Newsletter
Recruitment Media & Market Surveys
Saies Aids Public Relations Scrapbook
Catalogs Media Info Book
Direct Mail Reference Material
Sales Rep Materials Job Tickets

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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® Al Andrews

Promotional Publicity DEC Product File
Technical Articles Product Bulletin Book
Technical Papers Application Note Book
Product Bulletins News Release Book
Application Notes Trade Show File
Trade Shows News Release File
Operating Manuals

Florence Dudzinski

Purchase Requisitions Recruitment Ad Book
Billing Employment Source Log
Mail Biweekly Reports
Dictation Production Schedule
Reproduction Typing Space Orders
Job Pile Filing, other than noted

Bob Graham

@ Printing Printing Supplies
Test Data Sheets Spirit Duplicator Supplies
Offset Plate File

Frank Howland

Technical Tllustration Forms

Signs Typesetting Supplies

Composition Photo Display
Engravings Art, Photo & Type Files
Mats Art, Photo & Type Books

George Lord

Photography Photocopy Supplies
Offset Plates Schematics
Photo Equipment Offset Negative File
Photo Supplies
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Gert Loynd
Inquiry Handling
Prospect Mailing List
Inguiry Scrapbook
Mailing Guide Book
Inquiry Log Sheets

Inquiry Record Book
Inquiry Code Cards
Publicity Reprints
Inquiry Evaluation Log

Jackie Micklay
Sales Literature Stock
Office Forms and Supplies
Stationery
Minimum Stock Notices
Inventory
Schematics File
Schematic Record Book
Sample Schematic Book
Systems File

Sample Rep Binder
Sample DEC Binder
Sample Customer Binder
Lobby Literature Rack
Sample Catalog Binding
Binding Supplies
Forms Sample File
Archives Pile

Scott Miller
Design
Packaging
Specifications
Proposals

Exhibits
Bulletin Board
Displays
Art Supplies

Grace Stokes

Prospect Mailings
Publicity Mailings
Customer Mailings
Sales Rep Mailings
Company Mailings

Customer Mailing List
Sales Rep Mailing List
Publicity Mailing List
DEC Routing List
Direct Mail Supplies

We will resume the practice of regular morning meetings of depart-
ment members 2S s00n as we are relocated and have the space to do
s0, At that time we will discuss progress on these various activi-ties and make plans for any coordinated effort that may be required.
Certain of these activities must meet calendar dates, and these
calendar dates will be noted on the job tickets when the orders
are made out. Whenever Florence gets a job ticket with a specific
due date, she will note the item on a blackboard which we will use
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for production scheduling.
In this connection, it is essential that a job ticket be made out
on each specific job handled by the department. Certain jobtickets will be made out semi-annually. These include such con-
tinuing jobs as inquiry handling, mailing list maintenance and
other such projects as have no particular monthly significance.All other jobs must have job tickets in order that we maintain an
orderly flow of work through the department and utilize our time
and efforts to the best advantage. Do not, I repeat, do not start
anv iob without a job ticket.
A little later in the year I hope that several members of the
department can be made responsible for general areas of activity.
This would reduce the number of full department meetings required
to keep track of our progress on specific items. For the time
being, I think it is better for us all to get together until each
person feels that he has full control of his particular assign-
ments.

One further responsibility which we will all continue to share is
that of keeping our area in good order. Naw filing cabinets,
storage cabinets and work counters have been ordered, and as soon
as they are put in place, we will have sufficient, proper storage
space for all our materials. In addition, we will take a day
soon to clear outdated and useless material out of our present
files, to clean out desks, and to put the dead storage room back
in proper shape.

When this clean-up is completed and we are relocated in our new
area, I will expect everyone to maintain the materials, machines
and work space for which he or she is responsible in presentable
condition. If you find that members of other departments are
making this difficult or mpossible, I will see to it that the
condition is corrected.



January 9, 1961
DIODES

Maynard Sandler Robert Hughes

This memo is to bring you up to date on what Engineering isdoing with components to improve the end product. We have justordered 1000 Transitron diodes. They are type S980G, DEC typeDOOl. The specification for these diodes is enclosed, but inbrief, they will all pass our testa and will replace the diode
which is used in the 5 megacycle and 500 ke lines. We will not
have any more reds or any such color coding. e will simply use
DOO] diodes everywhere. These dicdes will hav our own color
coding on them (black, black, and brown) and 11 be coated with aclear urethane film so that the diode marking' will not come off
when they are washed in trichlorethylene. OOO diodes which

cost us 20 in 100,000 quantities Ow hould ably give cone
sideration to terminating our o with Chmite Nanufacturing
Company in the near future.

Glevite\snall glass silican diodes
which are now used. These

we ordered will through our hot and col@-eyc to
they we use then uction.\ These diodes will

We are about to buy some
to replace the 3101 Westiumhousedio
glass diodes will take a ion of the space that the1
Westinghouse used take not require One
As yet, we are unsure whe or we will have to adi color
code on these dio ai nt it from others as we do on
the 3101. This dfo

give consideration tea our ers with Westinghouse.

type COR 5427, DEC type DO02 and
will be color cod black, lack, and red. This diode will get
the same environmen test diode DOO] and probably you should

diodes and they are priced from 45 to 55 because of the added
test. Sometime in the future we will probably make the CTP 894,
DEC type DO03 and have it color coded accordingly.

We are adiing a recovery specification to the CTP 894

oo: Ke Olsen, H. Anderson, 5. Olsen, R. Best, H. Crouse, R. Hughes,
B. Gurley, D. White, and R. Doane



SPECIFICATION FOR DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

DIODE TYPE BOO]

Forward drop statics* 0.6 volts at 10 ma.

Forward drop dynamic® 1.5 volts at 10 ma.

Reverse recoverys* 0.7 microseconds to 0 volts when forward current

is 10 ma, and reverse current is 0.1 ma.

P.1.V.t at 100 microamperes -20 volts.
Inverge currents Less than 20 aiocroamps at -4 volts,

Marking: This diode shall have 3 solor code bands (black, black,

and brown) located at the cathode.

Coating: The diode will be coated with a clas urethane film.

rt A. Hughes

January 9, 1961



INTEROFFICEAE MEMORANDUM
DATE January 6, 1961

SUBJECT SALES CALL REPORT 12/23/60 to 1/6/61

To Stan FROM Jack Brown

SUN OIL

John Riee was out of town, but Tom Spratt reviewed many of his
requirements. He was most concerned over -

a. Double Length Arithmetic
b. Floating Point Operation
c. Price.

They have about $150,000.00 budgeted but want the most for their
moaney.. The PB 250 I believe is our competition. Spratt talked
with Gordon Bell who answered most of his questions, but I promised
we would send some price information in addition.

digital equipment corporationDFI06
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 6, 1961

SUBJECT SALES CALL REPORT 12/23/60 to 1/6/61
To Stan FROM Jack Brown

UNITED GAS
The Computer they have built with our equipment is working well

and the only complaint is that the blocks cost so much they may
have priced themselves out of the market. They will most probably
attempt to build modules if they get many orders but I doubt if theywill be successful, and we may get future production business.
Ed Gordon through studing C. Adams survey of Computers was interested
in our PDP and asked us to quote on the configuration described in the
attached letter. UGC has already sent a letter of intent to Packard
Bell (?) so I doubt if we have a chance, but should answer anyway.

e
digital equipment corporationDFI06

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 5, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Lan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Ben Gurley
Gordon Bell

I propose that we write fairly soon a booklet and perhaps
a magazine article on "nonmathematical uses of digital computers.
We take so for granted the use of computers for sorting,
shifting, and manipulating information where very few mathe-
matical operations are involved that we do not appreciate
the fact that the ordinary person, including many users, do
not realize how important the nonmathematical uses of the
computer are. Even John Hancock, who use computers a lot, do
not really understand, I am afraid, how much of their computer
usage has nothing to do with computation.

This is a very important message to get across because
it is a justification for an 18 bit computer and also computer
with long multiplication time. It would also be a contribu
tion to the education of mankind because of the confusion
rampant on the nature of computers.

This booklet might be the booklet in which we go into
detail on how you go about programming a PDP. We are not going
to tell people how to do Fortran type operations anyway, but
mainly the ones which are, in general, nonmathematical.

We could use most of the examples that we have written
up already, such as, Kalah and the ARC, and go into detail on
our assembly and compiling program.

Kenneth H. Olsen

digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS

DF106



INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM
DATE January 5, 1961

SUBJECT

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Stanley Olsen
Ben Gurley

Mr. Rosen, of Yale, called on Thursday, January 5, and said
that our PDP-1 has created a tremendous stir at Yale. Theyjust can't believe that they can get so much computation for solittle money. He is going next week to Washington to see if he
can drum up the money. There is a possibility that he might get
the whole $160,000 and put the order in within a few weeks, but
he is mainly interested in rental. He would be particularlyinterested in rental with an option to buy. He asked me approxi-
mately what the rental costs.

He mentioned Charlie Adams' article said that the rental
would be $2,200. I told him the story behind that, and he under-
stood completely; but he asked me for a guess as to what the
cost would be, and I told him that I guessed it would be about
$4,500 per month for a $160,000 machine. He said that plus or
minus $500 on that would not be bad and that he thought the
number was quite reasonable. I propose that we immediately
develop a rental system and offer it to this man even though we
don't have a general policy available to give to all customers.
If we could allow 20 per cent of the rental cost to go toward
the purchase, it would make it very desirable to this man.

He also suggested that there are many people in the situation
where they would not like to commit many thousands of dollars
to purchase a machine, but they would like to rent it for a while
and still have some investment in the final cost of the machine.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DF106 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



s INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

TO

DATE wVanuary 5, 1961

Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth 8. Olsen
- "Harlan Anderson

Gordon Bell

Professor John McCarthy, from M.I.%., called on
Wednesday, January 4, to see if we would be willing to
build a souped-up PDP-3 for M.I.f. He was just about
to have a meeting with Wes Clark to see what Lincoln
Laboratory's reaction to this was. The machine they
have in mind would be a PDP-3 but with boundary registers
and would eventually have 260,000 words of memory. They
are interested in having the machine delivered in about
a year and then expand it to full complexity in about
two. This is for the Laboratory for Communication
Sciences, but they would like to have the machine
delivered before the building is done.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ra

DFI06 digital equipment corporation
MAYNARD. MASSACHUSETTS


